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Cranky Computer 
Delays Apollo 17
|kHOUSTON (AP) — The men 
■ Apollo 17 streaked toward the 
pnoon today, leaving behind the 
cares of a cranky computer 
that delayed their journey for 
nearly three hours. They left on 
man’s last planned 20th-century 
lunar voyage with a liftoff 
which turned earth's night to 
noon.
“Good show, babe! Little late, 
but good show!’’ cried a re­
lieved and elated commander, 
Eugene Ceman, as he and crew 
mat*s Dr. Harri.on (Jack) 
Schmitt and Ronald Evans 
rocketed away from Cape Ken­
nedy, Fla.
“We had to work at it," said 
Mission Control, "Glad we 
made it.”
“Guess who else is,” said 
Schmitt, a Harvard-trained, ge­
ologist who became the first 
American scientist in space.
After the launch, the first 
ever for the United States in 
darkness, the astronauts orbited 
earth twice and then were pro­
pelled on a path toward the 
moon, where they hoped to find 
the missing links in man's 
knowledge of lunar evolution. 
LAST IN SERIES ’
The flight is the last of the 11- 
mission Apollo series, the cli­
max of a rush toward a landing 
on the moon which began in the 
early 1960s with a challenge to 
the country by the late Presi­
dent John F. Kennedy.
From the current president, 
Richard M. Nixon, the astro­
nauts received wishes of “luck 
and Godspeed.”
“Those who come after will 
stand on the shoulders of the 
men of Apollo and their dedi­
cated support team,” Nixon 
said in a statement relayed to 
reporters at his Camp David, 
Md. retreat.
The smooth flight was ble­
mished by only two small, nag­
ging, but not serious problems. 
An alarm system in the cabin 
of the spacecraft was sounding 
without reason whenever the as­
tronauts threw certain switches. 
Ceman also reported for a time 
that not all the latches which 
lock the command module and 
the lunar module together had 
operated.
WAS NOT SERIOUS
Mission Control said the 
alarm system problem was not 
serious enough to affect the 
mission and the uncooperative 
latch later took hold.
It was a more serious prob­
lem earlier, however, that de­
layed Apollo 17’s launch. Offi­
cials on the ground said the lost 
time would be recovered by a 
speeded-up voyage tp lunar or­
bit and Monday’s moon landing 
would occur at the originally 
scheduled time.
A computer which refused to 
acknowledge a manual signal 
from launch-control technicians 
caused the Apollo 17 countdown 
to stop less than half a minute 
before the huge Saturn V rock­
ets were to ignite.
Audience Near A Million
’ Battling, against time, engi­
neers at Cape Kennedy and at 
the Marshall Spaceflight Centre 
at Huntsville, Ala,, quickly de­
veloped and tested a plan to 
outwit the? confused computer. 
The new system worked and 
Apollo 17 blasted into; space at 
12:33 a.m. EST, less than an 
hour before the ever-changing 
position of sun, earth and moon 
would have forced a 24-hour, or-
perhaps as long as a month’s, 
postponement.
Despite the countdown, the 
launch was smooth and spec­
tacular.
While an estimated million 
persons watched from Cape 
Kennedy viewing areas, the 36- 
storey Saturn V • rocket lifted 
slowly, majestically from its 
nest of concrete and steel, 
climbing into a nearly clear, 
black Florida sky. HAIR-RAISING EXPERIMENT
Over-Counter Cold Remedies
Called Hoax And Witches Brew
WASHINGTON (AP) — Over- 
the-counter cold and cough rem­
edies have come under attack 
before a Senate subcommittee, 
with six scientists' urging the 
Food and Drug Administration 
to ban all such products.
In addition, a former medical 
executive for Vicks Chemical 
Co., Dr. Donald La Brccque, 
told the subcommittee Wednes­
day that the company’s NyQuil 
medicine is "a witches’ brew" 
containing "everything but the 
sun.”
A spokesman for Richardson- 
Merrell, Inc., the parent com­
pany, said La Brccque’s testi­
mony was “substantially in­
correct" and that millions have 
used NyQuil "safely and effec­
tively."
A six-day hearing on non-pre­
scription medications continues 
today before the monopoly sub­
committee of the Senate small 
business committee.
WANTS TO KNOW WHY
Subcommittee chairman Sen­
ator Gaylord Nelson said he 
will ask FDA officials why they 
have allowed sales of over-the- 
counter cold and cough mix­
tures to continue.
Such mixtures were de­
nounced as "i» hoax on the pub­
lic” by Dr. Carl Arbedma, clini­
cal professor of medicine and 
microbiology at tl;c Stale Uni­
versity of New York in Buffalo.
lie saxl persons who claim re­
lief "may indeed have minor al­
lergic symptoms” which are 
being eased Instead, But he 
Grizzly Fighter 
Given Medal
■LONDON (Reuter) - Mal- 
MB) A'.pclei an Edmonton 
BPTith who fought a grizzly bear 
that attacked his girl hiking 
companion, has been awarded 
tlie Royal Humane Society's 
1972 Stanhope gold medal.
It Is the .society's highest 
nwnrd. given for the bravest 
deed of the year reported to the 
Murnan* Societies of the Com- 
nionw ealth.
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added that even this kind of re­
lief is "not. as effective" as with 
prescription drugs.
Dr. Philip Norman, associate 
professor of medicine at Johns 
Hopkins University, reported on 
a study of cold preparations 
conducted by a panel,of scien­
tists on behalf of the ' National 
Academy of Sciences in 1971.
That panel told tire FDA that 
two cold medicines, Contac Cold 
Capsules and Coricidin, were 
“ineffective" as fixed com­
binations of ingredients.




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Five persons were killed In 
British Columbia Wednesday 
in the sixth day of Safe Driv­
ing Week, pushing the prov­
ince’s total so far to 14 killed 
and surpassing last year’s 
seven-day-total of 12 deaths.
Across Canada, eight per-” 
sons were killed, including the 
five in British Columbia, one 
in Quebec, two in Ontario.
Only Prince Edward Island 
and New Brunswick arc free 
of traffic fatalities since Safe 
Driving Week started last Fri­
day.
The six-day total of traffic 
deaths now stands at 41, com­
pared with 65 road deaths 
after the sixth day of last 
year's campaign.
Last year, Gft persons died 
in the period between Dec, I 
and Dee. 7.
One of the most "hair- 
raising” gadgets at the Kel­
owna Secondary School crea­
tivity iii?gfit open hojise.-Wed-' 
znesday, was a Vandegraph 
generator, demonstrated by 
Grade 12 student Richard Jen- 
nens, who produced the novel 
electronic instrument. About 
2,000 parents and public at-
tended the 
first of its




A final resting place for 
disposal of septic- tank effluent 
from Central Okanagan Re­
gional District may be found 
in the city pollution control 
plant.
When the regional board met 
Wednesday night, Mayor Hil­
bert Roth said city engineering 
director Nelson Deck was auth­
orized to find out how much it 
would cost to modify the plant 
on Raymer Avenue so it could 
accept the effluent. Regional 
directors agreed to await fur­
ther information, but to con­
tinue looking for land to use as 
a disposal site.
The board has been discus­
sing sewage disposal for a long 
time. The matter came to a 
head recently when the B.C. 
pollution control board refused 
to allow R. G. King of West­
bank to dump sewage from 
Orchard'Park in Westbank. The 
city has since agreed to accept 
sewage front the shopping 
centre.
Efforts by a board committee 
to use a site in Ellison were 
thwarted by residents of that 
area. The land, in the Postill 
Lake Road area, is owned by 
Kelowna Ranches, The district 
engineer for the pollution con­
trol branch advised seeking use 
of one site for about six months, 
and use of another permanent­
ly. An engineering company 
obtained further information on 
the land.
Last month Ellison residents 
met at the home of J. L. Pid- 
docke. Area director Heinz 
Koetz and board chairman W. 
C. Bennett attended the meet­
ing. J. H. Hayes was named 
secretary, and he advised the 
board a resolution was passed 
unanimously that no effluent be 
dumped at the site, and : hat 
Ellison residents be notified if 
other land in that area was to 
be considered.
Possibility Was Discussed
type । ever at the was described by Mr. Dewar 
schopL/fhe. qvent-was intro-.' .. as. a ’.‘matter '.of" showing '.'in-' 
duce~d by KSS principal Harry stead of talking.” All exhibits
Dewar, who said today com- were created by students un- 
ments on displays and presen- der teacher supervision, with
tations were "very compli­
mentary”. The open house 
was designed to encourage 
better parent-student involve- .
counsellors and student club 
representatives providing in­
formation on various exhibits. 
(Courier Photo).
Canada 'On Slippery Slope' 
In Personal Privacy Issue
Marcos' Wife 
Badly Knifed
MANILA (AP) — A dark-
suited man slashed the wife of 
President Ferdinand E. Marcos 
today with a foot-long bolo knife 
as she was congratulating win­
ners of a beautification contest
A helicopter took Imelda Mar­
cos to the Makati Medicdl 
Centre where., she .was reported 
"safe .’, .'out of danger.” The 
hospital said the 42-year-olc 
first lady of the Philippines was 
slashed on her arms and hands 
and lost a lot of blood.
Guards shot and killed the as­
sailant, not immediately identi­
fied.
When Mr. Bennett said the 
land offer had been withdrawn, 
Mayor Roth said Kelowna coun­
cil had discussed the possibility 
of using the city plant. Mr. 
Deck wrote Associated Engin­
eering Services of Vancouver, 
consultants on the plant, sug­
gesting 50,000 gallons of effluent 
per day would be involved. No 
answer has been received yet.
The mayor said the city ac­
cepted effluent from the shop­
ping centre because it is col­
lected daily. However, it would 
be different handling effluent 
taken from septic tanks about 
once a year.
He said oil from service sta­
tions, could not be accepted by 
the plant, but might be dispos­
ed of in the Glenmore landfill 
site. '
Westbank representative An­
drew Duncan suggested. using 
the plant might bring objec­
tions from the Okanagan Basin 
Water Board. The mayor re­
torted by saying the plant is 
“one of the most modern 
plants in B.C.,” is designed tor 
30,000 people but, with modi-
fications, could look after 
80,000.
Mayor Roth and Mel Mar­
shall, Rutland director, differ­
ed on whether sewage plants in 
Rutland put more nitrate into 
the ground than does the Kel­
owna plant. The mayor said a 
study by South Okanagan 
Health Unit "proved beyond a 
doubt” the Rutland plants put 
in- more nitrates than does the 
city one.
While commending the may­
or’s idea, Mr. Marshall wonder­
ed if it would work. He said a 
sewage lagoon would be better, 
and the matter should be dis­
cussed with health officials.
Mayor Roth quoted an official 
of the Okanagan Basin Water t 
Study as saying the lake was 
in good condition, arid removal 
of sewage outfalls from it 
might not be recommended but, 
rather, that better treatment 
methods be used. .
East and southeast Kelowna 
director James Stuart, and 
Lakeview Heights director Dud* 
ley Pritchard, spoke in favor 
of the suggestion, but recom­




Mayor Says Sorry For Words
Truman Fights 
For His Life
KANSAS CITY (AP) - For­
mer president Harry S. Truman, 
(ightiug iiiiii'.rMnl lungs :m,l a 
weakened heart, remained on 
the ci itle.'il list tOdav but medi­
cal officials .said h;s condition 
। was Impiwved
A sI,iIcmeut (■->,uni at 10 a m 
I'.S'l’ bv Re: can h Hu' pitil and 
. Medli al Criitie, vliric Tuun.ill 
j w,>s lid.cn lute Tuesday. .*aiil' 
| “His ni;c iand tlie ;*itcnllnl 
of f'idd'11 change i*lpiii* that 
hr lon'iime to b* d>- .iil-d a
I <1 it ill ”
MOCKS G\IN
' Nl W YORK i \P> Filers
i ’A t <• । , ■, b-1 ! ■ I v |,|. p. , t ||e
■ x -i .i h' i ' 11 . e ih i,
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OTTAWA (CP) — Canada is 
on “a slippery slope” in the 
fight between the individual try­
ing to protect his personal 
privacy and the computer­
snoopers piling up more and 
more data about him.
A. E. Gotlieb, deputy commu­
nications minister, used the 
phrase today to describe the 
mounting problems turned up in 
Privacy and Computers, a joint 
study released by his depart­
ment and the justice depart­
ment.
The fight so far has been vir­
tually no contest, the study 
shows, and it calls on the gov­
ernment, as one of the largest 
computer users and fact collec­
tors, to start working on guides 
to give the ordinary citizen 
some protection for his personal 
privacy against the onslaught of 
the computer age.
At. the same time, Commu­
nications Minister Gerard Pelle­
tier and Justice Minister Olio 
Lang issued a .statement saying 
the government recognizes the 
right of individuals .to a certain 
core of privacy.
Just what personal informa­
tion this core will cover still Is 
not clear, Mr. Gotlieb said al. a 
news conference following re­
lease of the IH-month study. 
This was because "privacy” 
means different things to differ­
ent people.
But. th* study was inlended to 
spark a political (lebate on the 
whole issue, to outline some 
problem areas and lo suggest 
possible leads toward solutions.
The government would sei up 
a special committee with mem­
bership drawn from those de­
partments dealine In personal 
infurmalioii m follow up some 
of the leads. Mr. Gotlieb -.aid.
accepts in principle the study’s taken by the federal govern-
conclusion that first steps to ment, described as the largest
protect individual privacy in,the data collector !n the country
information field should be Specific privacy-protection .
Barrett Changes His Mind 
And Will Be Finance Minister
VICTORIA (CP) — Premier 
Dave Barrett said today that he 
has changed his mind and will 
retain the portfolio of finance 
minister, as well • as that of 
premier, In British Columbia’s 
New Democratic Party admini­
stration.
The decision represents an 
about-face by the premier, who 
had frequently criticized former 
Social Credit premier W. A. C. 
Bennett, for holding both jwsls.
When Mr. Barrett formed his 
government following the NDP's 
upset victory In (he Aug. 30 pro­
vincial election, he said he plan­
ned to retain the finance mini­
ster's portfolio for only a short 
time.
Today, however, he said that 
the experience gained from 
months in office had made him 
realize there were sound ad­
ministrative reasons for the 
premier acling ns his own fi­
nance minister.
"I'm finding in Ihe function of
tlie job that there wore reasons 
obviously why the former prem­
ier kept the finance portfolio. 
I’m finding those reasons ad 
ist.ratlve.
"I’ll be very candid with you. 
There are obvious reasons why 
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Skagit Meet Set
VANCOUVER (CP) — Fed­
eral Environment Minister 
Jack Davis said Wednesday 
officials from the federal and 
provincial governments will 
meet Monday to draft a for­
mal statement aimed at halt­
ing all activity on the propos­
ed Skagit Valley flooding.
The next item on. the agenda 
also concerned sewage disposal, 
and brought Mayor Roth into 
verbal conflict with Ray Dellar 
of Kelowna, who collects ef­
fluent. Chairman Bennett had 
to use his gavel several times, 
and the mayor apologized to 
Mr. Dellar for his language.
Mr. Dellar said he first con­
tacted the city 10 years ago. He 
charged there are buildings in
Firemen Hurt
MONTREAL (CP) — Six 
Montreal firemen, injured 
Wednesday night when part 
of a burning building collaps­
ed on them, received treat­
ment in hospital early today 
and all but one were releas­
ed.
Unionists Slain
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) 
—Two labor union officials 
were found shot to death in 
the union's offices here, 









were 43 loads taken
from the city in a month,” con­
tinued Mr. Dollar.
"Those places are on septic 
tanks,” answered tlie mayor.
"How pure was your plant 
May 17?” asked Mr. Dcllar, 
bringing no reply.
Mr. Dellar said the Orchard 
Park situation "was not desper­
ate,” since tanks had been 
pumped out recently.
Collectors risked being fined 
up to $600 for dumping indis­
criminately but, "If we put our 
trucks away," the S and K ply­
wood plant, Grown Zellerbach 
container plant, McGavin's Bak- 
ety and White Motors would 
soon he out of business. Tlie ply­
wood plant Is downtown, while
the other three industries art 
in the city industrial park on 
Highway 97 N near the city 
limits.
The mayor said the city is 
putting sewers in the industrial 
park. Dyes and starches from 
the Crown Zellerbach plant are 
not acceptable in the city treat­
ment plant. These are being 
dumped in Ellison, Mr. Dellar 
admitted.
“Have you ever made an 
honest effort to get some land?” 
the mayor asked.
“I never made enough mon­
ey," was the reply,
Mr. Bennett told Mayor Har­
old Thwaite of Peachland the 
board is still looking for Crown 
land away from civilization.
"We have' land in Peachland 
if we are careful alxnit dumjv* 
ing,” said Mr. Dellar. "We 
need one between Westbank 
and Kelowna, and another be­
tween Kelowna nnd Oyama. If 
there were several dumps, 
there would be no saturation 
like that which occurred nt th® 
King site.”
He told Mr. Bennett the re­
gional district should insist that 
collectors have licences which 
would specify where they could 
dump,
Jobs Booster Interests Kelowna
A $500 million fcdcr.il aid pro- i 
nun designed to reduce winter
to funnier- capital projects this
plan
million lo frd< ml drpmtnWllt 
for labm-intcip ivr tunin' pii
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day by Finance Minister John 
Turner mid Manpower Minister 
Robert- Andras, could have jxi'i- 
idbilities for the city.
Director of finance Harold 
Hall, cited expansion of Hie 
KCMP fm ilitii's and tlie swim­
ming p(Hil luuf a-: poi. Iide < 01-
mid gi'iiiils
II MtOl.D H M I. 
, . examples given
000 jobs this winter, with funds 
aimed largely at provinces and 
municipalities to help finance 
local services, repair and capi­
tal works. 'Ilie $350 million win­
ter capital projects fund will 
make loans available up to May 
31, 1975, with Incentives to 
stimulate new programs and 
roncentr ata work In the winter 
months.
Half the on-site liilmr costs 
loeuri cd before the end of the 
pi mil an i wilt be forgiven before 
the end of the program, while 
the oilier half will be forglve- 
ablr If incurred between Dec. 1 
and May 31,
fm U'-.cd on .':r;i.M>n;tl nnrinplny- 
mrnl mid "Ilie need for ft long­
er |i|mining period for major 
capital woikn." Provinces would 
obtain funds based on n formula
bllf ir>pl ij tn'' t kiel mifl th*- <l«‘- 
of ''hr.iMiiinllfy” in pin-
i itw I .'I I in*-,.
pcrinunent work, tlie govern­
ment indicated.
Applications for L.I.P. and 
training progrnins were being 
accepted as of Dec, 1 and all 
applications had lo be In by 
Dec. 31. Projects valued nt $250 
million had l>ecn received by the 
government by Dre. 4. Under 
the training program, employ­
ers receive 7-r> per cent of train­
ees wage costs (hiring Ihe find 
half of the training peilod ami 
fill per cent In the m-i mid half. 
Maximum payment, per week 
lo emjiloyei« Is $1IH.
Mr. Andras said that while 
the new funds for 1. I P. mat 
training piogiams will help i*- 
duce winter iinrinploy ment, 
they will alio general* new 
ideas and teclmlqiirs. He added 
lus (tepmfment couM not go on 
funding LLP. programs "for- 
e\ri“ nnd that • i-i)-/-;*
along th* Une” Individual pro- 
jrrt'i mii’-t find their own final*
preted more Infut motion v until I
I. f,,,n.........  ■ .’till! :< v • H. I WMH AR FI..AN
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«nl4 h* hoped to 110 mH- 
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NAMES IN NEWS OTTAWA (CP) High-
Turner Planning Budget Soon
lights of the report of special 
study on privacy released to­
day:
port, leaves “a trail of data 
behind.”
Finance Minister John Turn-| 
er said Wednesday he is think­
ing of 1 presenting a budget 
"very soon" after Parliament 
meets Jan. 4. At a news confer­
ence at which he and Man­
power Minister Robert Andras 
announced new winter works 
plans, he said a new outline of 
tax and spending plans could 
come before a mid-month meet­
ing with provincial finance min­
isters. He hedged a bit, how­
ever, saying also that the bud­
get might be presented after 
the meeting he hopes will be 
held Jan. 18-19. It would come 
‘,'soon enough," he added.
Michael Goldbaura of Miami 
is being sought by police for 
allegedly stealing luxury auto­
mobiles he registered under 
the name Prince Balthasar Karl
Friedrich von Hohensiegen 
Zunger und von Harrah 
Austria.




Manitoba opened talks Wednes­
day in Moscow with Soviet for­
eign trade officials to complete 
a multi-million-dollar purchase 
of Russian turbines for a hydro­
electric project. Schreyer ar­
rived in the Soviet Union Mon­
day evening and spent Tuesday 
sightseeing in Moscow.
The third and final report of 
the commission on the non­
medical use of drugs will be out 
early in the new year, prob­
ably around February, says
MICHAEL GOLDBAUM 
... a prince?
commission chairman Gerald 
Le Dain. He said in Ottawa he 
expected the five-man commis­
sion "would conclude its work 
within the next two or three 
months. That includes, of 
course, translation of the final 
report, its production and also 
the sort of winding up of the 
commission—the administrative 
liquidation of it.”
Edmund G. Littler, Sr., for- . 
mer chairman of Walter M. 
Lowney Co. Ltd., was convicted 
Wednesday of defrauding three 
Montreal firms of more than 
$1 million. Judge Henri Masson 
Loranger of Montreal Sessions 
Court said Littler, 64, had en­
gaged in ‘‘unfair and dishonest 
dealings” in Lowney shares 
prior to the sale of the Sher­
brooke, Que., candy and ice 
cream company to Standard 
Brands of New York in 1968. 
Littler was acquitted of three 
accompanying charges of false 
pretences and two charges of 
fraud and false pretences relat­
ing to open-market purchases 
of Lowney shares.
Lincoln Alexander, Conserva­
tive immigration spokesman 
and the only black MP in the 
Commons, says he supports im­
migration officials who prevent­
ed U.S. black revolutionary 
Stokely Carmichael from visit­
ing Canada. He said Wednes­
day in Ottawa that when visit­
ors have a message that could 
be disruptive, “I think the gov­
ernment has to move in order 
to prevent this type of person 
coming here.”
Canadian Defence Minister 
James Richardson told a NATO 
! ministerial meeting Wednes­
day in Brussels that changes m 
' the structure of the Canadian 
contingent in the alliance are 
; being studied, but he reaffirm­
ed his determination to im-
prove the performance of Can­
ada in NATO. Richardson said 
Canada plans ‘‘to maintain and 
qualitatively improve the over­
all capability of its NATO for­
ces.”
Charles Manson, convicted of 
killing actress Sharon Tale and 
eight others, could technically 
be free on parole in seven 
years. But reporter Bill Farr, 
who wrote stories on the Man- 
son trial for the Los Angeles 
Herald-Examiner and is refus­
ing to tell the trial judge where 
he got one of them, could stay 
in for life.-Farr has been cited 
by Judge Charles Older of 
Supreme Court for contempt of 
court and ordered to jail in­
definitely Until he names the 
lawyers who gave him the 
story of a Manson family death 
list of celebrities. Farr says he 
won’t tell. He says he feels 
bound by professional and per­
sonal ethics not to reveal the 
sources.
Prof. Albert Sabin, the man 
who discovered, the anti-polio 
vaccine, says that he and other 
cancer researchers have ar­
rived at “an exciting result, 
too good to be true.” Speaking 
Tuesday in Rome on a private 
। television linkup between New 
, York and Italy, he declined de­
tails but said the research con- 
’ cerns anti-cancer viruses which 
, exist naturally in the human 
body.
There may be a certain 
“core" of privacy which must 
not be lightly invaded lest an 
“individual's personality be 
violated.”
More personal Information 
is being collected and made 
available to a larger number 
of users than most Canadians 
suppose.
The technological capabi­
lities of computerized infor­
mation systems can threaten 
important human values.
Almost every act, from buy; 




VICTORIA. (CP) — Highways 
Minister Robert Strachan said 
Wednesday the government will 
spend $2.3 million for diversion 
of the > Lougheed Highway in 
Coquitlam and construction of 
an underpass at CP Rail tracks 
where trains have blocked traf- 
fix and created tieups on the 
highway.
Automation of manuel files 
has revealed more in­
accuracies in personal infor­
mation systems than gener­
ally is realized.
Few safeguards counter the 
tendency of private corpo­
rations and government in­
stitutions to gather more in­
formation than necessary.
Few safeguards control Uie 
collection of information that 
might provide the basis for 
racial, religious or other dis­
crimination.
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
1654 Ellis St.
TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
the Toronto stock market edged 
moderately higher in active 
mid-morning trading today.
•i The industrial-index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trends, was up .52 to 219.11, 
golds 1.54 to 184.90 and (western 
oils 1.33 to 276.18. Base metals 
were off .08 to 82.59.
I Volume by 11 a.m. was 830,- 
000 shares compared with 1.30 
million traded by the same time
. Wednesday.
5. Bank, oil refining, trust and 
loan and general manufacturing 
stocks were among sectors of 
the market recording the 
'strongest gains while commu- 
hication, food processing and 
steel issues were off slightly.
i Advances held a wide margin 
over declines, 154 to 96, while 
1215 issues remained unchanged. 
' Bow Valley rose 1% to $42%, 
Bank of Nova Scotia % to $40%, 
Shell Canada % to $58%, Gulf
; Oil % to $38% and Falconbridge 
Nickel % to $60%.
"Westeel slipped % to $26%, 
^Dominion Foundries % to $29, 
Security Capital B 7 cents to 90 
cents, Robinson Little % to $5% 
ijarid Realty Corp. 34 to $6%.
I; McIntyre climbed % to $44% 
.’and Tara Exploration % to 
$14%. Iso Mines was off 5 cents 
4o $2.60.
Interprov. Pipe 28% 
Inter. Steel & Pipe 15% 
Kaiser Resources 1.90 
Kaps Transport 11% 
Labatts 30







Nor. Cent. Gas 
Oshawa Wholesale
Pacific Pete 






























Tor. Dom. Bank 34%
Trans Can. Pipe 45
Trans. Moun. Pipe 22%
Hiram Walkers / 50%
WILL COMPLAIN I
KIMBERLEY (CP) - Bob 
Kiever, president of local 480, 
United Steelworkers of America, 
said Wednesday the union will 
complain to provincial Labor 
Minister Bill King that the un­
ion environmental representa­
tive was denied permission to 
tour Comineo Ltd. operations 
here.
WILL STAND TRIAL
VANCOUVER (CP) — Gary 
Allen Cecil, 26, and Phillip Alan 
Robinson, 23, both of no fixed 
address, were committed Wed­
nesday in University of B.C. 
provincial court for trial on 
charges of armed robbery in a 
holdup in which two men tock 
SSO from a taxi driver in Sep­
tember.
MOVIE GUIDE

























Westburne Int'l 16 16%
Westcoast Trans. 23
West. Broadcg. 14% 
White Pass. & Yuk. 11% 
Woodwards “A" 30%
- MINES







































VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
tyere mixed in slow trading on 
the Vancouver Stock Exchange 
today. First-hour volume was 
179,670 shares.
- In the industries, Canterra 
traded unchanged at .40 on a 
jvolume of 500 shares.
1 In the oils, Coseka Resources 
jrose .05 to $3.40 on a volume of 
4,700 shares.
’ In the mines, Cop-Ex rose .06 




’ -' (Today’s Opcnlnn Prices) 
। INDUSTRIALS
























































































































Highways Minister Robert 
Strachan announced today the •: 
provincial government has hir­
ed the treasurer of Saskatche­
wan’s public car insurance pro­
gram to put together British 
Columbia’s scheme. Mr. Stra­
chan also promised in Victoria, 
the insurance legislation will be 
introduced for final adoption at 
the spring session of the B.C. 
legislature which begins Jan. 
25. .
John Hancock, 16, of White 
Rock, died in hospital of in­
juries suffered ■ when a car in 
which he was a passenger 
crashed into a ditch in Surrey.
Sir Alec Douglas-Home, Bri­
tain’s foreign secretary, met 
for three-quarters of an hour 
Wednesday in Brussels with 
Foreign Minister Josef Agusts- 
son of Iceland in an attempt to 
reach a truce in the so-called 
cod war. British sources said 
they had the impression that 
efforts will continue * and that 
the two men may meet again 
before the end Friday of the 
annual gathering of foreign 
ministers from countries of the 
North Atlantic alliance.
President Salvador Allende of 
Chile told Soviet leaders Wed­
nesday night in Moscow that 
his country is. living through 
“a silent Vietnam” due to what 
he called aggression by multi­
national companies. Saying 
that copper-exporting countries 
have united to defend their na-
DRIVER KILLED
CAMPBELL RIVER (CP - 
Gordon William Wright, 49, of 
Delta, died Wednesday when the 
car he was driving ran off a 
side road 24 miles southwest of 
here and rolled over. A passen­
ger in the car escaped injury.
SUIT FILED
VANCOUVER (CP) — Hanne 
Jensen and Aileen Cassidy Mon­
day filed a suit in B.C. Supreme 
Court against Office Assistance 
Vancouver Ltd. and its general 
manager Barbara Rae, alleging 
libel and seeking unstated dam­
ages. The action followed state­
ments concerning their dismissa 
by the firm after they filec 
complaints under the Human 
Rights Act, alleging they- were 
paid a lower rate than a man 
doing the same job.
VOTE FOR CCU
TRAIL (CP) — Members ci 
the recently-formed Canadian 
Workers Union here have voted 
unanimously to join the Council 
of Canadian Unions, a spokes­
man said Wednesday. He said 
affiliation with the CCU will as­
sist the CWU in efforts to oust 
the United Steelworkers as bar­
gaining agent for workers at 
Comineo Ltd. here and at Kim­
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tional resources against “im­
perialism and aggression,” Al­
lende said: “Once again the 
workers will form a great wall 
to contain the threat which 
grows from the power of mon­
ey.”
Duncan Suttles, 26, of Van­
couver moved a step closer to 
grandmaster status Wednesday 
when he drew a game against 
Bent Larsen of Denmark in the 
international chess tournament 
in San Antonio, Tex. The draw 
gave Suttles eight match points 
and prompted a brief flurry of 
excitement among his fans. He 
needed eight points in the com­
petition to complete the first 
leg towards the standing of 
grandmaster, he said.
Douglas Bradley Mason, 
eight, of North Vancouver, died 
in hospital after he was struck 
by a car as he rode his bike to 
school.
Ernest Sharp, 89, died in 
a Vancouver hospital Wednes­
day of injuries he suffered when 
he was struck by a truck Tues­
day. Mr. Sharp’s death raises 
Vancouver's .1972 traffic death 
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United Accum 5.88 6.46
United Horizon 3,45 3,79
United American 2.31 2.51
United Venture 4.37 4.80
• Services from $90



















■ All employees of Kelowna and Dislricl hotels and 
employees of (he Kelowna Blanch of (he Royal 
Canadian Legion who have been woiking lor the 
hotels or the “Legion" from May 1, l‘>72, until 
the signing of the new contract on Sunday, Nov. 
?(>, I')72 aic asked to apply in writing Io their 
employe)* for their letio.ativepay within 30 days






There are no limiting rules 
on sources of information, de­
spite the. practice of some in­
vestigators to make unauth- 
o r i z e d inquiries among 
friends and neighbors.
Storage in the United States 
of computerized information 
about Canadians could create 
an “invasion of culture.”
Measures to regulate credit-' 
reporting agencies are of 
clear importance.
Similar attention should be 
given to medical and health 
records.
Care should be shown to 
avoid measures that, while 
protecting privacy, interfere 
with the free flow of informa­
tion.
COLOR BY DE LUXE*
THE FRENCH 
CONNECTION
Shows — 7 and 9 p.m. —- (General)
WARNING — Some swearing and coarse language.
R. McDonald, B.C. Director.
PARAMOUNT
MS
Every Day at 








collector of informa- 
the country, should
consider rules and organ­
izations to regulate its own 
data banks.
The government might con­
sider an ombudsman to 
handle appeals against com­
puter use combined with a 
central surveillance agency to 
administer the rules.
The surveillance agency 
would monitor the conduct of 
government data banks, study 
technological trends, consider 
proposed new systems and is­
sue reports containing recom­
mendations for the informa­
tion of the public and the con­
sideration of the government.
Serious consideration should 
be given to making compan­
ies using computerized infor­
mation from the U.S. to reg­
ister with an appropriate pub­
lic body.
Madrid & Angelique 
PLUS 
MEL WEST 
AND THE METEORS 
KOKO CLUB





1264 cllis st. kelowna
■3
• Do you feel you are 
getting your money’s 
worth?
• Do you know how 
your tax dollar 
is spent?
• What we need is a 
businessman on 
Council.





W L I. L K H 5
There will be an increase in 
. the need for international leg­
islative co-ordination, perhaps 
through the United Nations, 
as the volume of trans-border 
computer. information grows.
is a vote for responsive 
Public Government.
• Vote Al Salloum for 
Alderman.
763-4981
“Tlic ruslie anil unique decor of Ilir Ellis Street niKht
spat which (caliues a sunken dance floor, old-fashione I 
bar and hand blown lamps, glassware and chandeliers. 
The homey atmosphere Is enhanced will) bare-brick 
walls mid heavy overhead beams preserved in the 
migiiud biuldmii,” • The Kelowna Daily Courier —
, Mm. III.
dinner:
prepared hy tlicf 
from 6 p.m. Io 9
lun jdiii, ami sened 
p.m.
music and dancing:
9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
„i,i,"stallion"
dec, 5ih - dec. ‘>11)
businessmen's luncheon
11:31) n.m. - 1:30 p.m.
She'll think you 
spent a mint!
for these beautiful, 17-jewel 
Swiss bracelet walclies only 
look expensive. Read on.
Both are in either gold-col­
our or silver-colour. I he one 
on the left is only $69.50.The 
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Regional Board Approves 
Idea For Sewage Disposal
A suggestion by Lupton Agen­
cies Ltd., that the Central 
Okanagan Regional District 
agree in principle to the opera­
tion of sewage disposal systems 
in specified areas, got the 
green light at the regular meet­
ing of the board Wednesday.
The proposal was presented 
in a special report at a Nov. 1 
meeting of the board by Lupton 
representative D. G. McCona­
chie. The submission warned 
“it is now critical the regional 
district agree to assume the 
responsibility for the operation 
of acceptable sewage disposal 
systems if the present and fu­
ture citizens, particularly those 
in low income brackets, are to 
be able to take advantage of 
the new federal assistance un­
der the national housing act.”
The disposal systems would
be operated by the board at no 
cost to the district, the report 
emphasized.
In recommending the board 
adopt the scheme in principle, 
the submission noted tile board 
would have full control over 
method of sewage disposal.
In a prepared resolution, the 
board agreed to the suggestion 
provided the method of disposal 
met all ' current provincial 
health and pollution control 
standards and was found ac­
ceptable by the board. It also 
stipulated sewage disposal sys­
tems to be operated by the 
board be turned over at a cost 
of $1 together with any war­
ranties as to performance as 
may be required by the board, 
or contracts for maintenance 
operation as also may be re- 




Part of the Crown Zeller- 
bach Interior expansion pro­
gram silhouettes the Okan-
supporting steel web which began three months ago al- 
will frame the company’s though actual steelwork began
about a month ago. Comple-new sawmill plant on Roanoke  
agan sky as workmen toiLin Avenue. Work on the steel tion of the 40-foot high struc- 
sub-zero weather to string the frame and wood sided building
ture, designed to complement 
the surrounding company 
facilities, is scheduled possibly 
for next fall.—(Courier Photo).
Boundaries Big Topic
At C a n d i d a t e s Forum
Boundary extension was 
termed "a necessary evil” by 
aldermanic candidate Wes Gin­
ther in an all candidates’ forum 
Wednesday at KLO Junior 
Secondary School.
Sponsored jointly by the KLO 
Home and School Advisory Com­
mittee and the Kelowna Jay- 
cees, the forum gave four of 
the five candidates seeking 
election to three vacant seats 
on city council wliat could be 
their final opportunity to pre­
sent opinions and platforms to 
the public before the election 
Saturday. Incumbent Walter 
Green was unable to attend.
Incumbent Terry Cyr said he 
•was in favor of boundary ex­
tension, if it was "orderly" and 
didn't cost city taxpayers any 
money.' And William Treadgold 
said he was not opposed to ex­
tension, but criticized city coun­
cil for not informing taxpayers
on the dollar and cents figures 
involved on inclusion of Orchard 
Park. He added the history of 
extension shows "it costs 
money.”
When the subject of the yacht 
club arose' from a member of 
the audience, Mr. Ginther 
quickly answered the club 
should "get out". Aid. Cyr felt 
the city had made a fair and 
just offer to the club, while Mr. 
Treadgold said the club was 
not looking for handouts and 
should not be kicked out.
Lease talks between city 
council and the Kelowna Yacht 
Club have been going on for 
some time. The yacht club met 
Nov. 22 and the general mem­
bership turned down basic lease 
proposals.
In his opening remarks at the 
meeting, Mr. Treadgold said 
things were not. just right, in 
city council and added he was 
now prepared to "get my feet
wet”. He said he would not 
become an “instant profes­
sional" in politics.
Mr. Treadgold, the most vocal 
of the candidates at the forum, 
felt Kelowna citizens should he 
kept informed about city busi­
ness and cautioned that as an 
aiderman, one should take the 
philosophy of discussion first 
and action later on any im­
portant issues.
Aid. Cyr agreed much busi­
ness should be discussed in 
open council with the exception 
of personal staff information.
Mr. Treadgold felt the city 
lacks community spirit and 
added Regatta should be re­
turned to the people "and for­
get about the ’international’ 
aspect of it".
On the matter of pollution 
control he said 35 years ago 
Okanagan Lake was crystal
Macklin, Carter Hammer Away
At Need For Voter Approval







cited huge Indus- 
into Kelowna and
the reason the
has "such a large 
and why it is 
with the large cost
of a referendum.
Mr. Macklin said it is such' 
large industries ns Brenda 
Mines, Orchard Park and oth­
ers that are paying the "bulk of
IN COURT
Chrix'iim Minh' Mara of Win- 
fluid re.mri.ed her plea after
being in
court with theft under $300. The
■iso was remanded to Dec, 14 
plc.i.
Fernando Campos was given 
a suspended .'.cni-'iiee and one 
year probation after he pleaded 
guilty to n charge of faba' pre-
fences, H. .1 Muir
nl.'o oi lere.i >eJitution in the
our taxes." He said the board’s 
assessment in 1956 was $39 
million, but for the coming 
year it will be $200 million. He 
attributed this increase to in­
dustry.
Mr. Macklin and chairman of 
the school board, T. R. Carter, 
reiterated the $5,804,200 school 
referendum to be voted on ’ay 
city ratepayers Saturday ;o a 
sparce audience in KLO Junior 
Secondary School Wednesday.
Mr. Macklin described the 
referendum ns a classroom one 
because "this is what we need.” 
He added the school board was 
building "on a more flexible 
basin," making' buildings 'hat 
could la* taken apart into sec­
tion.; to idlow for the change,1; 
m student jxipiilation.
Mr. Carter told the group the 
Kelowna area was probably one 
of the fastest growing school 
districts in the province and 
added if the referendum failed 
to get the (10 per cent needed to 
'pass, "we’re faced with a imd 
serious situation."
Mr. Carter felt shifting could 
liceoine a ientity in o ne 
schools. He added Rutland has







The city may lose the Fintry 
Queen to Penticton, according 
to a report from Rino Elverhoy, 
vice-president of the Penticton 
Chamber of Commerce. He -raid 
negotiations are currently un­
der way to move the vessel to 
Penticton and owners may 
lease the CP dock for its oase. 
Reasons listed by owners for 
the move included lack of free
and curb and gutter program 
submitted earlier this week by 
engineering director Nelson 
Deck.
With the population of the 
city continuing to grow, Mr. 
Deck feels, incoming residents 
will create a demand for such 
a program and he made a num­
ber of recommendations as to 
how it could be paid for.
Storm sewers in developed 
areas of the city, he says, 
should be paid for out of general 
taxation, while internal storm 
sewers in new subdivisions 
should continue to be paid for 
by the subdividers.
“However, rather than have 
them construct,” he said in his 
report, “they should be required 
to contribute to a special trunk 
storm sewer fun.” The trunk 
sewers would be constructed by 
. city crews, in all subdivisions in 
developed areas of the city.
Cost of the sewers next year 
would be about $5 per front 
foot.
Priorities for storm sewer 





in vicinity of present 
at the foot of Bernard 
and complaints, parti- 
during peak traffic 
of the necessity forperiods, 
elevating the Okanagan Lake
bridge span to provide clear­
ance for the vessel in the sum­
mer. Owners also felt the tour­
ist potential was greater in 
Penticton.
clear but warned In another 35 
years there could be no lake 
if proper measures to curb pol­
lution were not taken.
Comments were also given by 
each of the candidates on the 
state of the downtown area. Mr. 
Treadgold said he hated to see 
business going out of town and 
added the area “needed an in­
jection of something". He felt 
a presentation should ho made 
to revitalize the area.
Aid. Cyr also expressed con­
cern over the downtown core 
and agreed he would be hi favor 
of a five-year plan to help re­
juvenate the area if one was 
presented.
Mr. Glnther questioned what 
was regarded as the downtown 
core of the city, he wonted to 
know If it was the businesses 
on Bernard or if it also included 
the Capri area.
Teachers of Central Elemen­
tary School are rccipents of a 
plaque and $5fl as winners of 
inter-school rivalry for most 
blood donations to the fall clinic 
by the local branch of the Can­
adian Red Cross Society. The 
awards were presented to 
George Sayce by Kelowna 
Teachers Association treasurer, 
Frank Jones at rodent cere­
monies. The school had 14 
donors out of 20 teachers.
Surrey Service 
For Fred Zilke
Funeral .service will lie held 
from the Sunshine Ridge Baptist 
Church in North Surrey, Friday 
nt 1 n.m. for' Frederick Zilke, 
HI. of Still Watera Nursing Home, 
who (Itini Sunday.
Mr. Zilke was Ixun In Russia 
and came to Canada In 19(11 
where he farmed in 1||i- Leduc 
dl'frlcf of Alberta until 1942, He 
I then moved to Vancouver wlmre






Report Suggests Takeover 
Of Planning And Finance
Application may be made to 
the B.C. municipal affairs de- i 
partment to have the Central 
Okanagan Regional District . 
take over recreational program­
ming.
Wednesday night, the board 
considered a report from as­
sistant administrator Ronald 
Haggstrom, approved by city 
finance director Harold Hall 
and a board committee. It 
would establish a regional re­
creation advisory committee, 
hire a recreation director, with 
two assistants if Kelowna and 
Peachland take part, a secre­
tary, and levy up to a half mill 
a year on improvements.
The matter was tabled until 
the Dec. 20 meeting so corm tils 
of the two municipalities and 
electoral area advisory com­
mittees, can discuss it.’
Almost a year ago, a com­
mittee representing all recrea­
tion commissions in the region 
presented a brief urging the 
regional district to assume res­
ponsibility for recreation. At 
present volunteer leaders have 
to devote time to raising mon-
land and Improvements,
ey. t
Levies up to half a mill can 
be made without referendums. 
Based on 1972 assessments, if 
the municipalities were includ­
ed, this would raise $88,472 on
would be set by council on the 
recommendation of the engin­
eering department, but he adds, 
“priority should be given to 
areas where a petition has been 
received for the construction of 
curb and gutters as a Local 
Improvement.”
• Mr. Deck recommends that 
curb arid gutter construction in 
developed areas of the city be 
paid for through Local Improve­
ment charges, with the rate 
to be set for 1973 set at $7 per 
front foot.
... Cold
The weatherman promises 
cloudy skies and continuing cold 
temperatures Friday with 
brisk northerly winds in some 
valleys. The high will be near 
12 degrees. The high for the 
city Wednesday reached-14 de­
grees while the overnight low 
was two degrees below ?ero. 
Temperatures at the airport 
were 13 degrees with a frigid 
overnight reading of 11 degrees 
below zero. There was no pre­
cipitation recorded for the city 
or airport. Overnight lows to­
day will be about seven below 
zero.
Aid, William Kano said today 
the city has Investigated a com­
plaint of a smell In the, area 
of Ihe city's Pollution Control 
Centre outfall into Okanagan





earlier this week by a resident 
of Ihe urea, Ernie Wiens, who 
suggested the smell could be 
directly attributed to the out­
fall.
Aid. Kane asked the matter 
be investigated with a view to 
Hie possibility of a break in 
the line before the outfall or 
some other irregularity.
He said today ho was satis­
fied from tin- investigation there 
Is no irregularity and the smell 
cannot be attributed to the out­
fall.
until his retirement in I , no evi-
le came to Kelowna from | algae or
k . hi Vila pintit m;it< rial and tin* odor inicing Mr.' ’/.ilka me hC ' ^"’"lar to that produced by
i,. i> i , , a lldi'e uh eh innv Ineleii five . |{<il .ci t of . . .. .. , ,
“ J" ""1 ei'omim.' " V( Cliff,,r,| <,f Wet < .k>v
i Mt., , Goidon mid Wilfred
The chalnmm ra.d the bo’ird i Vmmomer
w<-lci>mcd tho new rvliey of the 
pic-nut i!<>wiiinH'iit in allowing




$60,473 on improvements only..
The report suggests a budget 
of $49,000 a year. Westbank 
director Andrew Duncan, re­
gional committee head, sug-, 
gested this would not solve th#; 
shortage of money and help. , 
“Programs should come be*, 
fore facilities,” said Ben Lea 
of Rutland, chairman of the 
interim regional recreation, 
committee. “Some areas have 
the facilities but not the leader­
ship.”
If directors were not willing 
to decide the matter, it shoula 
be put to the people, suggested 
Mr. Lee.
The city has its own recrea­
tion department, but supports 
the regional concept, said 
Mayor Hilbert Roth, and had 
offered to sell the arena for $1, 
“We must get away from this 
narrow-minded parochialism,” 
said the mayor.
“Look who’s talking,” some-; 
one in the audience said, refer­
ring to comments by the mayor 
about the city supporting out- 
■ side areas.
In an effort to "get the thing 
on the rails,” Peachland Mayor 
Harold Thwaite moved applica- 
! tion be made for letters patent 
• His Kelowna counterpart mov- 
: ed this be tabled.
Industrial Park Site Eyed 
For Major Hotel Development
A major development which 
will give the city a third hotel 
complex was indicated this 
week by Aid. Richard Stewart 
during discussions at a council 
meeting. He did not, however 
elaborate.
Today city administrator D.
As far as subdivisions are 
concerns, he suggests that when 
land is subdivided and a road 
right-of-way created, the sub­
divider should be required to 
pay the current Local Improve­
ment rate for curb and .gutter.
Where the subdivision is next 
to a road without a curb and 
butter, the developer should also 
be required to pay, he recom­
mends. Exceptions to this policy 
may he made by the engineer­
ing department, “when the con­
structing of a curb and gutter 
does not seen timely.” •
Road construction, reconstruc­
tion or widening in developed 
areas of the city should be 
financed by general taxation as 
well, Mr. Deck says. In sub­
divisions, where a road right-of- 
way is created, the subdivider 
should be required to pay for 
the cost of construction on half 
a paved road width for all abut­
ting property.
Where the subdivision abuts 
an existing road right-of-way, 
and the engineering department 
feels the road doesn’t have a 
permanent surface, the sub­
divider will be required to pay 
for construction the same way.
Mr. Deck indicated to council 
his department could have a 
storm sower program designed 
for the entire city in time for 




The city has agreed to chip
in another $2,500 to purchase 
more street lighting decorations 
so the annual Christmas Lights 
Up can be continued next year 
in co-operation with the Kel­
owna Downtown Business As­
sociation.
Earlier this week, the Chair­
man of the KDBA’s Light-Up 
committee, Harold Long, thank­
ed council for its co-operation 
in the joint venture, saying, 
"The great success of the an­
nual Christmas Light-Up cele­
bration . . , shows that with a 
little expenditure and effort, 
the downtown area can be kept 
as a vital and exciting area in
which to shop.”
Mr. Long indicated 
KDBA hopes to continue
the 
with 
nur-the five-year program to 
chase decorations and asked
that the association’s $2,500 ex­
penditure be matched again.
He said plans call for a start 
next year in decorating a num­
ber of side streets.
Aldermen agreed to make 
provision for the sum in next 
year’s budget.
B. Herbert said the site, on city 
owned land in the industrial , 
park off Highway 97, hag 7 
already been looked at. He said 
that an offer has been received 
by the city to sell the land.
The progress of the develop* 
merit from here, he said, was 
up to the city planner, who was 
studying the development.
Mr. Herbert confirmed ths 
hotel plans were only prelimin* 
ary and he did not comment 
further about how far the plans 
had gone to date.
The subject of a hotel devel- 
opment within the Industrial 
Park on Highway 97 was let 
out at this week’s council meet* 
ing when council member, 
Richard Stewart rejected plans; 
for an automobile dealership on 
the same tract of- land.
Council put the decision on the 
automobile dealership aside for 
further consideration.
The hotel on the site accord­
ing to Mr. Herbert will be a 
large one. He would not say 
what interests had made appli­
cation to develop the hotel. 
The land would not require re­
zoning in the industrial park 
area but could be constructed 
under a land use agreement.
The Capital News has named 
a "usually reliable source" as 
saying the Travelodge Hotel 
complex is involved.
The site will compose 2.75 
acres at the intersection of 
Highway 97 and Cooper Street. 
The planner is studying the 
matter to see if the proposed 
hotel development would be 
, compatible with other industries 
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'NOTHING DONE' SAYS OFFICIALS
Indians Must Decide Fate
OTTAWA (CP) — Canadian 
Indians should accept responsi­
bility for deciding their own 
fate, an official of the Native 
. Council of Canada told a confer­
ence of Indian women Wednes­
day.
Tony Belcourt, president of 
the non-status Indian organ­
ization, said Indian organ­
izations, “including my own, 
haven’t done a damn thing 
about the issue of non-status 
women."
“It’s a crying shame that the 
Indian people of this country 
accept an arbitrary government 
decision c n who is and is not an 
Indian," he told 50 delegates to 
a conference on Indian rights
for women.
The conference is to focus on 
the question of who are legally 
entitled to call themselves In­
dians, with special attention to 
treaty Indian women and the;r 
children who lose, treaty rights 
under the Indian Act when Mar­
rying a non-treaty Indian or 
non-native.
Mr. Belcourt said It is a "ca­
tastrophic situation that some­
one Would have the power to 
keep a list of who is an Indian.’’ 
He asked that Indians return to 
tribal codes and regulations and 
take a stand on the issue.
“We shouldn’t accept what is 
being pushed down our throats,
NATO Studies
Troop Cuts
minds on the issue, ... a pal- -BRUSSELS (AP) — NATO 
icy we can present to the Cana- ministers _ met today
- - with the growing public demanddian people."
Indians living On reserves and for troop cuts in Western Eu­rope their chief concern.
Three of the North Atlanticthose who don't, he said, have allowed themselves to be di- .
vided by the department of In- treaty Organization natrnns- 
dian affairs, V5est Germany, Belgium and
He condemned as cowards In­
dian leaders who decline to con­
front the issue of non-status In­
dians.
Mr. Belcourt said It had been
NEEDS NEW POLICIES
VANCOUVER (CP) — Ernie 
LeCours, former Richmond So­
cial Credit MLA, said Tuesday 
that voters will be ready xor a 
return to Social Credit before 
the NDP government has com­
pleted one term, but added the 
party will need new policies and 
a leader who is concerned about 
people and who “thinks about 
the next generation, not just the 
next election." Mr. LeCours was 
addressing 16 members of the 
Vancouver-Burrard Social Credit 
Association.
GUNFIGHT KILLS 5
BOGOTA (Reuter) — Five 
emerald miners died in a gun­
fight in Colombia, apparently 
after a quarrel over a theft and 




ductions in their armed forces. 
There also is strong support in 
the United States Senate for 
withdrawal of a sizable part of 
the 300,000 U.S. troops in West­
ern Europe. But the military
BIRDS SEE BETTER
Man's sight is good but not as 
sharp as that of most birds.
“administratively convenient"
for the government to take chiefs of'the Atlantic Alliance 
people off the Indian lists in ex- nations and most of the defence
change for such privileges as ministers contend that any re- 
drinking, voting and marriage ductions would weaken the
____ _______ with non-status Indians and NATO nations in bargaining 




Burgers 3 tor $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70c




with Every Gas Purchase
50c
Polaroid makes it easy 














1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
Grade A
49c




B.C. No. 2 Dry Bell
Potatoes
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Put a little zip into someone’s Christmas this 
year.
Instant black-and-white pictures for $14.95.*
So simple, anyone can take them.
Just shoot, pull out the film packet and zip, a beau­
tifully developed picture in 30 seconds.
And Zip only uses our least expensive square film. 
So Zip stays inexpensive all year round.
$34.95 
SquareShooter 2. Our 60-second 
color camera.
If you want to make someone’s Christmas even 
more colorful, Square Shooter 2 will do it in 60 seconds.
And how it does it for $34.95* is even more amazing.
With an automatic electronic exposure system. 
Three element lens. Built-in flash. An ingenious view­
finder.
Square $hooter 2 only uses our square color film, 
So the price is always low.
The GoodTime Cameras from Polaroid




B.C‘A Vet v Own I nod MiukcK
Downtown - Orchard Park
Prices effective 'til closing 6 p.m. Sat., Dec. 9
Wc Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities,
SUPER-VALU











with the ULTIMATE in a FAMILY GIFT.
SYLVANIA COLOR TV
• The finest color TV available today, with the amazing CHROMATRIX picture tube, giving you color as close to real life as you can get
Gibraltar Chassis
Solid State. Outstanding solid-state re­
liability ... virtually eliminates the 
major cause of component breakdown — 
heat.
Perma-Lock
Sylvania Perma-Lock is the goof-proof 
color tuning system that solves the prob­
lem of critical picture fine tuning and
AFT & Perma-Tint
Sylvania AFT (Automatic Fine Tuning) 
lets you fine-tune the easy automatic 
way. Fine-tune each channel once . . . 
lock it in with AFT — never fine-tuneannoying color variations. Just press the
illuminating push-bar and you get per- again. And Sylvania Perma-Tint auto-
fect color intensity, flesh tones, contrast matically adjusts flesh tones ... chan-
and brightness. ■■ y . nel to channel. . . scene to scene.
S! SYLVANIA
26-lnch
Model 4C6104 Mediterranean Console in 
handsome Pecan finish. Sylvania Color । 
Bright 100 picture tube with black mat­
rix. Front mounted 6” oval speaker. Con­






Model 4C683 — Contemporary table model in I 
walnut finish. Shown in optional walnut swivel g 









Model 4D973 Portable Color TV. Vinyl-clad, 
Walnut finished metal cabinet. 85% solid-state 
chassis. 19” Color Bright 85 picture tube. AFT 
automatic fine tuning. Front-firing 4” speaker. 
Telescoping dipole VHF, loop UI IF antennas. 
Shown on optional Walnut swivel console cabi­





Plug-In Transistors High Voltage Tripier &
Problem solvers and money savers! Sylvania Gibraltar chassis feature the
While transistors are highly reliable, unique, high-voltage triplet... the most
failures can occur. Sylvania plug-in tran- reliable source ever developed for the
sistors can be replaced right in your higher voltages required for brilliant,
home quickly and economically ... no natural color. Provides superior focus at





Model 4C698 Spanish Credenza. 
Hardwood and hand-rubbed veneer 
cabinet in Distressed Antique Medi­
terranean finish. Sylvania ChroMatrix 
picture tube. 6” oval speaker. Con­






Model 4C6105 Spanish Lowboy in An­
tique Distressed Walnut finished hand­
rubbed veneers and hardwoods. Sylvania 
ChroMatrix picture tube. Two 6” oval 
speakers. Concealed casters. W: 42/”, 












Model 4C295 Early American Console. Candle­
light Maple hand rubbed veneers and hard­
wood solids. Gibraltar 90 chassis, 22” Color 
Bright 85 picture tube, AFT and Perma-Tint. 
6” oval speaker. W: 31”, H: 30/j”, D:17)i
REG. 749.95.
629«
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The annual Christmas party ___ ___
of the Kelowna Shrine Club will Artists Management . Ine.
Christmas socials for staff 
members and club parties have 
started—a sort of plan early 
and beat the rush plan, which 
leaves the Christmas week free 
for family gatherings.
Such a pre-Christmas gather­
ing was the open house hosted 
by Mr. and Mrs. K. A. White 
of Eldorado Road for the mem­
bers of the staff of Simpson- 
Sears on Sunday afternoon.
Another early bird party was 
the annual Christmas dinner 
and social with exchange of 
gifts, hosted by Mrs. Alice Run­
nails, president of th? Kelowna 
Business and Professional Wo­
men’s Club. Social convener, 
Mrs. Elaine Johnson, as usual, 
came up with a scrumptious 
menu enjoyed by all. A sing­
song and a relaxed hour of 
visiting completed the evening.
be held on Wednesday at Capri, 
starting at 6:30 p.m. with a din­
ner following at 8 p.m. Music 
and dancing will wind up the 
evening with presents on the 










two guides of the First West­
bank Guide Company. Taxing 
part in the ceremony were: 
Kathleen Fitzpatrick, District
5 commissioner, Mrs. Stanley 
Stockley, captain, Mrs. David 
Mussell and Barbara Nor­
man. Special cakes made by
Mrs. Mussell and decorated 
by Joe Blackmer highlighted 





Mrs. Dorothy Wodtke and 
Walter Halls, both of Kelowna 
exchanged • marriage vows in 
First United Church Chapel on 
Dec. 2. Rev. R. S. Leitch con­
ducted the 7 p.m. ceremony.
Witnesses for the ceremony 
were the bride’s son and daugh­
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Roy 
Wodtke.
Guests with Mr. and Mrs. R. 
L. Greer of Mallach Road are 
the latter’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. James Giroux of Weyburn, 
Sask, and an aunt, Mrs. Hattie 
Edwards of the coast. The trio 
are on their way back to the 
prairies before leaving to spend 
the winer in Texas.
Hostess for the concert calen­
dar meeting of the executive of 
the Kelowna and District Com­
munity Concert Association was 
Mrs. Pauline Markwood. A 
special guest was Mrs. Elsie 
Campbell, New York repre­
sentative of the Columbia
The Challenge To Improve 






The Kelowna Wagon Wheel­
ers held their party in the Win­
field Community Hall, Saturday 
evening, with 16 squares of 
dancers, dancing to the calling 
of Wally Mallach. ,
The Peach City Promenaders 
held their party in the Legion 
Hall, Penticton with George Fy- 
all as. caller.
Dec. 9 The Westsyde Squares 
will host their party in the 
Westbank Community Hall, with 




For her marriage the bride 
chose a purple velvet floor 
length long sleeved gown which 
features a V neck and was en­
hanced with a corsage of white 
carnations and pink baby 
roses.
Out-of-town guests at the re­
ception which followed at Buf­
falo Bills were the bride’s 
daughter, Mrs. Murray Wallace 
of Regina, Sask., and Mr. and 
Mrs. George Green, Tim and 
Mark of Merritt, B.C.; Vern 
McGovern of Kelowna proposed 
the toasts.
The couple make, their home 
in K<-owna.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Eldridge of 
Kelowna are pleased to an­
nounce the forthcoming marri­
age of their eldest daughter, 
Gloria Dawn to Reginald John 
Evans, eldest son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Fred Evans, also of Ke­
lowna. The wedding will take 
place on Dec. 27 at 7:30 p.m. in 






• 49 varieties of donuts.
• Wholesale or retail.
• Free delivery in city.
1272 Ellis 763-3909
“Some people are concerned 
that young -people cannot face 
reality. If we, as parents and 
leaders, can make a girl under­
stand the where and why of 
success or failure and the mean­
ing of Challenge to improve 
her standards then we, in our 
small way, have contributed 
inimeasureably to her future 
attitude,’’ Mrs. David Mussell, 
captain of the First Westbank 
Guide Company told the gath­
ering of guides, parents and 
guests at the Westbank Com-
munity Hall. She presented All 
Round cords to Kathleen Fitz­
patrick and Barbara Norman, 
during the ceremonies,, which! the guide.”
also included presentations of 
44 badges and 16 service stars.
In explaining the require­
ments a girl has to earn to 
qualify for the All Round cord, 
Mrs. Mussell explained that 
guiding can be compared to a 
triangle, the top of which is the 
girl and the other two corners 
represent the community which 
includes her leaders and com­
pany and the other her parents. 
“We as leaders, will continue 
to ask for a high standard of 
efficiency from our guides, but 
we will also continue to con­
sider as more important the 
individual effort expended by
Mood Music
Played By Father
On Nov. 25th Linda Friesen
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray­
mond Friesen of Okanagan 
Centre was wed to Randall 
Sehn, son of Charles Sehn of 
Haney and Mrs. Greta Sehn of 
Kelowna.
The groom’s mother loaned 
Linda a hand carved silver fili­
gree heart necklace as ‘some­
thing old.’ Her veil was borrow­
ed and the traditional ‘some­
thing blue’ was her garter.
Rev. Ian Hind conducted a 
double-ring ceremony in the 
First Baptist Church. It was 
enhanced by the bride’s father 
playing the mood music and
The Wedding March on 




Linda chose a simple, yet 
beautiful, backless floor-length 
gown of crystal georgette flow­
ing down from a high waistline, 
with long billowy sleeves. The 
headdress for her floor-length 
net veil was made up of small 
white roses and she carried a 
purple orchid accented by a 
mauve netting and shimmering 
mauve streamers. Tiny butter-









Johnston of Abbots 
the matron of honor
The bride's younger sister, 
Sylvia Friesen, and the groom's 
Nister, Cindy Selin, were brides­
maids, and they, with the mat­
ron of honor, made an enchant­
ing picture in their floor-length । 
gowns of deep mauve satin' 
crepe. The bridesmaids' gowns 
had scooped necklines with a 
• high waistline and long billowy < 
sleeves, „ and the matron of, 
honors was identical except, it 
was sleeveless. All three car­
ried white lain.ition arm biiti- 
(piets with lung purple stieam-
white and blue blouse, and a ■ 
corsage of small yellow roses.
Steven Williamson, uncle of 
the bride, was master of cere­
monies at the reception which 
followed in the Winfield hall.
The beautiful three-tiered 
wedding cake made by the 
bride’s mother was decorated 
with purple roses and small 
white swans formed the pillars.
The bride’s grandmother, 
Mrs. Martha Friesen of Kere- 
meos did an exceptional job of 
preparing the food for the sup­
per.
The groom’s aunt, Mrs. 
Carol Ritchey of Fauquier said 
grace.
The entertainment was sup­
plied by the bride’s father and 
his musician friends. He and 
the bride’s uncle Bob of Mis­
sion City and her aunt, Babs 
Wiens of Maple Ridge, sang for 
the newlyweds and Linda play­
ed The Look of Love on her 
clarinet to her husband.
The occasion was also a 
double celebration for it was 
Mrs. Wiens' birthday.
Among Ilie 120 guests were 
many from out-of-town points, 
Abbotsford, Maple Ridge, Mis­
sion City, Gauquier, Winfield, 
Rutland, Okanagan Centre, 
Kercmcos, Okanagnn Falls and 
Greenwood.
Head table guests at the 
gathering were: Mrs. Stanley 
Stockley, commissioner, Dis­
trict 5; Mrs. William Bennett, 
deputy commissioner, District 
5; Mrs. Mussell; 1st lieutenant, 
Mrs. Dick Honscharbw; 2nd 
lieutenant, Mrs. Robert Fitz­
patrick; 3rd lieutenant, Mrs. 
Pat Williams; guest speaker, 
Rev. Wilfred Sparrow and Mrs. 
Sparrow; Robert Fitzgerald; 
Mr. and Mrs. Vern Norman; 
Kathleen . Fitzpatrick and Bar­
bara Norman; Mrs. Norman 
Berkner, past president of the 
parents’ group and Mrs. Wes 
Robertson, president of the par­
ents’ group.
Rev. Sparrow used the in­
scription on the .dinner napkins, 
God bless, this happy occasion, 
as his theme and reminded 
those present that Faith, 
Courage and Vision were quali­
ties guides have to have in 
order to%accomplish.
Special guests at the happy 
event were members of the
Dec. 16 The Wheel-N-Stars
The Unitarian Service Com- wiU host their annual Christmas 
mittee of Canada has a well- party in the Legion HaU, Pen- 
known record of success in es- tjeton with Vic Graves of Prince 
tablishing pilot projects in dev- George as caller.
eloping countries. Well over 100 Three New-Year’s Eve parties 
such projects now being spon- are being planned in the valley, 
sored include Children s.Homes, I Frontier Twirlers in the 
Health Units, Day Nurseries, 0Uver Community Hall, with 
Vocational Training Centres, John Holter as caller. In the 
Family Planning and Social Ser- First Unite(i church Hall, Kel- 
vice Centres. All programs are owna> with Ray Fredrickson as 
indigenously staffed and when caUer. For tickets call 762- 
self-sufficierit are transferred 7382, The Stardusters in Vernon 
completely-either to local gov- are jn the process of planning 
ernmehts or indigenous partner a New Year’s Eve party in the 
agencies. 1OOF Hall, with Bill Dyck as
PARTNERS
Make an effort to attend 
class regularly as it is difficult 
to learn figures taught during 
your absence.
Be a good mixer. Be willing 
to help others in anyway pos­
sible, volunteer for committees. 
Never hesitate to ask for help 
on various figures. Wear a “big 
smile”. After graduation, attend 
workshops and club dances 
where you are the most com­
fortable. Become a member 
of the Intermediate Square 
Dance group, if you desire. Re­
member you are just beginning 
to dance and enjoy the wonder­
ful fun it offers and the many 
new friendships it extends.
Dance for fun; dance Where 
you are the most comfortable 
.... Have a knowledge of the 
plateau you choose .... Make 
the most of the fellowship that 
is available and the satisfac­
tion which comes from being 
needed and wanted and, most 
of aU, SMILE.
Till next week, Happy Square 
Dancing.
Regional District of Central Okanagan
NOTICE OF ZONING BY-LAW
David KasdnmxKi acted as 
best man wi.h Neil Friesen and 
Kirk Johnston, the bride's bro­
ther and bmlhi'i-m law ns j.h-
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First Naitka Rangers’ Group of 
Westbank and their leaders, 
captain Carol Chore and her 
lieutenant, Mrs. Vera Elliott.
All Round pins which can be 
worn only when they are not 
wearing the cord, were present­
ed to the two guides by Mrs. 
Berkner and Mrs. Robertson.
After refreshments .were ser­
ved by guides working bn their 
hostess and baker badges, the 
agenda included the presenta­
tion of the awards. Campfire 
and sing-song concluded the 
evening.
' Through the medium of these caller. .
same partner agencies the USC The OCTA meeting held in the 
is able to have resources avail- Summerland Youth Centre Hall, 
able for instant action in many Nov. 26 with 13 members pre­
parts of the world in the event sent. December round of the 
of a national emergency. Dur- month “Azure Waltz” was 
ing the exodus of Pakistani re- taught by Harold and Mary 
fugees and their later return to Domi, a classic round was 
Bangladesh the USC, in partner- shown for January. Callers are 
ship with the Ramakrishna to promote' and encourage 
Mission in India, provided 50 dancers to attend workshops, 
per cent of the supplies admi- as new moves are being pre- 
nistered by that organization sented as well as new rounds 
to a quarter of a million Banga- being taught plus real good 
lees. This aid is still being con- dancing and fellowship.
tinned and in addition, a large There is a time and place for 
scale home construction project everything and party nights are 
is rapidly filling a desperate not the place for kicking, stomp- 
need. ing and so much noise that it
■ , ' . . detracts from the enjoyment of
The current campaign to pro- the majority of dancers.. These 
vide assistance to 13 countries points should also be stressed
SOCIAL NUMBERS
Just back from a holiday? 
Out-of-town house guests at 
your house? Entertained, a 
shower or anniversary or some 
other. special event? Why not 
phone your item to the Women’s 
Editor? We're happy to receive 
your social notes. In the Glen- 
more area phone, Mrs. Rhona 
Wasden; 3-6763; at East Kelow­
na, Mrs. Charles Ross, 3-5291; 
South Kelowna, Mrs. Lee Tay­
lor, 2-6412 or in Okanagan Mis­
sion, Ed Spiller, 4-4059, or Mary 
Greer at the Courier, 2-4445.
AMENDMENT AND 
PUBLIC HEARING
Zoning Amendment By-law No. 80
Electoral Area “F”
| Lot 10, registered plan 1452, located at 4004 Lake- 
I shore Road, Okanagan Mission. To change the 
j zoning from Residential Zone to Commercial Zone.
I Nelson & Clara Clow.
Zoning Amendment By-law No. 86
Electoral Area “C”
Lots 27 & 28 of registered Plan 18003 
located at 415 Holbrook Road, Rutland. To change' 
the zoning from Residential Zone to R-l (multi­
family) Zone. ,
’ Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Ruf
The public is hereby advised that these by-laws may 
be inspected in the offices of the Regional District 
of Central Okanagan, 540 Groves Avenue, Kelowna, 
British Columbia, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 
5:00 p.m. weekdays; and further that, pursuant to 
Section 703 of “The Municipal Act”, a PUBLIC 
HEARING will be held in the Board-room of the 
Regional District of Central Okanagan, 540 Groves 
Avenue, Kelowna, British Columbia, on FRIDAY, 
DECEMBER 15, 1972 at 2:00 p.m. at which time 
all persons who deem they are affected by the proposed 
by-laws will have an opportunity to be heard.
A. T. HARRISON,
. Secretary-Treasurer.
in Africa, Asia and Europe has 
been warmly endorsed by Can-
at class nights to help avoid 
injuries from flying hooves.
ada’; five and Les Kerry held opens Prime Minister. Honorary house to a]j members of West- 
Patron of the. USC is His Excel- sycje Squares, Sunday afternoon
lency the Governor General. with about 50 members present.









Pardon our tongue 
twister. Since we've been 
away for a while, it's a 
. tiny ploy to get your 
attention again. Because 
we want to tell you about 
two new products, 
Apple Mist, a sparkling 
apple cider. And Pear 
Mist, a delightful pear 
wine. Both made 
from delicious B.C. 
Okanagan fruit, Both 
very smooth, very 
light, and thoroughly 
refreshing,
Travel On Your 
Bay Account
Wc arc happy to announce 
that xou can now use your 
Bay Account ( aid at our 
l our Seasons 'I ravel
If vou were (licaniing of 
a ( luistmas Holiday away 
liont home, you can 
make your dream cotno 
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? • I ’ _ * ' . \ Dinner Dullness
Found In
TORONTO (CP) — Dinner­
table dullness has been epi­
demic in Canada for too long,
, ■- ; -.says Sondra Gotlieb. She says 
"Js, JS-C,?...! Canadians really believe they --*-• - I -1 1-1 - — A — .V — A*—should eat what’s in front of
I them without comment or 
I complaint.
“Canadians traditionally 
treat food l>ke sex. They don’t 
talk about it.
“There’s no reason why we 
have to live off frozen fish 
fillets and California fruit.
“The great weakness of 
Canada is that we’ll settle for
HOLIDAY LOVE apples— sweet pickle reUsh and cream 




Mrs. Gotlieb is author of 
The Gourmet's Canada, a gas­
tronomic tour of the country. 
In it she describes with enthu­
siasm the foods of every re­
gion and v a r i o u s back­
grounds. She has included a 
scattering of recipes and lists 
of shops and low-priced res­
taurants and wines she ai>
I proves.
A native of Winnipeg, she 
lives in Ottawa. She said in tm 
interview she and her hus­
band both come from families 
of fussy eaters.
Canadians were in danger 
of losing their food heritage 
out of apathy and bad mer­
chandising.
LOSING TASTE BUDS
"We’re losing our taste buds 
in Canada, and we don’t have 
to, we’ve got fantastic food 
resources. We have every-
ANN LANDERS
Canada
Because of these two fac­
tors, she said, Canadian blue­
berries and raspberries are 
rarely seen except in roadside
Fashion Fads
Cause Accidents
Dear Ann Landers: I know 
you get through to the men very 
well because you are on their
side,, but please be a friend to 
women for a change and warn
stands and farmers’ markets them against putting fashion be- 
or on pick-your-own farms. fore safety. There are so many 
Canadians ate a curtailed va- examples, I don’t know where 
riety of imported berries that begin.
have less taste. First, the no-bra fad is one of
She maintained misread the dumbest things females
market demands cut down the have ever done to themselves.
variety and flavor of native if they don’t mind looking like a 
apples available in Canada. herd of fresh cows, they should 
URGES RESTOCKING at least consider what they are
"We grow apples for ap- doing to their breasts. That doc­
pearance and color, not taste, tor who warned of a generation
“In Banff, people want to of Super-Dooper Droopers knew 
eat the wonderful local trout, what he was talking about.
They don’t know it’s frozen, Another hazard is the bell-bot- 
from Janan, because of our tom trousers, long skirts and 
game laws. maxi coats. They get caught in
“We don’t do enough re- escalators, are dangerous to 
stocking. If it’s properly con- drive in, ,and thousands of 
trolled, restaurants can serve women have tripped on, all that 
game. There isn’t going to be extra yard goods and ended up 
a mass demand.” in leg casts.
She said most Winnipeg gol- The no-hosiery fad is another 
deye comes from Minnesota. horror. It is unhealthy to go
“But they don’t restock fish, without stockings. Infections are 
“It’s not too late. Look at easily picked up and blisters
I am weary of hearing young 
people say: “What I wear 
doesn’t matter. I’m the same 
person, regardless of how I 
look!” Why don’t these kids re­
alize that at first meeting, ap­
pearance is all there is to go 
on? People must judge by what 
they see.
‘I’m so sick of sloppy kids in 
torn, ragged, ill-fitting c! >thes. I 
just had to let off steam some­
where. Thanks for being there, 
Ann.—Mother
Dear Mother:: A million 
mothers could have written 
your letter. You’ve said what’s 
been on their minds and in their 
hearts for a long time. To all of 
you I say this: If the kids are 
clean, Ignore the rest c it. The 
get-up we consider weir- is only 
a fad—and fads change.
Canadian Italian Club
Elects New Executive Slate
At the general meeting of the 
Kelowna Canadian-Italian Club 
held on Dec. 2, the following 
executive was elected for the 
coming year: president, Or­
lando Ungaro: vice-president, 
Alex Ciancone; secretary, Ar­
rigo Cimbaro; treasurer, Mike 
Durante.
Elected to the entertainment 
committee were: Frank Mar­
ciano, Santo Truant, Charlie 
Dal Col, Frank Cerminara, 
Michael Pugliese, Pete Turri 
and- Mrs. Angelo Rossi.
The past president, Joe Pug­
liese, announced that 1972 was 
a very successful year for the 
club. He thanked his executive, 
the entertainment committee
uto formerly of Trail and Luigi 
Banducci formerly of Prine® 
George.
Plans are now being finalized 
for the social and dance to ba 
held on New Year’s Eve at th® 
Centennial Hall.
under the chairmanship of 
Lawrence FavaU and the club 
for their co-operation and help.
Two new members were wel­





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE TARP
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2124
By ALICE DENHOFF
Holiday entertaining is a de­
light but it does carry its prob­
lems. One problem is that of 
coming up with some new 
ideas, mixed in with establish­
ed house favorites. Whether the 
party be small or large, simple 
or elaborate, dinner, cocktails 
or a late supper, we want the 
viands to be festive as well as 
flavorful.
So, here is a suggestion or 
two that, hopefully, will help 
things along a trifle. The re­
cipes make good use of pickles, 
especially sweet pickle relish 
for flavor and a bit of a tang. 
For a tasty snack or as a salad 
for a buffet meal, try:
HOLIDAY LOVE APPLES
1 pint cherry tomatoes
2 packages (3 ounces each) 
cream cheese, softened
% cup undrained sweet pickle 
relish
Dash seasoned salt 
Chicory
Cut stem end tops off toma­
toes and reserve. Scoop out 
seeds.
Blend cream cheese, relish 
and seasoned salt. Using a pas­
try bag with plain metal tip or 
%-teaspoon measure, fill toma­
to shells with cheese mixture. 
Replace tops. Serve on chicory.
Recipe yields about 3 dozen. 
Deviled eggs are always pop­
, , _ , , । thing here from caviar on
ular snack food. They look downwards.
pretty as well as being flavorful "We have to push ourselves, 
and can be prepared well ahead We have to grow it and dis- 
of party time. tribute it better. We depend
HAM AND PICKLE too much on California.
nrviivn pr,r,« “For instance, supermar-DEVILED EGGS kets jjave contracts with Cali- 
6 hard-zooked eggs fornla distributors, and a
3 tablespoons mayonnaise farmer who Uves right next
Vt cup drained sweet pickle door to a supermarket can’t 
relish sell his stuff. -
1 teaspoon prepared mustard “The problem with berries, 
1 can (2’A ounces) deviled throughout Canada, is the 
ham picking. People don’t want to
Salt and pepper to taste pick them any more. People
Cut eggs in lengthwise halves; who own apple and berry 
remove yolks arid reserve. f a r m s aren’t millionaires.
Combine yolks and remain- They can’t pay $2.50 an 
ing ingredients; blend, thor- hour.”
oughly. - ~ ' 1. . ’
Refill egg whites with egg . . nil I il lMrs. Barry Hughes Heads 
oM Day Care Society Board
Here’s a really good and novel Mrs. Barry Hughes was elect­
way to serve these miniature ed president of the Central 
franks. Okanagan Day Care Society at
the salmon on the West Coast, and other foot problems occur 
It had almost disappeared. more ea- r when a bare foot is 
"That’s what I mean. If rubbed Lj a shoe. And speaking 
you’re totally uninterested in I of shoes, the new sky-scraper 
what you eat, you won’t do platform soles, are murder on 
anything. If you’re interested the back and risky to walk in. 
in what you eat, you’ll want to Save these dumb women from 
be able to eat it 20 years from ^.eS?seiYes’ J”111,' Ptoase.—Sick 
now Of Fashion Freaks
“It’s a question of horse Dear Sick: OK. I’U do my 
sense and of good business.” best. Hear ye, sisters who are 
Mrs; Gotlieb said Canadians slaves of fashion: Return to 
don’t have to eat dreary food your brassieres, scuttle your 
anywhere in the country. bell bottoms, long skirts and. 
■ “There’s nowhere I’ve been |your maxi coats, put on stock­
in Canada where you can’t get mgs and throw_ away those crip­
something good to eat if you Pbng platform, shoes, don t let 
look out for it. There may not ribo fashion czars rum you, be 
be a good restaurant, but independent, be free, be safe, be 
there’ll be good shops. comfortable. .
“I just ask people. I’U ask a J™ ^mk ®,nyMy ?ay
taxi, driver, an MP. They’U attention to that? Neither do I.
teR you, ‘Mary Lou’s a great _ . . „ •>.
cook, and this is. where she Dear Ann Landers: ! m sit-
sho ’ . ting here reading a letter from
“It’s participatory gastron- son whous away at college. 
m He’s a freshman. I recall viv-
»Anything is good as long idl? the way he looked when he 
as it’s fresh and weU cooked. S wore^ an6'un-
Tt’q the nre-cooked prE-diff- I was barefooted, wore an un- . . 11 A w haw to Passed pair of jeans with a rip
. ested foods we have to £ a faded shirt, and
avoia' 'his stringy hair was hanging
down his back.
rnrKTAir rarrfcttf board meeting this week.
cocktail bakbelue Other executive officers are:
.1 can (8 ounces) tomato 11st vice-president, Mrs. R. J. 
Clark; 2nd vice-president Mrs. 
Doreen Volb; secretary;, Faye 
Hermann; corresponding sec­
retary, Mrs. Mary Hamann.
It occurred to me as he 
walked out of the house that if 
our doctor showed up looking 




173-115. 30 - 1%” crystal prisms, 
16” diameter, 12” body height, 5/60 
W. candelabra sockets.
Mini-Venus Series
Reg. Price 32.15. 
Sale Price ........... 20.00
Parish Bazaar 
Well Attended
The annual parish bazaar
sauce
1 tablespoon dark corn syrup
Y4 teaspoon onion salt 
Dash chili powder
1 jar (6 ounces) cocktail 
franks (24)
% cup sliced sweet gherkins.
(%-inch slices)
Blend tomato sauce, syrup 
and seasonings in saucepan; 
add frankfurters and gherkins. 
Cook over low heat for 10 min­
utes, stirring occasionally.
The position of treasurer was 
not filled.
would be one of disg t or'per-'
„ i haps mistrust. If our pastor ap-
Committee heads are: enrol- peared on the pulpit looking so 
ment, Mrs. L. A..Taylor; enH shabby, my son WOuld wonder: 
ployment, Mrs. Doreen Volb; «what’s he trying to prove?” If 
building, Mrs, Hughes; equip-1 a pilot came to work in that 
ment, Mrs. Susan Niven and I sloppy get-up, his passenge. 
Mrs.' Hamann; publicity, Mrs, I would" question his1 competence 
Judith Cairns; parliamentarian, or perhaps his stability. If a 
Mrs. Clark. judge showed up in the court-
The society is presently en- room looking unkempt and dish- 
gaged in locating a, suitable eveled, my son would have no 
building and is also preparing respect for his authority. ,
of
Serve warm with cocktail picks 
sit back for compliments.and
WEDDINGS
MEETINGS
St. Andrew’s Church, was held 
in the Okanagan Mission Com- 
ktpuoui Xueui arn, '11811 X)junui 
of hard work in making articles 
for the crafts, needlework and 
men’s stalls, as well as the 
more recent work with the tea,
home cooking, 
elephant stalls, 
warded by the 
who attended.
All the stalls 
ronized as was
candy, white 
were all re- 
many people
were well pat- 
the section for
afternoon tea where deUcious 
sandwiches and slices were ser­
ved. The decorations in the 
hall were beatuiful and gay with 
Christmas colors. Three prizes 
drawn for consisting of a petit 
point picture, decorated Christ­
mas cake.
ON THE MOVE
Canadian motorists each av­







pound Cheddar heese 
pound Swiss cheese 
medium onion, quartered 
ounces blue cheese, crumb­
led
















cheese and onion through food 
chopper. Add blue cheese, 'A 
cup undrained pickle relish, 
horseradish and mustard J Mix 
thoroughly.
Shape into ball about 5 Inches 
in diameter. Decorate with re­
maining % cllP Pickle relish. 
C'11". Serve with crackers or 
melba toast as desired.
Attention clubs and organiz­
ations. The Courier seeks your 
co-operation in presenting up- 
to-date accounts of your ac­
tivities. Reports of meetings 
and other activities should be 
submitted to the women’s edi­
tor immediately.
The same rule applies for 
weddings. Forms supplied by 
the Courier may be completed 
prior to the wedding and sub­
mitted Immediately following 
the ceremony. Wedding write­
ups submitted more than 
seven days later will not be 
published.
If a picture Is submitted with 
a write-up it must be black 
and white. Color pictures will 
not be accepted.
a submission to the provincial NOISE OKAY
government regarding the im- GRAND FORKS, B.C. (CP) — 
pending legislation regarding industry in this southeastern 
financial assistance for day British Columbia town won’t be 
care facilities. impeded by any anti-noise by­
Support for the day care pro- tows. City council recently gave 
. . . . .. , three readings to a bylaw thatject is growing in the Kelowna wouj(j repeal the town’s anti­
community with donations re- noise legislation. One council 
ceived from the Alpha Epsilon member said it was not coun- 
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi cirs intention to have an anti- 
and the Ladies’ Auxiliary to the noise byiaw that could be used 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch against industry.
No. 26 of Kelowna. Other dona- —-------------- -------------- ---------
tions of equipment including 
toys have been received from a
number of businesses and pri- '
vate donations have also been 
received.
AQ3341. Colour translucent polysty­
rene domes confined with 6" diameter 
hand-blown triplex glass globes. 
Available in tangerine, yellow and 
green.
Reg. Price 12.05 
Sale Price ......... 10.05
Single Crystal Drop
273-111. 8” diameter, 8” body height,. pol- : 
ished brass accessories, 12/2” crystal prisms, 
12/3” crystal prisms, 1/60 W. Edison socket.
Regular Price 19.80.
Sale Price .... .............. 10.80
Complete Une of Recessed lighting 
available. Extra Special Values.
TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS





on Casorso Rd. between 
Boyce and Bechard Rds.
Phone: 763-6707
C ash. T here*s a 
store for &
You know where to shop for food or medicine or hardware. But 
if you’ve got bigger spending plans in mind, better get to know 
the cash store.
i
That’s us. Niagara. We’re the largest all-Canadian consumer loan 
company.
Personal loans to $5,(300. and more. Mortgages up to $25/000.
NIAGARA
sh store







Your gift list seems endless... 
time's ruhning out... 
getting worried?
STOP .. . RELAX . . . DON'T PANIC!









Including Ellison and Belgo Areas i
Office: 170 Gray Road — Telephone 765-7401
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By GEORGE WHITELEY | "I like this way of life,1
Courier Rutland Staff said, "although it means work­
ing 14 hours a day, seven days 
, RUTLAND (Staff) — A Belgo | a weck( during the busy season, 
orchardist who believes in pro­
gress has become the third win­
ner of the Golden Apple Award.
Alfred Kempf received it re­
cently in Penticton,
Emblematic of apple suprem­
acy in the province, the award 
is presented by a chemical 
manufacturer. First recipient 
was James Stuart of East Kel­
owna. Last year it went to 
Felix Menu of Westbank.
Mr. Kempf received the 
award for his 1971 crop. He be­
lieves it came because he has 
younger trees and a good man­
agement program, making 
better fruit. Growers have to 
apply for the award, and their 
orchards are judged.
The Kempf family has about 
23 acres and several thousand 
trees, apples, pears and cher­
ries. Mac, Red Delicious and 
Spartan apples produce the 
largest returns. This year about 
250 tons of them were sold 
through Okanagan Packers in 
Kelowna.
Mr. Kempf might still be 
working in an aircraft factory 
if the family had not visited 
friends in the Okanagan while 
going to Seattle. He grew up 
on a farm in the South Ukraine, 
near the Black Sea. In 1944 his 
mother and family escaped be­
fore the advancing Communists. 
The head of the family disap­
peared in 1937, and there has 
been no word of him.
In Winnipeg, Mr. Kempf work­
ed in an aircraft factory. He 
was hired for one in Seattle 
six years ago. They stopped to 
visit their Okanagan friends, 
and never left the area.
Mr. Kempf urged orchardlsts 
to use the leaf and soil analysis
and I could make more money 
working’in an aircraft factory."
"Fruit growing here is com­
pletely different than in the 
Ukraine. Here quality and var­
iety have to be good. In the 
can get.”
Ukraine people take what they
Even with snow on the ground 
orchardlsts are busy making 
plans for the next crop. There's 
mice control, weed killing, limb 
removal ahd other things to 
think about. Mr. Kempf should 
have transplanted trees. But, 
after • receiving the award, he 
went to Winnipeg for a family 
reunion honoring the golden 
wedding anniversary of an 
uncle and aunt.
Running the orchard is really 
a family affair, with Mrs. 
Kempf and the three oldest 
children pitching in. Strictly 
in the Canadian fashion, the 
children demand wages. And 
dad is glad to pay them.
"I get better work from them 
than anybody else,” he boasts. 
"They take quite a load off my 
shoulders.”
Mr. Kempf repairs his own 
equipment. He has enough to 
handle an orchard twice as big. 
Then again it’s a matter of 
getting help.
The children are Ilona, 18; 
Alfred, 16; Herbert, 12; and 
Steven, 4. Mr. Kempf's mother 
lives with them.
Rutland Junior Bowlers 
Top Penticton Counterparts j
RUTLAND (Staff) — Bowlers 
in the peewee and bantam 
lea gues topped Penticton 
counterparts in a "home and 
away" series at the latter city 
on Sunday. Rutland scores to­
talled 12,165, Penticton 11,714.
It was the second triumph 
for local youth bowlers in about 
a month. Teen bowlers downed 
Salmon Arm in games there. 
These series are strictly for 
fun.
Three teams from each league 
went to Penticton. They bowled 
three games, although only two 
are regularly played.
Top local scorer was bantam 
Karen Follett, 11, with 509. Only 
10 points behind was Geoffrey 
Gramlich, 12. Leading peewees 
were Janet Cameron, 8, with 
363, and Robbie Cocar, 9, with 
338.
Mrs. Lome Gruber, minop co­
ordinator for,Rutland Bowling 
Association, extolled the value 
of such games, and thanked 
parents who supplied transpor­
tation. Penticton bowlers expect 
to visit here Dec. 16,.
tournament. Players must be | 
registered with the association. 
Peewees and bantams play Dec. 
26, junior and seniors Dec. 27.
Vote On Saturday 
For School Board
RUTLAND (Staff) — The 
Junior Secondary School will be 
the focal point of this area Sat­
urday. Residents of both region­
al district areas will vote on a 
S5,804,000 referendum for 
school construction, also two 
members of the school board. 
Residents of one area will vote 
for a regional director.
About half the referendum 
money will provide more space || 
in this area. A new junior sec­
ondary school is planned on 
Ziprick Road, and more elemen­
tary classrooms will be added.
Plans are being made for the
service offered by the B.C. | 
agriculture department. He also I 
said various elements missing | 
from soil here must be put in. I 
SMALLER TREES I
The future lies in developing I 
small trees with more fruit I 
buds, he added. The agricultural I’ 
research Station at Summerland | 
is working on this. I
Development of these trees, I 
providing better accommoda- I 
tion for pickers, and paying I 
them more would help ease the I 
shortage of help, the orchardist I 
added. He employs up to 14 I 
pickers, Some are hired through g 
the Canada Manpower Centre, I 
while others just come to the I 
orchard looking for work. I
He uses a mechanical device I 
to reach tops of trees, but lad- I 
ders could be used to pick I 
smaller trees. I
1 "More and better accommoda- I 
tion is absolutely necessary,” | 
Mr. Kempf adds. He has a g 
double cabin and a single one, I 
and would like to build new I 
ones; Being a short distance I 
from Rutland, he is not in as I 
bad a position as growers I 
further away from communities. I 
I “Some pickers complain I 
about poor accommodation, I 
while others abuse it. Growers g 
should ba able to throw the I 
latter out
"You've got to pay good 
wages to attract good, clean 
people. But orchardlsts can’t 
meet industrial pay scales, be­
cause we’ve got to provide 
cheap fruit. Industry is sub­
sidized but we aren’t.
"Orchardlsts are fighting a 
losing battle,” he said, quoting 
former agricultural minister H. 
A. Olson as giving a "flat no” 
during the B.C. Fruit Growers’ 
Association conference in Pen­
ticton during January to re­
quests for aid to improve pack­
ing and storage facilities.
"American orchardlsts in the 
Columbia Basin pay no taxes 
until orchards are bearing fruit, 
nnd S6 an acre for water. We 
pay full taxes and $24 an acre 
for water.
Mr. Kempf agreed with Dave 
Stupich, who became the B.C. 
agriculture minister when the 
New Democratic Party swept 
the Social Credit party out. of > 
, power in August, on the need 
to "freeze” agricultural land, i 
but said growers need guaran- | 
teed wages.
COURIER CONTACTS
OYAMA -- Rose I'lpkc of 
Allison Hoad. Phone .r>t8-3577.
Headers wishing to have 
items of interest to the Ovaina 
community published In The
Courier can, and WI
conic Io contact Miss Pipke | 




I I N( III ON
Mon.-Frl. 11:30 a.in.-l :30 p.m.
1 n <’ I ii <1 r* :
5 Coiiii.C!,, salad nnd (Im 
tii-i Mmp, । in ft n r
tea. Onlv Z.Zj
ALBERTA BEEF RED BRAND GRADE A
69cCHUCK STEAK
69cCHUCK ROAST
a 95cCROSS RIB ROAST
OtON
- Of RUTLAND
Through efforts of Rutland, • __ __
» St । f DAI IN ft DEEEleantrustee Jan. 1. CharlesBuckland 1 ■■ ■T H II ■ IW ■ ■ l^hfl Fr
seeks to retain his seat. Other HErlHail
candidates are Mrs. Birt] 
(Marge) Showier, chamber sec­
retary and former assistant
 postmas'-”-; and Wilbert (Mike) || 




Sale is on now and continues until 5:30 Saturday, Dee. 9th. Be sure and 
enter the draw for our door prize, a complete 8-trdck car stereo.
Save Now On All Your Favorite
RC/1
Artists On 8-Track and Cassette Tapes
Regular $7.69.




• Throe Dog Night • Steppenwolf • Charlie Pride • Hugo Montenegro
• Elvis Presley • Danny Davis • Ed Ames • Perry Como • And Many More
60 Minute
CASSETTE TAPES
Reg. $ 1.33, Sale 
69c each or 3 for 1.79
Ravel Deluxe
8-TRACK CAR STEREO





Built in microphone, automatic






Reg. $59.95. sou 29.95
Limited Quantity
Assorted
8-TRACK and CASSETTE 
TAPES
3.49 6.49
Your Solei and Service Centre for Sanyo, Toshiba, Tcnna and Pioneer.
THE TAPE DECK




TURKEYS B.CGi lilily, all sizes
3 lbs. .1.99 
U 71 5 lbs. 3.29
it 53c
FRYING CHICKEN ’■ • :°"m *: “ 48c
DlfNIf UAMC*[sa,w w* 
rivlllw FIRfVld Whole or Shank Half.... ,55c
BREAKFAST SAUSAGE “ J9c
WIENERS «
BOLOGNA By the piece
49c
49c
ALL FREEZER BEEF CANADA Al ALBERTA GRAIN FED
CUT, WRAPPED BY EXPERT MEAT CUTTERS
SIDES OF BEEF..... U3c FRONTS OF BEEF R
HINDS OF BEEF Reti B ond 89c
62c
BUTTER 2-1.49




POTATO CHIPS Old Dutch, trt pack







LIQUID DETERGENT ^T:Z f0,99c
VELVEETA CHEESE 2 
MACARONI DINNER
SALT 2 lb. box .............. ........................
SODA CRACKERS
ROBIN HOOD OATS 5 lb.







































Pay Your Power and Telephone Bills at Dion's 
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. - 7 Days A Week
u, 29c
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PEACHLAND (Special) — 1 
Over 100 ratepayers of Peach- i 
land gathered this week at the 
Community Hall to hear the ; 
mayor and aidermen report on 
their stewardship over the past : 
year and to hear candidates in 
the upcoming election for alder­
men and trustees of School Dis- 1 
trict 23 outline their reasons for 
running in the election.
Bert Maxey was elected from 
tiie floor as chairman and kept 
the long agenda flowing along 
smoothly. One of the reasons 
for this smoother meeting was 
a chamber sponsored ratepay­
ers’ meeting neld earlier in the 
month which complied over 40 
questions on municipal govern- 
Ient which were given to 
fcncil members prior to this 
■eting.
There was no report from 
present school trustee, D. A. K. 
Fulks, who was not in attend­
ance. Ivor Jackson, representa­
tive on the South Okanagan 
health board, gave an interest­
ing report bn the testing of 
Peachland’s water systems 
which he said consistently kept 
a good standard. He spoke of 
the problems of staff shortage 
in the health field and announ­
ced his retirement from tnis 
position which he has held since 
19u6. He was thanked for his 
good work over the years on 
Peachland’s and the district’s 
behalf.
Mayor Harold Thwaite then 
spoke staling Peachland was 
tne best run municipality in 
the province. He stated we 
have the lowest mill rate in 
B.C. and 99.99 per cent of all 
council business was done at
first year In municipal politics, < 
stating h .• had learned a lot 
this past year and is still alive 
and fighting. He reported on 
the new equipment obtained this 
year by the Fire Department, 
and paid tribute to Fire Chief 
Fred Grey and all the members 
of the volunteer brigade. He 
spoke of the help the old Bap­
tist Church will be in giving the 
brigade a training centre dur­
ing the winter months.
Aid. James MacKay took the 
opportunity to thank fellow 
council members for their co­
operation during the year. He 
outlined the Parks and Recrea­
tion Commission set-up * which 
he served on as council repre­
sentative. He gave a compre­
hensive report on the group’s 
budget and work accomplished 
during the past year. He 
thanked all commission mem­
bers and the chairman, Don 
Wilson, for their hard work 
and dedication.
Aid. George Meldrum re­
ported a very successful year 
in the domestic water depart­
ment and stated; this municipal 
department had stayed in the 
black since 1968. He stated tliis 
department needed hard work, 
but when a job needed doing 
his department got it done. He 
thanked all the municipal staff 
in the office and out for their 
co-operation and help.
Mrs. Bernice Fletcher, who is 
running for school trustee for 
Peachland, gave the meeting 
1 some of her background, stat- 
J ing she strongly believes that 
1 20 years’ experience as a tea­
cher could be helpful as a 
school trustee. She stated chil-
consuming, but if elected he! MUSEUM NOTESwould represent the community JfcVIWI I.V I uJ
to the best of his ability.
Mayor Harold Thwaite who; 
is also running for school trus­
tee paid tribute to D. A. K. 
Fulks■, present trustee, who has 
served the community for 14 
years. He stated he felt School 
District 23 to be one of the most 
efficient in B.C. He said the 
people of Peachland cannot lose 
with three good candidates run­
ning for trustee.
Only four candidates running 
for the two two-year terms on 
council were present, Bert Le- 
boe being absent due to illness.
First to speak was present 
encumbent W. L. -Lawrence, 
who spoke of his two year term 
now coming to an end. He said 
his experience in a large city 
had shown him problems are 
not the same as in a small 
municipality. He told the peo­
ple they had a strong council.
Present encumbent James 
MacKay spoke also of his past 
two years, telling the group it 
takes a little while to know the 
job when first elected. He stat­
ed his main interest was re­
creation and facilities for re­
creation. He said the lakeshore 
was free from pollution now 
and he intended to keep it .hat 
way. “We must look to the 
future and keep it this way for 
our children and our children’s
1 children. With the growth of 
the community and the possi­
bility of more recreational dme 
■ we must provide more areas 
'■ for recreation and preserve 
■ what we have. I realize more 




In our central display case 
until the middle of this.month, 
we have a showing of very 
beautiful work done in ivory. 
As well as the items in the 
case we have an outstanding 
sculpture in wood and ivory 
executed by R. Dow Reid of
Okanagan Mission.
There are a number of car-
ved ivory figures, done with 
traditional subjects and with 
exquisite workmanship. There 
are mah jong tiles, dominoes, 
poker chips, many little items 
found in a sewing basket many





OYAMA (Special) — Enrol­
ments were the highlight of the 
Guide and Brownie Christmas 
party held in the Oyama Com­
munity Hall on Tuesday.
The 27 mothers present were 
welcomed by parents commit­
tee president, Mrs. Gus Reich 
and served refreshments by the 
girls under the direction of Mrs. 
Garnie Sproule.
The party, offered an excellent 
opportunity for mothers to meet 
the new brownie leaders, Mary
Booth, Brown Owl and Dianne
Enrolment Up I
Jones. Tawny Owl. and vl.lt >«“ 
again with Guide Captain 
Helen Gatzke.
Rosemarie Carter of Winfield, 
District Deputy Commissioner, 
was on hand to enroll six guides 
and seven brownies. Jacqui 
Jones, Lois Reich, Tina Monod 
and Barbara Eyles received 
their wings, emblematic of their 
flight into guiding. They, and 
Kerry Rawsthorne and Gloria 
Rolf sen were then enrolled Into 
guides by Mrs. Carter.
.uuius. Ingrid Haru n 
and Lynn Schmidt.
The guide company again 
showed that they have not been 
idle at guide meetings. Badges 
and emblems presented to date 
are the camp leader and wilder­
ness camper badges to Lori De- 
wer, the wilderness camper to 
Debby Trewhitt and poultry 
farmer to Kim Hayward. Re­
ligion and life emblems were 
presented to Laurie Powell and 
Karin Harmel.
bulk in a moist atmosphere. 
Ivory takes dyes very well— 
hence poker chips and billiard 
balls in different colors. The 
canine teeth of the hippopota­
mus gives a very hard white 
ivory. The tusks and the upper 
canines of the walrus have sup­
plied ivory to northern people. 
The twisted tusk of the nar­
whal and the teeth of sperm 
whales are sources of ivory.
FOR TEMPLES
The earliest known work on 
ivory is an incised drawing of 
a mammoth on a fragment of 
mammoth tusk, probably done 
by a contemporary of the ani-
sures, shuttles, table napkin 
rings. There are two ancient 
Chinese scroll holders, carved 
beads and bracelets, two fans, 
and five lovely miniatures 
painted on ivory.
Eskimo work with walrus 
ivory is also represented, in-
mal. Ivory was used to decor­
ate temples, brought as pre­
sents to kings. The Ninevah
The Easy 1 Choice
The smooth taste 




“We are in a very, very 
sound financial position,” the 
mayor said.
This statement was taken up 
by a local businessman who 
stated he didn’t feel the may­
or’s claim of the lowest mill 
rate was something to be proud 
of as it meant the town had 
less service than any municipal­
ity in B.C.
Aid. W. L. Lawrence then re­
ported on his library portfolio, 
stating local facilities were 
almost hopelessly cramped tor 
space. He told the ratepayers 
he .was looking into other ac­
commodation such as using 
municipal chambers for this 
purpose.
On his job as roads chair­
man he told them the main 
problem was costs, there was 
never enough money though. 
< He .spoke of his efforts to get a 
dust free surface on all munici­
pal roads during the past two 
years, stating after two years 
this was showing progress,
Aid. Des Loan spoke of his
dren were the main concern 
and felt there was a need for 
better communication between 
school board and parents and 
ratepayers.
She asked those present to 
support the school referendum 
now, before the taxpayers of 
the district, otherwise this 
would mean shift classes. She 
stated she knows the amount 
of $6 million sounded dreadful, 
but government, not the local 
taxpayers, will pick up 75 per 
cent. She asked for the rate­
payers’ support saying she 
didn’t promise miracles but 
she would do her best if elect­
ed.
A statement was read from 
another candidate, D. E. Suth­
erland, who was unable to at­
tend this meeting. In this state­
ment Mr. Sutherland outlined 
his background as a long time 
resident of the community, 
which he wishes to represent.
, He spoke of the need for a pro­
gressive future in education,
must be done,” he said.
Seagram’s 
FIVE STAR 
Canada’s largest-selling rye whisky. 
Blended .nd bottled by Joieph E. Se.jrtm It Soni Ltd., Waterloo, Ont.
ivories in the British Museum 
have been dated at 900 B.C. 
Roman and Greek cultures 
have produced many beautiful 
pieces. In former times ivory 
was often used for the manu­
facture of artificial teeth— 
now made of much more practi­
cal and manageable material.
Certainly the Chinese and 
Japanese people seem to have 
possessed the infinite patience 
required to work with ivory 
and jade, in the lovely figures, 
boxes, chess pieces, buttons, 
trays and fascinating puzzles.
So here on display at the 
Kelowna Centennial Museum 
are examples of work in ivory— 
a useful and highly workable 
material used by man for many 
thousands of years.
eluding a fid used on the St. 
Roche. A whole and a partial 
whale tooth, show the raw 
material with which Mr. Reid 
works. Ivory is obtained chiefly 
from the tusks of the elephant 
(and related species), the hip­
popotamus, the walrus, the 
narwhal and the sperm whales.
LIKE DENTINE
Ivory is fairly like dentine, 
the hard substance of which 
teeth are made. The basic sub­
stance has immense numbers of 
very fine canals. Ivory differs 
from bone in its fine, structure 
and elasticity.
There was immense trade 
carried on late in the 18th cen­
tury in mammoth and elephant 
tusks. Elephant tusks can 
wjigh up to 200 pounds each, 
and can be as much as 12 teet 
in length. A pair of African ele­
phant tusks at the London exhi­
bition of 1851 weighed 325 
pounds. Curiously the African 
elephants have both male and 
female with tusks while in the 
Indian elephant the female has 
a short tusk. The tusks are 
deeply imbedded in deep bony 
sockets, and are in fact a pair 
of upper incisor teeth.
Apparently when ivory dries, 
it shrinks—thus when billiard 
halls were turned they were 
then left in a warm room to
Newcomer to municipal poli­
tics, Paul Steward, gave the 
group a run down on his back­
ground stating he felt Peach­
land was due for one of the 
biggest building booms in the 
Okanagan in the next few 
years. He said Peachland must 
be protected by long range 
planning. He told the ratepay­
ers if elected he hoped his ex­
perience in construction and 
business would help in some 
small way to make Peachland a 
well planned and well run com­
munity.
H. J. Williamson (Jeff) stated 
after listening to council re­
ports that Peachland affairs 
were in reasonable shape, but 
felt people do not tell council 
what they want. He asked if 
in Peachland they were looking 
too much at the dollar signs. He 
stated if elected he would ma- 
lyse in detail all problems as 
they appeared.
“I am not a puppet, l am not 
atta ched to • anyone and there
shrink, and then finished. 
Plates cut for piano keys were 
dried and shrunk at once by 
stating the job of a school will be no strings on me as being baked for a time in an 
trustee was a big one. and time your aiderman," he said. . oven—but can still change in
Mercedes-Benz Of Canada Limited
announces the appointment of
Park Valley Motors Limited 




Sales & Service Centre
to Kelowna. You arc invited
most remarkable sedans at Park Valley Motors, Come 
morning. The coffee pot will be on the stove.
You’ll find Park Valley Motors has complete sales and 
tcnance of Mcrccdcs-Bcnz sedans. .>
to come and see some of the world’s 
in tomorrow (Friday) or on Saturday
service facilities devoted to the main-
*1 he technical staff has been meticulously trained by Mercedes-Benz Io service and maintain
any model of the breed. So you can rely on 
the attention it commands.





Friday Night* Specials from thei Men's Dept.
SHEARLING LINED JACKETS
Sale Price
SHEARLING LINED JACKETS — 44.95Men's. Reg. 57.95. Sale Price
T-SHIRTS, SWEATERS AND PANTS
2.99
100% cotton terry. Aprons andTOWELS
matching dish towels. All with Christmas design..
69c
FRIDAY NIGHT AND ALL DAY SATURDAY SPECIALS
$9Sale Price
LADIES' BLOUSES ond SKIRTS
JERSEY —- Printed polyester and acetate 






GIRLS' BLOUSES AND SKIRTS 
ALL 20% OFF
Asstmt. of. Broken sizes. 




Reg. 18.98 to 21.98.
length.
Reg. $50.
Friday Night Specials — Mozzanlno Floor 
CHRISTMAS APRONS and MATCHING DISH
Perma press cottons, polyester knits 
mostly long sleeves,
Sale Price 39-95
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIALS 
FROM THE BOYS' DEPT.
TABLE OF 
BOYS' PANTS




WHITE CROSS SHOES---Patent leather, 
sole., dress pumps, oxfords. Black,
SHEARLING LINED JACKETS — Men's, finger
Blouses Cotton shirt waist. White or polyester, 
long sleeve knits in variety of styles Reg. 
price Iiikii . A AA AA
2.98 to 14.98. .(. Sal^PriCc &-W |o ■ ■ ■«<>
MEN'S DRESS BOOTS — Black smooth leather, 
skin fit lined, neolite soles and heels, inside 
zippers or strap buckles, round toe. •JF AA 
Sizes 7 to 11. Reg. 19.98, Sale Price "V.vO
Aprons. Reg, 4 AA Towels. Reg.
1.79. .. Sale I'W 89c......... Sale
411 Bernard 
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA
Serving Kelowna and District for 
’ Over 58 Years
Friday. Night* Specials 
from the Yardage Dept.
FORTREL CROCHET LOOK — 45". Plain shades 
black, navy, green, blue, gold, yellow V hyif a 
mauve. Reg. 5.89 yd. ...........Special ft lltv
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
LADIES' BELTS — Casual pant styles In 
leather and suede. Good colors. Brown, 
green, purple, red, navy. A AA 
Reg. $4 and $5... Special ^*"“*and
Come in, look over
Kelowna; 1*. Kochlc
these remarkable sedans, 
and W. Gradnil/cr.
a nd med jour Mcrccdcs-Bcnz specialists in
u.F. III adnlt.cr, S.-ivwrhorhle, Mliiiihti, w.r*









2.98 to 6.98. . . Sale Price 2.39 ( 5.59
Skirts - A-line, pleated and kilts Variety of 
'.olid colors and plaids, Reg, A AA 4A AQ 
price 2.98 Io ’2.98 Sale Pr. |,, Iv-vJI
Skirts Include - Wools, acrylics and polyester.
filar k, biown, grey 









'• • > J Ie the y li) । |i
pCIIlt '.lll^., elf.
Values Io 45.00
COME EARLY EOR THE BEST SELECTION
/
GARY WELDER — SPORTS EDITOR
The Moscow Selects head 
coaich is Boris Mayrov.
MEET RED WINGS
TOP B.C. SKIERS
Two Kelowna skiers, Brian Washington and Oregon, dur- 
Ashley, above, on the left, Ing the last summer. Brian, 
and brother Doug, on the who is a member of the Can-
right, took top honors in the adian national water ski
men’s and boys' categories team, totalled 12,393 points to
respectively, at the B.C. Wa- top his division. Brian has
ter Skiing Association’s an- also recorded the longest
nual awards presentations. jumpevermadebyaCana-
The overall awards go to the dian boy, 125 feet, set at
skier that accumulates the Lake Stevens, Wash. The
’ '
dian boy, 125 feet, set at
most points in their group 
during competitions in B.C.,
Pulford Adopts 
Allen s Methods
Canadian army officer lead the 
team in exercises every morn­
ing. I think it’s paying off 
now."
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Bob
FAGE 10 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THUR., DEC. 7, 1972 Pulford uses playbooks, stresses 
I defence, requires top Condi-
Only One Familiar Face 
In Moscow Select's Line Up
TORONTO (CP) — Moscow 
Selects were to start practice 
sessions here today for their 
seven-game exhibition hockey 
tour with only one veteran of 
the Canadian-Soviet September 
series in their lineup.
The Selects roster was an­
nounced Wednesday by Maple 
Leaf Gardens where the Mos­
cow team meets a squad of On­
tario amateurs Sunday.
But with the exception of Via- 
cheslav Solodukhin, none of the 
21-man roster saw action 
against Team Canada in the 
eight-game series last Septem­
ber. Solodukhin played in only 
one game.
Vladimir Astyfev and goalie 
Victor Zinger, two other Selects 
players were on the Soviet na- 
I tional team roster but never 
got to play against Team Can­
ada.
Others on the Moscow Selects 
lineup: Viktor Krivalapov, Alex­
ander Volchkov, Yevgeny Ka- 
Izachkin, Alexis Nikitushkin, 
Yuri Terekhin, Alexander Filit- 
Ipov, Yuri Shatalov, Vladimir 
Popov, Nikolkai Shorin, Victor 
Shalimov, Valery Belousov, 
cord, was only three Inches I Yuri Blokhin, Alexander Goli- 
short of the world, record. Ikov, Vladimir Devyatov, Sergi 
Doug, who ammassed 14,523 Kapustin, Yevgeny Kotlov, Al- 
points in his men’s division, exander Lobanov and Alexan- 
is holder Of the Montana State der Martynyk.
men’s trick record. Both of ------- ———------— ----------—
tioning, conducts chalk-talk ses­
sions, analyses films and re­
sembles football coach George 
Allen more than he does any 
National Hockey League coach.
In fact, Pulford, the first-year 
I coach of the Los Angeles Kings 
of the NHL, credits Allen, coach 
of Washington Redskins, for
I some of his success.
“I learned a lot from him, but 
you can’t compare me to
said most NHL coaches are be-1 
hind the times. He hasn't gone; 
back on that statement. I
“Maybe that was a statement! 
that shouldn’t have been made, 
but my feeling are still crysta- 
lizing and I still feel that way.
“For example, I believe in 
weight training. Football teams 
have been doing it for years. 
Why not us? And conditioning. 
At spring training, we had a
Engraving Service 











1176 High Rd. - 762-2161
these talented skiers were 
members of the B.C. Region 
Water Ski Team that cbm-
___ ______ peted in the Canadian nation­
jump, which is also a Wash- . als in Morrisburg, Ont., this 
ington Regional and State re- year. (Courier Photo)
One Of Hockey's Best Coaches 
Honored At Special Ceremony
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
MONTREAL (CP) — Hector 
Toe Blake, one of the greatest 
coaches In the history of the 
National Hockey League, was 
honored Wednesday Hight in a 
ceremony before the NHL game 
between Minnesota North Stars 
and Montreal Canadiens.
Blake, who played 13 seasons 
with Montreal and coached 
them another 13, was presented 
with a punch bowl, in the de­
sign of the Stanley Cup, a tro­
phy Canadiens won eight times 
under his leadership.
"After a night like this . . . 
it’s hard to grope for words," 
Blake told a large mid-week 
Forum ctowd. “I never had no 
sign for $1 million, but let me 
tell you that hockey Is my life 
and what it has done for me is 
worth more than $1 million in 
many ways."
Blake had served until
recently as a vice-president and 
assistant to Canadiens’ general 
manager Sam Pollock, He now 
is a special advisor to the Mon­
treal club.
Bom In 1912 In Victoria 
Mines, Ont., Blake started his 
NHL career with the old Mon­
treal Maroons. He shifted to the 
Canadiens a nd in 1938 - 39 
won the scoring championship 
with 24 goals and 23 assists in 
48 games. He also was chosen 
as winner of the Hart Trophy, 
an award given annually to the 
player most valuable to his 
team.
He was named a first-team 
all-star three times during his 





, By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Goals were cheap in the Brit­
ish Columbia Junior Hockey 
League Wednesday night, as the 
Kamloops Rockets edged Ver­
non 7-6 in Kamloops while Chil­
liwack Bruins smothered Van­
couver 8-3 in Vancouver.
Ken Dodd scored five goals 
for Kamloops, including the tie- 
ing marker and the winner in 
a 30-sccond span in the third 
period.
Other Kamloops scorers were 
Don Ashby and Chris McMas-
ters.
Boh Marsh, Bill Danskln, 
Doug Davis, Dennis Bergeron, 
KuntzDon Murdoch and Dan 
countered for Vernon.
Vernon goalie Mike 
made 33 saves while
Smith 
Garth
Malarchuk and Brian Edginton 
combined to stop 31 shots in the 
Kamloops net.
In Vancouver, Chilliwack took 
a 3-2 lend in the second period 
and then raced away in the third 
to pull three jxiints ahead of 
Vancouver at the top of the 
coast division standings.
Bob McNiese, Brian Sinn,yr 
and Brian Preston scored two 
goals apiece for the winners, 
with single's coming from Hon 
Konkin and Brian Anderson,
Il cm I Dyke, Sady Bain nnd 
Brian McCloskey scored for 
Vancouver,
Gord Laxton In the Chilliwack 
goal stop;>ed 36 shots, while 
Lloyd Saar had 39 saves for 
Vancouver.
The Moscow club plays in 
Hamilton Friday night against 
the Red Wings of the Ontario 
Hockey Association Junior A 
series, before the game here 
Sunday against a squad of OHA 
junior and senior players.
On Dec. 12, they play in Mon­
treal against the Junior Cana­
diens who will be strengthened 
by seven players from the 
American Hockey League’s 
Nova Scotia Voyageurs.
They visit Kitchener Rangers 
of the OHA Dec. 13, Thunder 
Bay Twins of the United States 
Hockey League Dec. 15, Lau- 
rentian University at Sudbury 
Dec. 17 and London Knights of 
the OHA Dec. 19.
The roster for the Ontario Se­
lects team has Mark and Marty 
Howe, Paulin Bordeleau and! 
Glen Goldup of Toronto Marl- 
boros; Tom Planic, Doug Dun- 
ville, Doug Kelcher, Gary Mil­
roy, Keith Draper, Clare Al­
exander, Jim Keon and Jean 
Lavesseur of Orillia Terriers;
George Allen,” says the 36- 
year-old Pulford. "He’s coached 
25 years and I’m just a rookie. 
I’ve got an awful lot to learn."
The Kings, however, working 
with basically the same group 
that won 20 games all last year, 
are surprises of the NHL this 
season. Most of the credit has 
gone to Pulford, especially after 
the team’s record-setting eight­
game winning streak which 
rocketed them into contention in 
the NHL’s West Division.
PLAYERS ACT MATURE
"These fellows have accepted 
my philosophy," he says, ges­
turing to the Kings cavorting in 
practice happily. "They’ve been 
extremely mature in their atti- 
tude toward me. •
"It’s been a big adjustment 
for them to make—and me, too. 
But I appreciate what they’ve 
done for me."
Pulford was a star centre for 
14 years with Toronto Maple 
Leafs, helping them win four 
Stanley Cup championships, be­
fore playing two years for the
STIHL CHAIN SAWS
For the Logger and Home Owner
• Sales and service for all models.
• Exclusive distributors In the area.
VOTE FOR
BILL TREADGOLD!
Darryl Sly, Corby Adams and I hapless Kings. As coach, he’s 
- • -- • built a cellar team into one ofPat Monahan of Barrie Flyers; 
Henry Monteith of Oakville 
Oaks; Sonny Pennington of Galt 
Hornets, and Bob Munro of 
University of Toronto Blues.
Canucks In Financial Trouble 
Black Hawks Could Be Buyers
supreme confidence. The Kings 
have twice knocked off Easton 
Bruins, beaten Chicago Black 
Hawks . and tied New York 
Rangers and Montreal Cana­
diens. . - '
Pulford admits his philosophy 
took shape last summer when 
he visited the training camp of 
Allen’s Washington Redskins, 
ironically a club owned in part 
by the same man who owns the 
Kings, Jack Kent Cooke.
TORONTO (CP) — The Globe 
and Mail says financiaily-
. National troubled’ Vancouver Canucks
could be up for sale.Buffalo 3 NY Rangers 2 I „ , . . tu i comChicago 6 Los Angeles 0 Columnist Dick Beddoes said 
Pittsburgh 4 California 4 today a reliable source within 
w I the National Hockey League
Winning 7 chiraim i hierarchy told him that until theNew^fffi® York 3 is thieved, "the Canucks 
New Englany New York 3 1^ controlJed by Chicago 
Richmond 6 Providence 1 Black Hawks.’' 
Nova Scotia 2 Tidewater 2 I Beddoes also noted that
Western I Hawks’ control of Vancouver
Omaha 6 Seattle 3 would represent a conflict of in-
Phoenix 6 Fort Worth (CHL) terest in the NHL, which norm- 
1 I ally frowns on one team hav-
Denver 6 Salt Lake 3 ing any financial or operational
International control of another league fran-
Fllnt 6 Saginaw 1 chise. ■
Muskegon 3 Columbus, 2 j Vancouver’s owner of record 
Port Huron 5 Dayton 3 is Medical Investment Corp, of 
Eastern Minneapolis, known as Medicor.
Johnstown 4 Syracuse 3 Medicor owns 60 per cent of the 
Sun Coast 4 Charlotte 1 Vancouver team.
Greensboro 4 Rhode Island 2 '. ■Nova Scotia Senior I BUY MEDICOR SHARE
Windsor 10 Truro 7 Beddoes says the Black
Southern Ontario Jr. Hawks have purchased Medi-
Detroit 4 Chatha a 3 cor’6 60 per cent share of the
Manitoba Junior Vancouver club through either
St. James 5 West Kildonan 1 ownership of shares in Medicor
■ “I liked Allen’s approach to 
and issuing a false stock pros- the game,” Pulford says. "He 
pectus. stresses defence and I’ think
Walters was committed on the that’s the key in this game, too. 
prospectus charge. . “And _they’re always in top
The theft is alleged to have 
occurred in December, 1970, 
from Northwest Sports Enter­
prises, corporate title for the 
Canucks.. "
WILL PAY OFF LOAN
The sale of the Canucks, says 
loan and other mortgages on 
Beddoes, will pay off the Wirtz 
Medicor. Medicor is also finan­
cially involved in the Minneap­
olis-based ice show, Holiday on 
Ice.
shape. Hockey players should 
be also.”
SAYS USE OVER*RATED
. Pulford’s idea of the play­
book—new to NHL—comes from 
Allen. Pulford says its use is 
over-rated but admits:
"It keeps them thinking about 
the game and it gives the 
rookies a clearer idea of what’s 
expected of them. Hockey is a 
fast, often instinctive game and 
the playbook simply gives the 
players a1 chance to refresh 
their minds about what to do on
Vancouver Canucks entered face-offs, on power plays and 
.. —- . - • — *1-1 like that.”the NHL in 1970, paying 6$ mil-
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
2000 Spall Rd. 763-4471
I am an Independent candidate, and although I am
a beginner in local politics, I fell that I can contribute 
something worthwhile. I now have the time to serve.
I was a merchant in Kelowna for 25 years, until 1971.
MV experience as a banker, as an accountant, and as a 
businessman provide a knowledgeable background for 
I exploring the cost of running our city.
At Third Spot
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Apollo 17ers are heading 
for the moon, but Philadelphia 
’76ers will settle for third place 
in the National Basketball Asso­
ciation’s Atlantic Division.
The ’76ers are a long way 
from the moon but they're just 
3^ games behind Buffalo 
Braves following Wednesday 
night's 122-117 triumph over 
Kansas City-Omaha Kings, only 
their third success in 27 starts.
Elsewhere, Baltimore Bullets 
whipped Portland Trail Blazers 
115-102 as Phil Chenier set a 
club regulation-time record with 
53 points, Seattle SuperSonics 
took Milwaukee Bucks 95-91 and 
Detroit Pistons downed Phoenix 
Suns 114-105.
John Q. Trapp scored 10 of 
his career-high 35 points in the 
fourth period to pace the ’76ers 
over the Kings, lie gave Phila­
delphia the lead for good at 104- 
102 on a jumper with 7'/i min­
utes left.
Portage 7 Dauphin 6 or in collateral for a loan.
Saskatchewan Junior He says the loan was required 
Melville 8 Notre Dame 2 by Thomas K. Scallen, presi- 
Estevan 5 Regina Foxes 4 d'nt, of Medicor and the Can- 
nucks, to repay a $3.5-million 
< V™ loan to *he Bank °f Britlsh Col‘ New Westminster 5 Van- rntivi-r 3 umbla.
0 . The orglnal bank loan was
Loyola 6 McGill 2 president Lyman Walters to re­
Bishop’s 4 Quebec 2 Pa^ a loan from the Capozzi
Toronto 8 Western 1 familY 0,TK1el°^- B C - ncgo-
—------------- ----- -------------- — | tiated in July, 1971.
The Capozzi loan covered the
lion for the franchise. The pur­
chase of Rochester Americans 
of the American Hockey League 
and an indemnity to the West­
ern Hockey League for Its. fran­
chise in Vancouver for an esti­
mated $2.7 million brings the 
total investment to about $10 
million.
The Canucks financial struc­
ture hardly seems threatened. 
It earns approximately $2 mil­
lion annually, including $750,000 
from television revenue. With 
taxes, Its net earnings amount 
to about half the gross take.
BOXING . । $2.5 million which Medicor
HULL, Que. (CP) —• DMiato transferred from Vancouver to 
Paduano of Montreal, former liquidate Medicor debts in the 
Canadian welterweight boxing United States.
champion, came on strong in On Nov. 15 Scallen was com-
the fifth round to defeat Jimmy mitted to a high court trial by 
Malllsh by a technical knock- Provincial Judge David Moffett
out Wednesday night. on charges of theft of $3 million
Men's Basketball 
Cancelled Tonight
The Kelowna Recreation De­
partment has cancelled the 
men’s basketball game that was 
to be held in the.Kelowna Sec­
ondary School’s west gym to­
night at 9 p.m.
The contest was supposed to 
be between the Canadians and 
the Molsons’ Bus. The game 
will be rescheduled for a later 
date.
Also new to the NHL is the 
use of films and chalk-talk ses­
sions—products of football, Pul­
ford notes.
"I plan to make more arid 
more use of films,” he says. 
“You don’t want the players on 
the ice, practising all the time. 
They get stale. So we can show 
them their mistakes, and some 
of their good plays. It’s par­
tially a psychological thing but 
it keeps them thinking hockey."
Pulford, a player only a year 
ago, was given the Kings’ job 
after Fred Glover was fired. 
Cooke went to Pulford and 
asked him what he thought 
hockey coaching was all about.
Pulford asked for time to re­
ply, then came back with a 38- 
page thesis on the subject, com­
plete with diagrams. He was 
hired that week.
Earlier this year, Pulford
I WOULD
—do. my best to keep citizens informed about city 
business.
—try to establish a good relationship with the people 
in our neighboring districts; they help to keep our 
city alive..
—keep our dollars generating in this area by giving 
preference to Kelowna & District businesses when 
city tenders are let, provided they are competitive.
—try to establish a method by which Kelowna taxpayers 
could submit their complaints and. their suggestions in 
an easy and comfortable manner.
—work hard to keep our environment clean, and to 
explore the problems related to Mission Greek and 
Mill Creek.




"The Ski Specialists" 
featuring the Nevada Binding Tester
SKIS BY:
• VOLKL • ROSSIGNOL • K2 



























Skis — Poles — Bindings — Complete
$48.00 ~ $52.00 - $61.00Prince Igorhas no
taste SKI PACKAGE
Total Resiilar Price $135.30



















CARELLO QUARTZ IODINE HEADLIGHTS
4 HEADLIGHT TH OA 2 HEADLIGHT
SYSTEM. .. ... ............... I I.OU SYSTEM................. ...........
CROSS COUNTRY SKI PACKAGES
1561 I Hix St. ~ Phone 763-25XH
Prince Igor is vodk i.
Pure vodka.
Without a fliikcroftj .to 
or color or scent.
A ponce of a wdLa. 
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.. . . . 24.50
Phone 763-7637
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NHL ROUNDUP
Dennis, Tony Combine 
To Shut Out LA Kings
By IAN MacLAINE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
Dermis Mull "ode into the Na- 
Bonal Hockey League nine 
Itars ago with Chicago Black 
“iwks on the shirt tail of his 
°Mer brother, Bobby.
At least that’s the way the ex­
perts saw it and for a couple of 
Beafons his production seemed 
[to tear them out.
L But the 28-year-old left winger 
Soein’t need anybody to lean on 
■’>», even with Bobby gone to
the rival World Hockey Associ­
ation.
Dennis scored two goals 
Wednesday night and assisted 
on another as goalie Tony Espo­
sito combined with Hull’s scor­
ing efforts in a 6-0 Chicago win 
over Los Angeles Kings.
Elsewhere, Buffalo Sabres 
came up with two third-period 
goals for a 3-2 upset of the 
Rangers in New York, Montreal 
Camdiens handled Minnesota 
North Stars 6-3 and Pittsburgh
A ROUNDUP
Hull's Goal Overshadowed 
By Grattons Hat-Trick
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Bobby Hull scored, his 11th 
goal in 17 games since getting 
permission to play in the fledg­
ling World Hockey Association, 
but the 33-year-old Golden Jet 
, had to relinquish the spotlight 
Wednesday night when his Win­
nipeg Jets bombed Chicago 
Cougars 7-1.
Jean-Guy Gratton, who had 
scored only three goals in his 
first 28 WHA games,, doubled 
his season’s output with three 
goals to pace the Jets’ in front 
of 3,436, Winnipeg’s smallest 
crowd this year.
In the only other game, John 
Danby had a .big night at Bos­
ton, leading New England Wha­
lers to a 4-3 victory over New 
JYork Raiders before 7,513 fans.
Winnipeg . victimized starting 
Chicago goaltender Andre Gill 
with six goals but were held to 
.one score for just over half the 
game by his replacement, Don 
McLeod.
Chris Bordeleau. Larry Hor­
nung and Dune Rousseau also 
scored for the Jets who moved 
11 points ahead of second-place 
Minnesota Fighting Saints in 
the Western Division race.
Penguins tied California Golden 
Seals 44 at Oakland.
Tonight St. Louis Blues are at 
Boston Bruins, Detroit Red 
Wings at Buffalo, Vancouver 
Canucks at Atlanta Flames and 
Minnesota in Philadelphia 
against the Flyers.
Tempers were high in Chi­
cago where 54 minutes in penal­
ties, plus two game miscon­
ducts to Chicago’s Dan Maloney 
and Keith Magnuson, were 
landed out.
Kings’ Mike Corrigan and 
Maloney started the slugfests at 
2; 08 of the first period and the
The Saints, however, have 
played seven fewer games.
Bob Liddington’s second-pe­
riod goal ended Jets’ goalie Er­
nie Wakely's shutout, •
Bordeleau’s goal was his 20th 
of the season, the first Western 
Division shooter to reach that 
plateau this year.
Danby, who assisted on the 
tying goal, fired the winner 
with 3:24 remaining in the third 
period to send the Whalers into 
a tie with Cleveland Crusaders 
atop the Eastern Division stand­
ings.
WARD SCORES 26TH
Craig Reichmuth, Ken 
Douglas and Ron Ward’s 26th ol 
the season—tops'in the league- 
sent the Raiders into the third 
period with a 3-2 lead.
Then Kevin Ahearn poked in 
Danby’s rebound to tie the 
score, setting the stage for a 
great individual effort by 
Danby who skated in front of 
New. York goaltender Peter 
Donnelly, faked him out of posi­
tion, and cashed in the winner.
Dick Sarrazin kept the Wha­
lers in contention in the opeing 




Monday Ladies, Dec. 4—High 
single, Viola Weninger 285; 
High triple, Viola Weninger 
717; Team high single, Hum-, 
canes 1191; Team high triple, 
■Hurricanes 3202; High average, 
Doris Whittle 205; Team stand­
ings, Hurricanes 676%, Knight 
Owls 642%, Snip and Clip 630, 
Bed Raspberry 606%.
Tuesday B Flight, Dec. 5— 
'High single, - women, Jean 
Roelfsema 244, men, Myrori 
Watson 268; High triple, wo­
men, Jean Roelfsema 662, men, 
Chienus Roelfsema 621; Team 
•high single, Pioneer Meat 1154; 
Team high triple, Pioneer Meat 
3166; High average, women, 
Jen Bachmann 191, men,'. Bert 
Graf and George Guthrie 199; 
Team standings, Shepherd’s 
Pizza 631, Rebels 619, Rolling 
Pins 616.
Lady Golfers, Dec. 5—High 
single, M. Stewart and C. Bate­
man 219; High triple, E. 
Thompson 530; Team high 
single, Climax 771; Team high 
triple, Climax 2102; High aver­
age, E, Thompson 197; Team 
standings, Drivers 85, Wild 
Goose 80%, Divots 78, Climax 
75.
Tuesday “A" Flight, Dec. 5— 
High single, women, Bonnie 
March 318, men, Ernie Hurd 
318; High triple, women, Bon­
nie March 724, men, Mike Cal-
RESULTS
fenders 28; Bowler of the week, 
women, Bev Mitschke, men, 
Sam Matsuda. .
Maple Leaf, Dec. 1—High 
single, women, Maddy Morri­
son 275, men, Ed Wolfe 299; 
High triple, women, Mildred 
Gillis 716, men, Norm Morrison 
724; Team high single, Rusty 5 
1178; Team high triple, Sour 
Doughs 3132; High average, wo­
men, Ida Bourquin 207, men, 
AJ McRae 217; Team standings, 
Pinheads 340, Drop ■ Outs 305, 
Sour Doughs 301.
Lawn Bowlers, Dec. 4—High 
single, women, Vb Bartlett 272, 
men, Don Fraser 287; High 
triple, women, Emma Small- 
shaw 618, men, Fred Small- 
shaw 627; Team high single, 
Prancers 1130; Team high 
triple, Wishfuls 2899; High 
average, women, Tony Dia­
mond 199, men, Fred Bartlett 
214; Team standings, Prancers 
260, Bed Posts 240%, Luckys 
227.
hotin 718;
women, Gav Toole 221 
Fred March 230; ‘'31)0’
Ascenders 1276; Team high 




Bonnie March 318, Ernie Hurd 
|318, Gerry Yamaoka 317; 'ream 
^standings, Dig White Ski 732, 
671%, Prairie Chick- 
Hus 630%, Snip and Clip 610%, 
owled Ones 608.
MERIDIAN LANES 
Thursday Mixed, Nov. 2.0— 
ingle, women, Muriel 
user 333, men, Fred Gnbbels 
High triple, women, Muriel 
8:i'i 713, men, lleg Merriam 
i Team high single, The
Deck 1(88; Team .'.igh 
!<•, Larry's llndio and TV 
i High average, women, 
aToolc 226, men, Hud 1'oolc 
tf300“ club, Monel Fraser 
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Calgary Centennials used the 
visiting Victoria Cougars as a 
stepping stone to second place 
in the Western Division of the 
Western Canada Hockey League 
Wednesday night, while New 
Westminster Bruins called on 
their neighboring Vancouver 
Nats to keep pace with the 
Nats.
Calgary's 6-3 win over Vic-! 
tbria moved the Centennials one 
point back of division leading 
Edmonton Oil Kings and the 
Bruins’ 5-3 victory at Van­
couver gave them the same 
points total, although Calgary 
has five games in hand.
Mike Rogers counted twice at 
Calgary as the Centennials took
battle escalated from there.
Rookies Bill Kozak of Los An- ! 
geles and Chicago’s Phil Rus­
sell had a scrap later in the pe­
riod. Then Magnuson got in­
volved in a Maloney-Terry Har­
per fight in the second period 
which drew game penalties for 
both the Chicago players.
HULL KEEPS SCORING
The goals were No.. 15 and 16 
of the year for Hull and follow 
the path of recent productive 
seasons in which the native of 
Pointe Anne, Ont., scored 30 
goals in 1968-69, 40 in 1970-71 
and 30 again last year.
Ex-King Bill White supplied 
Esposito with all the offence he 
needed with a goal at 1:47 of 
the game. ,
Rookie Hugh Harris and vet­
eran captain Gerry Meehan 
provided the Sabres' third-pe­
riod scoring punch to defeat the 
Rangers.
Meehan set up Harris with 
the tying score and then tallied 
with less than three minutes to 
go to give Buffalo its first-ever 
victory on New York ice.
The Rangers held a 33-28 shot 
advantage in the game but 
were held scoreless by Dave1 
Dryden after Jean Ratelle had 
sent New York into a 2-1 lead 
near the. end of the second pe­
riod.
PRESSING LEADERS
. The win also marked the sec­
ond straight for Buffalo in 
meetings with the Rangers and 
moved the Sabres, fourth in the 
East, seven points ahead of 
fifth-place Detroit and just two 
behind Boston.
Jacques Lemaire and Yvan 
Cournoyer scored two apiece at 
Montreal where the Canadiens 
stretched their lead atop the 
East to four points over the 
Rangers.
“The first goal was for Toe,” 
Said Cournoyer whose 17th of 
the season opened the scoring 
at the 3:10 mark, moments 
after a centre-ice ceremony 
honoring long-time Montreal 
player and coach, Toe Blake.
It was Montreal’s first victory 
since Nov. 24. During the four- 
game stretch they had tied two.
Coach Scotty Bowman blamed 
lack of an all-out effort by his 
wingers for the four-game 
drought, something that was re­
stored, to the offence in Wednes­





BOSTON (AP) — Detroit Ti­
gers, led by shortstop Eddie 
Brinkman, had the American 
League’s best defence en route 
to the. East Division title in 
1972.
Official fielding records an­
nounced by AL president Joe 
Cronin Wednesday showed the 
Tigers committed only 96 errors 
in 5,883 chances for a .984 per­
centage. The league record for 
the fewest errors is 95 by Balti-
a 3-2 lead in the first period and 
made it 4-3 going into the third.
Calgary’s other goals came 
from Jerry Holland, Tim Peck, 
Ross Smith and Jack Patterson.
Terry Ewasiuk and Don Wil­
liams scored for Victoria, with 
Ewasiuk connecting twice.
Centennials’ netminder John 
Davidson stopped 38 shots while 
Sam Clegg of the Cougars came 
up with 34 saves.
The game saw only six minor 
penalties, in drastic contrast to 
the Vancouver clash which saw 
100 minutes handed out at one 
time.
FIREWORKS START
The fireworks between the 
Nats and Bruins occurred in the 
second period after Vancouver 
forward Barry Smith had 
scored on a penalty shot.
As he was accepting con­
gratulations from his team­
mates at centre ice the battling
more Orioles in 1964.
Brinkman set a major league 
record for shortstops with a 
mark of .990 while handling 735 
chances in all of Detroit’s 156 
games.
He was injured in the playoffs 
after bettering the American 
League record for shortstops, 
.985 by Leo Cardenas with Min­
nesota Twins in 1971, and Larry 
Bowa of Philadelphia Phillies, 
who held the old major league 
record of .987, also set in 1971.
As the Tigers won the league 
fielding championship for the 
third time in five years, Brink-
broke out, and when it finally 
was quelled Bob Bilodeau of 
New Westminster was fingered 
for a double minor, a major, 
two misconducts and a game 
misconduct.
Also nanded out after the 
brawl were two game miscon­
ducts, three majors, two mis­
conducts and three minors.
The teams were tied 1-1 at 
the. end of the first. period on 
goals by Vic Mercredi of the 
Bruins and Jim Atamanenko of 
the Nats. ;
Wayne Dye, Ron Kennedy 
and Mercredi of New West- 
miris t e r got second-period 
markers before Smith’s suc­
cessful penalty shot ended scor­
ing for the period.
John Dzus of Vancouver and 
Marty Mathews of New West­
minster counted in a third pe­
riod that saw improved play 
and only one minor penalty.
Jack Cummings, in the Nats 
goal, was called on to make 36 
saves while Richardson stopped 
33 shots. ;
Wednesday night’s loser's trail 
badly in the WCHL West. Divi­
sion. Vancouver is In last place, 
two points behind Victoria.
CLUB FOR SALE
SAN DIEGO (AP) — An offer 
to sell San Diego Padres to a 
Washington supermarket execu­
tive was acknowledged Wednes­
day by a spokesman for the Na-
ors with .995, edging Dick Allen, 
the Chicago White Sox’ most 
valuable player award winner 
who had .9946.
Ken Berry of California An­
gels topped regular outfielders 
with a 1.000 mark in 285 
chances. He also shared the 
lead with Chicago’s Carlos May 
with 13 assists, and tied Oak­
land's Roggie Jackson by par­
ticipating in five double plays. .
Based on total chances, New 
York Yankee Mel Stottlemyre 
was the top fielding pitcher, 
participating in 71 plays without 
an error, Kansas City's Paul 
Splittorff arid Boston’s Lynn 
McGlothen also fielded 1.000, 
handling 57 and 48 chances, re­
spectively.
man also set three other major 
league records for a shortstop. 
He committed only seven er­
rors, four fewer than the marks 
set by Cardenas and Bowa, 
played 72 consecutive games 
without a miscue, and handled 
331 consecutive chances .without 
an error.
ROBINSON LEADS AGAIN
Brooks Robinson led Ameri­
can League third basemen in 
fielding, for the 10th time with a 
.977 percentage on just 11 er­
rors. The Orioles, runnerup to 
Detroit with a team mark of 
.983, also had two Other individ­
ual leaders—second baseman 
Dave Johnson with .990 and 
catcher Johnny Oates with .995. 
Johnson and Oates recently 
were traded to. Atlanta Braves 
in the National League.
John Mayberry of Kansas 
City Royals won first base hon-
Ali-SfarTeam
tional League baseball club.
Joseph Danzansky, president 
of the supermarket chain. 
Food Inc., said Tuesday of- .. 
fered $11.75 million for [ the 
Padres.
Seasons Greetings
WARNING: The Department ot National Health and Welfare advisee that dancer to hearth ; 
increases with amount smoked.
Mercedes - Benz
GRAND OPENING






TRAIL, B.C. (CP)—Ths B.C. 
Totems slapped in seven goals 
on their way to winning their 
third, straight; exhibition game 
as they pounded the Trail Smoke 
Eaters 7-1 Wednesday night.
The Totems, an all-star West­
ern International Hockey 
League team which will repre­
sent Canada in Ahearhe Cup 
play in Sweden later this month,, 
had earlier wiris over Cranbrook 
and. Kimberley.
The Totems got goals from 
John Thompson, Jim Marsh, 
Ernie Gare, Dwight Carruthers, 









NEW YORK (AP) — Top­
seeded Charles Pasarell of 
Puerto Rico survived a day of 
upsets Wednesday and led the 
field into the quarter-finals of 
the $75,000 Clean Air Indoor 
Tennis Classic.
Pasarell rallied, to defeat 
Sandy Mayer of Wayne, N.J., 4- 
6, 7-5, 6-2 to conclude second- 
round competition.
Fourth-ranked Clark Graeb- 
ner of New York became the 
fifth seeded player to be elimi­
nated when he was beaten by 
Ove Bengtson of Sweden 6-4, 4- 
6, 6-4. Veteran Pancho Gonzales 
of Los Angeles kept pace with 
Pasarell by whipping Sweden's 
16-year-old Bjorn Borg, 6-1, 6-1.
Dick Stockton and Brian 
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Friendship League, Dec. 4— 
High single, women, Ann .Skel­












W L T 1
high triple, Roughics ; 
High .average, women, Maggie 
Cormak 202, men, Sue Koidi
Beaubien 618,
Steinborn 656;
191; Team standings, Jugglers 







Continues Their Offer of
3 DAY OPENING SPECIALS
INTERIOR FLAT Reg. 9.95, Special 7.50
TRIUMPH WALL 25% OFF
DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER
SPRAY ENAMELS Special 99CRegular 1.39.
with the Purchase of a . .
Be Sure to Enter Our
COLOR MOSAIC CONTEST
You Could Win a
We Have Room-Lot of Sunworthy Wallcovering
Sun Country Paints 1
& WALL COVERINGSYour Total Transportation (Tolre






A Good Selection Of 
And Trucks Available
Piix, I iM.uis. \ enim.i, l in'- 







































100 GALLONS OF Flirr
UNION 76 GASOLINE FKEE
1OTFTJ Pontiac, Buick 





Big Savings On All ft EM AC Good
Executive Driven / 3 UtlllUJ Selection
SUH COUNTRY PAINTS S WALLCOVERINGS
Exclusive Distributor for Super-Wall-Tone - Dutch Formula House 
Paints and Paramount Master Painter Products.
r ACUIAKIC Ol,r Stock 
rAjnlUrD by Simwoilhy ..............
»• 1 12 KELOWNA DAILY (WRIER, THUS., DEC. T. 1972
X,-
b <t|iJ EOPLE'S FOOD MARKET
in
Pound Steak Roast $| AQ
UaIIHM I# Gov r inspected. Canada Grade AIWVUIBU ICClil Beef. Regular. Bone In . . lb. ■■ W
SPECIALS
BEEF RUMP ROAST





DAMEI EEC DI I AAD or BARON OF BEEF ROAST. Gov’t 
: DUiitLtKUmr Inspected. Canada Grade “A” .... lb.
MINUTE OR SANDWICH STEAKS
Gov’t Inspected, Canada Grade “A”........... ....... .......
TURKEYS bMsto .. .._ _ _ _ _ _ _
ib 1.59
ib 59c
SAUSAGE MEAT siTpkg........... ..
SMOKED PICNICS sS ......
RBEAKFASTSTRIPS Different .........Z.__




Margarine 100% Vegetable Uil Margarine . . _ . 5
Eggs Medium in Cartons . - . . . - Grade A 2 1.09
Blitter "Apple Valley". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 lbs ’1.49
Flour r» Rose,'. 25 "»1.79 "X 6.95
"Boban" 25c Coupon Pack. 100% Columbian Coffee, _
lliVlTCe Excellent Quality . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Ib. tin g
..... pkg. 49c 
... . ib. 49c 
...... ib. 98c 
....... ib. 79c
........ 1.19
BEEF SALAMI Vancouver Fancy......... .
BONELESS PLATE AND BRISKET
Rolled Pot Roast .................................... .......
SHORT RIBS OF BEEF . . . .
CORNED BEEF Hom^ad,.........
HALVAH X* _ _ _ _ _
Pineapple
Bread G.B., White or Brown, 20 oz. loaves . .
“Blue Mountain”. Crushed, Sliced and 








12 oz. tins tins
Rug Shampoo
Oats Quick Cooking "Purity". 5 Ib. bag
'Zero" Aerosol. . . . . 22 oz. tin 99c
Maraschino Cherries Olives Stuffed, Pickled Onions and Gherkins. Carnation Brand. 12 oz. Kent Jar .
1 !RK
M TISSUE





h DEAMC or SPAGHETTI
1/ DEAIM J & TOMATO SAUCE. £ *| AA
14 oz. tins O for I *UU
ESSING “Mom’s”.........
RN—Cream Style. “Rosedale1
WEI C “Rpyale” 
WCLj Color Print ....... .....
CCI IE White Swan. 
ddUE 2 Ply — 180s pack ...
UiDC Nalley’s- Iwlr J Regular Triple Pack
.... 32 oz. jar, each 59c
14 oz. tins 5 for 1.00
'Babies Only Please” Asst, Q 1 Aft 
2 Ply .......  2 roll pack J for I • UU
2 roll pack 59c
3 pkgs 89c
2 boxes 99c
2 for 89cLt PICKLES . . . . .
HAMBURGER XXS
8 oz. pack, feature 49c
Dinner. “Catclli” f QT* 
7 oz. pack ...... U for / / C
PINK SALMON “
BABY FOOD Junior or Strained .....
2 for 99c
... 5 oz. tins 5 for 69c
BABY CEREAL Heinz. Variety. 8 oz. .............3 boxes 1.00
SMOKED OYSTERS XeSl. . . . . . . . . . . . . «d, 49c
CAT FOOD £Toz. tin.. 7 varieties . ........................... 6 lor 1.00
OXYDOL DETERGENT Pkg 1.99
IVORY LIQUID DETERGENT 99c
JAVEX BLEACH 128 oz. gallon jug
SPIC AND SPAN Gian. Size
79c 










. boule 89C 






69c 4  1.35
CURRANTS fTeeif., ................... ........ '................... 39c
FRUIT CAKE FRUIT X%^n’ padt 69c
GLACED CHERRIES 98c
COMPLETE SELECTION OF BAKING NEEDS, NUTS, PEELS, 
EXTRACTS, DATES, ETC., AT FEATURE PRICES.
MINCEMEAT n*,.,
Tomatoes Imported Vine ripened. Foz. basket - - - - Jf >128
GRAPEFRUIT,
or White ISs size ............. 5 59c
ORANGES w .i 89c
ICTTIIfP Impt'ihd hiiiiiihp nr 
Lt I I LIVE (item Heads ........... lb No Peanut
21... 29c
rri CDV i,nPollC1' (lisp 
L.tLtl\ I Sweet Stalks .
GREEN ONIONS
44 oz. jar, each 89C
Featme, Ib. 59C
or RADISHI S. Impelled. Belts.
MIXED NUTS . . . .
n,. 19c
EOPLE'S FOOB MARKET
- - Feature 59c 
. - Feature 59c
DESSER POPPING
INSTAN I COFFEE
TEA BAGS S™’S.Oranse.X. . .
INSTANT CHOCOLATE ? W*
/"IJEECC Cheddar “Noca”. Random Cut, 
LnEt JL Mild, Medium and Old ..........
ea.







ORANGE CRYSTALS 3% oz. envelope    5 piick 79C
APPLE JUICE 2“^. . . . . .. .
PINEAPPLE JUICE ?8"tt?01<L. 
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
SALT "sifio*’. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SKIMMED MILK ^,. ,,.1
CHI ID ।0111:1,0 or Vegetable. 
jUUl “Hicnz.” 10 oz. tins.........................
. . . . . . . .  3 for 1.00
3 for 1.00
48 oz. tins 2 for 99c
2 lb. ctn
(all tins
2 for 39c 
i 6 for 1.00
8 . . 1.00
FEATURED FROM OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
ADDI E DIE hesh l)ai|y- ArrLE I IE 24 oz., 8-inch size ...........
PUMPKIN PIE
CHOPPED FRUIT BREAD 1"m
FROZEN FOOD FEATURES 
nr Ar corn x mixi d vegetables.
ILriJ l ;nn\ Irozeii, McCain’s 2 II), eel
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES ^7,,
5 lb. cello .....................
TV DINNERS
DDE AD । While oi Blown.
DKlAU ■•Rhode.," 5 loa
STRAWBERRIES "iZ;
ICE CREAM "Si’g.,u......
.. each 59C 
. each 59C 
. loaf 49c
each 59C
. . . 89c 
2 , .,,1.09
.... pj> i. 79c
21,„ 99c
. .. . . 99c
Open Monday to Saturday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE ~ PHONE 762-3349
WH RI SI RVE 1 UE RIGHT 10 LIMIT QUAN i 11 U.S
ears
CAMPBELL RIVER HEARING
Fired School Principal Unethical'
CAMPBEL RIVER, B.C. 
(CP>—Former high school prin­
cipal John Young was unethical 
in posting for public view in 
his school exchanges of corres­
pondence with the department of 
education, School Superinten­
dent Ernest Hyndman of Sooke 
said Wednesday.
He was chairman of a five-
man committee sent by the de­
partment to evaluate Campbell 
River High School to see if it 
should be allowed to get back 
its accreditati on privi­
leges, which were revoked in 
September, 1971. .
Mr. Hyndman said in his re­
port. to the department last May
that he had seen "letters to the 
principal in his professional 
capacity, together with his 
vituperative replies, posted pub­
licly on notice boards through­
out the school.”
On the witness stand during
such a practice was bad be­
cause it “tended to make young­
sters act in kind.”
“In my opinion it is unethical 
for a professional teacher to use 
his influence with his students
to present what may be con-
"gave part-truths as cold truths, 
contained some untruths and 
had an emotional tinge which 
does not lend to a logical ex­
amination of the facts.”
Mr. Hyndman said his group 
found many good things in the 
school, which was why it rec­
ommended granting accredita­
tion again, but it was particu­
larly concerned about the prob-
lems of student absences and 
course dropouts.
He said in some courses as 
many as 20 out of 36 students 
dropped out between September 
and May, and more than half 
the students in the school mis­
sed more than 13 classes during 
a three-month period.
Earlier in the day, former 
school board chairman Bruce
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Saunders told the hearing that 
working with Mr. Young "was 
like trying to hold quicksilver in 
a kleenex — every time you 
pinch a corner it squeezes out 
someplace else."
He said there was no Inten­
tion of "trying to muzzle John 
Young as an individual” when
In 1970 the board ruled that Mr. 
Young should clear all press 
releases with the district super­
intendent before issuing them.
The board felt Mr. Young 
should use discretion and not 
say anything which might harm 
the image of the school or the 
school district, he said.
Lewis Dismisses Works Plan 
As'Rather Pallid'Proposal
the eighth day of a hearing by|sidered a biased point of view." 
a three-man board appointed to Such postings of letters might 
hear Mr. Young’s appeal from be acceptable if they contained 
his dismissal in September this only objective statements, he 
year, Mr. Hyndman said he felt I said, but Mr. Young’s letters
SIMPSONS
bears
OTTAWA (CP) — David 
Lewis dismissed the govern­
ment’s 1500-million works pro­
gram Wednesday as a "rather 
Wallid announcement” that 
holds no promise of dealing 
adequately with unemployment 
this winter.
“The prime minister said he 
had learned something as a re­
sult of the election,” Mr. Lewis 
told reporters.
"From what I can ree, he has 
learned nothing.”
He said the S50O-millton price 
tag attached to the program by 
thr* government is "as usual 
misleading” and riddled with 
"double accounting.”
“The fact is that for this win­
ter ... they have a total of 
only $200 million.”
For municipalities, which he 
termed the major source of jobs 
in the country, he said only $50 
million is available under the 
program for projects this win­
ter.
He also criticized the govern­
ment for waiting this long to 
make the announcement and 
then doing so without first con­
sulting the provinces.
“ ... it Is a very dis­
appointing announcement that 
hardly scratches the surface 
this winter.”
What is needed, he said, Is a
$500-million program this winter 
for municipal works projects 
alone.
“Every municipality in the 
country is badly in need of 
money to develop all sorts of 
things from housing : to rapid 
transit to improvement in their 
waste treatment plants and 
sewage systems.” ,
Had such a program been un­
dertaken and had the munici­
palities been given a few weeks 
to make preparations, “then 
immediately there would have 
been thousands, tens of thou­
sands, hundreds of thousands of 
jobs available across the coun­
try.”
FEES TO BE LIFTED
VANCOUVER (CP) — Terry 
Goulet, spokesman for the Brit­
ish Columbia Parent - Teacher 
Federation said following a 
meeting Tuesday with Education 
Minister Eileen Dailley that the 
minister indicated the govern­
ment will remove textbook 
rental fees now charged Grade 7 
students. Mr. Goulet also said 
the minister decided to review 




Pocket-size compact camera 
has automatic CDS meter­
ing with manual override, 
low light indicator and fast 
f2.8 lens. ABA 25 to 400 
film speeds. Includes 35mm 
color print film, cube flash 




era with 12 exp. I2t> color 













o Senior Citizens and Low-Income Housing
• A Regional Plan of Development that will include^ 
the City of Kelowna.
• Pollution Control including Anti-noise 
legislation.
FOR TRANSPORTATION TO THE POLLS 
CALL: 762-6432
Free Baby Sitting Courtesy “Sing Out Kelowna”
Simpsons-Sears 
has everything for 
Christmas
Make a shutterbug love you. 






Praktica T, camera complete with acces­
sory GDS exposure meter, with case and 
f2.8 135mm preset telephoto lens. Camera 
has 12.8 50mm lens, Pentax-Praktica 
interchangeable lens mount, speeds to 







Zipper, flip-top bag has 
\m,vl exterior, conluroy 
linii" Si/e lOxix.T'.
Lightweight flash
Htiiiimcx T'Xti.'i electronic 
flash. Up to 40 flnshe;; on 
2 penlr.;hl batteries. He- 
c.M'lcs In 10 seconds.




Polaroid's Least Expensive 
Color Camera
• Uses inexpensive 4 shot flash cubes.
Deluxe 3 element lens for sharp pictures.




Color in a minute - Black and White 
in seconds
• Uses, inexpensive 4 shot flash cubes.
• Deluxe 3 element lens for sharp pictures.




Electric eye, folding viewfinder, 4 film setting, 2 ex­






Allf'(|iii|>l viewer for 2x2” 
slide*. Magnifies 12 limes. 
Quick । li.ingi- model.
LOOK
FOR
Miiiialmr ii has pan
tir.nl, l;nn r.Mi niH 11", 
it h < a e.
Sorter xml hie
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Park Free While You Shop Simpsons -Sears, Orchard Park, Kelowna. 
Advertised prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m. Saturday, December 9.
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XCEMBER IS HERE, GET CHRISTMAS CASH BY SELLING IN COURIER WANT ADS.
DO IT NOW — CALL 763-3228
2. DEATHS 2. DEATHS 15. HOUSES FOR RENT
/."CINSON — Passed away in Sba-ig i-J 
r r ;y Hospital December 6th, Sir. 1AT1- 
I’.n Edgar Atkinson, late of 579 Leon 
7 cnoe. Surviving are his loving wife, 
D'^s e. two sons, Clare in England and 
P 1 In Kekmwa. Two daughters. Trudy 
i ‘.rs, James Ho-g) in Kamloops and 
Mery (Mrs. Jack Grundle) West Van­
couver, Thirteen grandchildren, two 
brother, and *.ne sister of whom Harold 
r; ;;de» m Kelowna. Funeral services 
will be held from Day’s Chapel of 
Remembrance on Saturday at 1:30 p.tn., 
I ’her Raymond Bray will officiate 
with interment to follow in Lakeview 
Memorial Park. Family respectfully 
request there be no flowers. Friends 
might donate to the Crippled Children’s 
Fund at Day’s Funeral Home, who are 
in charge of the arrangements. 108
S'JOULLAR—Pissed away Dec. 5. 1972. 
l ugh Sayre Scoullar of Prince Ceorge. 
B.C., in his fOth year. Survived by his 
loving wife Muriel, two son,. William 
<Ted), Prince George. Hugh Sayre 
Scoullar the II, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia; 
two daughters, Mrs. Al (Lynne) Le­
Bron, Prince George. B.C., Mrs. R. A. 
(Laurie) Parisien. North Delta. B.C.; 
His mother. Sirs. R. B. Scoullar, Van­
couver, B.C.; One brother, Ralph, 
Quesnel Two sisters, Sirs. W. (Isobel) 
Griffin, Vancouver, Mrs. N. (Myra) 
Odgers, Port Albernl. Five, grandchil­
dren. Funeral service Friday, December 
the 8tb at 1 p.m. in the Chapel of Sim­
mons and SIcBridc, Broadway and 
Maple. Reverend J. W. Ellis officiating. 
Cremation. No flowers by request. 108
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address 1790 Hollywood Rd 
(end) Rutland Telephone 765-6494. U
"CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.C 
Heart Foundation. Box 186. Kelowna will 
be greatly appreciated and gratefully 
acknowledged.” , tf
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE, TWO BED 
rooms up, two down, near Dr. Kno:; 
School. Lovely yard with fruit trees. 
Pets and children welcome. Available 
January 1st $160 per month. Telephone 
762-3746 after 6:00 p.m. 10»3. MARRIAGES
NEARLY NEW, TWO BEDROOM 
house with fireplace but no basement in 
nice Blission .’ocation. Close to lake and 
public transportation. Available immedi­
ately. $150 per month. Call Ralph Erd­
mann at Kelowna Realty 762-4919. tf
ELDRIDGE - EVANS — Mr. and Mrs. 
Ben Eldridge nt Kelowna are pleased 
to announce the forthcoming marriage 
of their eldest daughter, Gloria Dawn 
to Reginald John Evans, eldest son of 
Sir. and Mrs. Fred Evans, also of Ke­
lowna, 'Die wedding will take place on 
December 27, 1972 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
First United Church. Kelowna. 108
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. LARGE 
suite in fourplex in Rutland, featuring 
144 baths, two bedrooms, large living 
room, all carpeted. Close to school and 
shopping. Children welcome. Telephone 
765-8788. U
5. IN MEMORIAM
DIHANITS: In loving memory of our 
dear father and grandfather, Mathias 
Dihanits, who passed away December 
7, 1967.
There is no parting from those who 
love.
NO distance can divide.
For today In memory's garden.
We still walk side-by-side.
Each dawning day a thought of you. 
At seeing time a prayer.
For in the hearts that loved him 
He always will be there.
—So sadly missed and always remem­
bered by your loving daughters, Marie 
and Ann, sons-in-low and grandchild­
ren. 108
WINFIELD AREA, NEW TWO BED- 
room house, refrigerator and stove. 
$140 monthly plus hydro, also furnished 
two bedroom cottage, $110 monthly 
plus hydro. No pets. Telephone 766- 
2971. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX ON ABBOTT 
Street, within walking distance of town. 
Private garage and yard. Available 
December 1st. $160 per month. Tele­
phone 762-4947. U
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. SPAN- 
ish style fourplex in Rutland. Two bed­
rooms. 144 baths, shag carpet. No 
dogs please. References required. Tele-
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
1HREE TWO BEDROOM DUPLEXES 
mailable. One $125 per month; others 
1100 per month. Telephone 762-2127 days. 
109
TWO BEDROOM HOME, SOUTHGATE 
area. Electric heat. Rent $150. Tele-
phone 763-4836. ti
UNFURNISHED THREE 












16. APTS. FOR RENT 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
8. COMING EVENTS
phone 763-6241. , tf
NEW TWO BEDROO.M FOURPLEXi 
available immediately. One and a 
half baths, sundeck with view. In West­
bank. $140 per month. Telephone 765-
5721. 548-3807 (Oyama). tf
5TH ANNUAL
POTTERY SHOW & SALE
at the
Okanagan Mission Community Hall, 
DECEMBER 8th, 9th, 10th
10 A.M. - 8 P.M. DAILY .
106, 108
ATTRACTIVE THREE BEDROOM Du­
plex, full basement, on Highland Drive 
South. Close to schools. No pets. $180 
per month, available immediately. 
Telephone 763-3665. tf
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex in Rutland area. Carpeted living 
room, 144 baths, washer and dryer 
hookup. No pets. Telephone 765-7054 af­
ter 4:00 p.m. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX ON 
Mitchell Road in Rutland. 144 baths, 
carpetiiig throughout except kitchen and 
bath. No pets. $170 per month. Tele-
# 2 and 3 room suites, with 
or without kitchen 
facilities, TVs.
•fc Special discount for 
senior citziens.
phone 764-4768. tf
☆ Two blocks from shopping 
On bus line.
☆ Winter rates in effect










ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 587, Kelowna, B.C; Telephone 
765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923, in Winfield 
766-2107 Is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon and Ala-
Teen at 762-8615 or 765-6766. tf
TWO BEDROOMS, FULL BASEMENT, 
in sixplex. Close to Shoppers* Village 
and schools in Rutland Refrigerator, 
stove and drapes available. $150 per
month. Telephone 765-9038. tf
TWO DUPLEX UNITS. AVAILABLE 
December 15 and 20. Each two bed­
rooms, large living room with carpet, 
dining room. Kennedy Road, Rutland.
Telephone 762-8535. tf
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX AVAILABLE 
December 15. Stove, refrigerator, car­
pet, heat and carport. Near .Orchard 
Park on Haynes Road. Telephone 763-
5810. tf
tf
WATCH FOR THE BAZAAR. TEA 
and bake sale. December 9th. Women’s 
Institute Hall, 770 Lawrence Avenue at 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m Proceeds, country resi­
dence for retarded. 92. 107-109
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces, retaining walls. flower 
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian, 
762-7782. tf
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE, SAFE 
medically approved method Highly 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further information, tele- 
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. tf
REDUCE THE EASY SLENDOR RE- 
ducing Plan. Eat three satisfying 
meals a day. $2.50 and $6.00 sizes. At 
Long’s Super Drugs Ltd., Bernard Ave­
nue and Capri Shopping Centre. 108, 120
RENO 8 DAYS, $75. BUSES LEAV- 
Ing Kelowna January 13th, 27th, Feb­
ruary 10th, 24th. Book early. Hi-Lite 
Travel Club, 3416 Scott Road. Telephone
DUPLEX — BANKHEAD AREA — 
Available Immediately — three bedroom, 
basement, $175.00 per month. Call Hugh 
Mervyn at Lakeland Realty 763-4343
or 762-4872 evenings. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex, behind Four Season’s Motel. Stove 
and refrigerator. Available January 
1st. Telephone 763-3735; after 5:30 p.m.
764-4582. tf
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, TWO BED- 
room, full basement home, half block 
from North Glenmore School. $155 per 
month. Call Ken Mitchell, 762-3713 or
762-6173. , T, Th. S. 124 762-0663. tf
BOOSTER SERVICE. IF YOUR CAR 
won’t start phone Booster Service. Low­
est rate in town. Telephone 763-6908.
BOB REBAGLIATT TRIO AVAILABLE 
for Christmas parties and New Year’s 
Eve dance. Telephone 762-8059.
T, Th. S. 108
Keep this number. 113 13. LOST AND FOUND
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
LOST — SMALL BLACK POODLE 
from 841 Martin Avenue. Red collar 
with tag No. 511. Answers to PTucker’’. 
Please telephone 763-3180. Reward offer-
ed. 109
14. ANNOUNCEMENT
Okanagan Mission Irrigation District
NOTICE OF MEETING
TO THE LANDOWNERS:
The annual general meeting of the landowners within the 
boundaries of the district will be held DECEMBER 14th 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Okanagan Mission Community Hall.
C. E. SLADEN 
Secretary.
108
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LOT'S OF PRIZES LEFT
including a Digital Clock 
Hadio ami Hecoid:.!
Phone 762-4307
lU’ll.MO mi I S
Mill h.iu* ■linn* 1-..4.UI--I 
1.(1 f,T
< HUIS I M \S PAR i !i S 
WA Wct V,.
ONE BACHELOR SUITE. FULLY 
furnished; One bedroom, and two bed 
room apartments in tenplex in Rutland. 
Carpeting throughout. Includes stove 
and refrigerator. Intercom, cable TV 
and utilities. Telephone 765-6374 or 765- 
6078. ■ in
REASONABLE RENI. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom garden apartments in West­
bank. Quiet area with view of lake. Re­
frigerator and stove, carpeting through­
out, close to schools and shopping. No 
pets. Telephone 768-5875.' tf
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM, TWO 
storey unit with shag, in Rutland six­
plex. Excellent location. Immediate oc­
cupancy. $150 per month, stove ■ and 
refrigerator included. Telephone 765-
9566. «
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. WALL TO 
wall carpet, colored appliances, cable 
television. Rent $150 per month, utilities 
included. No small children, no pets. 
Telephone 764-4966. tf
BRIGHT, ONE BEDROOM, SELF CON- 
tained, basement suite. $115 per month 
including utilities, stove and refrigerator. 
Quiet couple preferred. No children, no
pets. Telephone 765-7549. tf
COMFORTABLE ONE BEDROOM 
apartment. Cable TV. stove and refri­
gerator. Heat supplied, close to down 
town. Telephone 762-3981; after 3 p.m..
762-0359. 1836 Pandosy Street. tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suites. Carpeted, drapes, 
cable television; laundry included. Ad­
ults only- Apply 560 Sutherland Avenue, 
______________ __ _________________ tf 
BY WEEK OR MONTH, COMPLETELY 
furnished one bedroom units. Cable tele­
vision, telephone (direct dial) carpeted. 
No children, no pets. Canamara Beach
Motel. Telephone 763-4717. U
TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS SUITE 
in fourplex. Refrigerator and stove in­
cluded. Dougal Road South, Rutland. 
Available December 1. Telephone 764-
4336 or 764-4737. U
ROYAL APARTMENTS. 543 ROW- 
cliffe Avenue. Spacious one and two 
bedroom suites on quiet street. Close 
to downtown, reduction to tenants age
65 and over. Telephone 762-6612. tf
COMMERCIAL BLDG. OPPORTUNITY!
'Nearly new 2 storey bldg. Gas fired, zoned, hot water heat. Domestic water, on 
sewer. Separate power meters. Good display windows, paved parking lot. Several 
opportunities here. Rent the whole building and enjoy your profits. Start your own 
business, rent the balance . . . you can even live in the bright 2 bdrm, suite 
upstairs. If you qualify, this commercial building can be bought with
down payment. No information to be given over the phone. Let’s get 
your convenience and discuss this. MLS. Art MaeKenzie 763-4144 or
CUT LIVING COSTS
By renting one side of this 2 bedroom duplex and living in the other.




scaped lot. Total price only $27,900 with first mortgage approx. $18,300. For more 
information, arid you’re never obligated, call Marty Martin 2-2251. MLS.
Gordon Stuart 9-4295, John Goertzen 8-5055, Ernie Zeron 2-5232, Art Day 8-5089
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD
1451 a a-.DOSY ST. • * ♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY * ♦ • Office Ph. 3-4144
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
COMFORTABLE ROOMS FOR RENT. 
Working people and students welcome. 
Telephone 762-7404. : tf 
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. 
Gentleman only. Telephone 765-6793. tf
18. ROOM AND BOARD
SUNVALLEY .(EST HOME, NOW AC 
cepting guests, private and semi- private 
with bath. For more information call





Reserve your suite in this quiet 
spacious apartment, nearing 
completion.
* Studio, one and two bedrooms






AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY — TWO 
bedroom apartment. Refrigerator, stove, 
drapes. waU to wall carpeting, cable 
TV, washing facilities. Telephone 762- 
2688, after 5:30 p.m. 763-2005. tf
FOR TWO NON SMOKING RESPON- 
sible adults, cozy two bedroom furnished 
suite, all utilities. $130. Okanagan Mis­
sion. Immediate possession. Telephone
764-4935. tf
GROUND FLOOR, FULLY FURNISHED 
two room suite. Light housekeeping fa­
cilities. Everything supplied. Working 
lady or gentleman. Telephone 763-3995. 
 113
THREE BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex, Rutland. View property. Children 
welcome. Includes refrigerator, stove, 
water, garbage. > $150 j>er month. Tele-
phone 762-7705. 113
* Close to downtown
WANTED—MALE BOARDER. $25 PER 
week. Good meals and will cater to shift 
work. Close to Main street, Westbank. 
Telephone 768-4163 after, 5:00 p.m. tf
GOOD BOARD, ROOM AND CARE IN 
private home for elderly lady to share 
room with same. Partially blind lady 
welcome. Telephone 763-5780. HO
ROOM AND BOARD. CLOSE TO 
downtown. Student or working man. $110 
per month. Available now. Telephone
RESIDENTIAL
762-4971. 108
LARGE PRIVATE ROOM AND BOARD 
for elderly person in private home. Tele- 
phone 762-5431. tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE-
BUILDING LOTS — I have 
a good selection of building 
lots in Glenmore, West Kel­
owna Estates anti Casa 
Loma. Glenmore lots are 
NHA approved. Other lots 
have pine trees plus a beau­
tiful view of the lake and 
city. Priced from $5,000 to 
$8,500. Please call Clare 
Angus at the office or 762- 
4807 evenings. MLS.
man. Telephone 762-0220. tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR ELDERLY 
lady, with care. Telephone 762-0548. 108
20. WANTED TO RENT
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FIVE 
years old. Electric heat, good storage 
and garage. Rent $130 per month. 763 
Kinnear Avenue. For further particulars 
telephone 762-3031. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement. Refrigerator and stove; rent 
$150. 1326 Aider Court, telephone 762- 
4753. Available January 1st, married 
couple, no pets. llo
TWO BEDROOM NON BASEMENT DU- 
plex, $135 per month. Wall to wall car­
peting. refrigerator and stove. Telephone 
763-4919 days, 765-9246 evenings.
(107-109, 111-113)
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH FAM- 
ily room. South side, large city lot, con­
venient to all facilities. Pets and chil­
dren welcome.. $185. Available January 
1st. Telephone 763-3263. 108, 110, 111, 113
TWO BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT 
duplex on Ford Road, Rutland. Avail­
able January 1st. Rent $138 per month.
FOR INFORMATION 




LAKESHORE, TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
McKinley Landing. $155 per month 
Water, stove, refrigerator included.
Telephone 768-5328. tf
TWO BEDROOM UNIT IN FOUR-PLEX, 
refrigerator and stove, water and gar­
bage included. Available Immediately. 
Telephone 762-3575, 1 p.m. - 8 p.m. tf
DUPLEX IN RUTLAND, CLOSE IN. 
$150 per month, includes stove and re­
frigerator. Will accept two children.




Spacious deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apartments in gar­
den-like setting. Wall to wall 









and 3 bedrooms, private
FOURPLEX, BERNARD AND RICH- 
mond, two bedrooms, stove, refrigerator, 
washer and dryer, air conditioned, full 
basement. Possession .January 1. $155 
per-month. Telephone 762-0794. Ill
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 15, ON 
lake, one small bedroom apartment. 
Suitable for one couple. Stove and re­
frigerator. Private entrance. Telephone 
763-2835. 110
SELF CONTAINED, QUIET ONE BED- 
room suite. Wall to wall carpet, semi­
furnished, private entrance. Non- 






21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
HEY! LOOK ME OVER!- 
I am a 3 bedroom well cared 
for family home with 2 fire­
places, sundeck, carport, etc. 
I am all fenced in to pro­
tect all the kiddies that play 
on my rich green grass. 
Roses, flowers, shrubs and 
trees compliment my yard. 
And best of all I’m not ex­
pensive, only $24,500 with 
easy payments of $154, in­
cluding taxes. Won’t you 
come and see me. Call 
Frank Ashmead at 765-6702 
evenings. MLS. .
REVENUE PLUS HOLDING 
PROPERTY — Very attrac­
tive duplex with extra lot. 
Present income exceeds pay­
ments on the 8% loan by $90 
per month, tenants pay util­
ities. Extra lot with 106’ on 
Hwy. 33 for future expan­
sion or holding property. To 
view call Dave Deinstadt at 
763-4894 eves. MLS.
HAVE BUYER WILL TRA­
VEL says owner of this real 
nice 4 bedroom family home 
in Rutland on sewer. Fenced 
back yard and garage^ sun­
deck. For further informa­
tion call Ernie Donnelly at 
762-2558 evenings. MLS.
$110 PER MONTH - Is all 
you pay when you become 
owner of this 5 yr. old 4 bed­
room rome in Rutland — air 
conditioned, conveniently lo­
cated, landscaped, and im­
maculate throughout. To 
view call Terri Meckllng at 
763-6657 evenings. MLS.
8193. 110
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. 
Would suit two working ladies or gentle­
men. Refrigerator, stove, all utilities. 
Available January 1st, 340 Hollywood 
Road. Telephone 765-6478. , . 109
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX IN WEST- 
bank. Near school and shopping. Chil­
dren and smaH pets welcome. $130 per 
month. Telephone 768-4211. tf
FINE, CLEAN TWO BEDROOM SUITE, 
hospital vicinity, stove, refrigerator, 
drapes, wall to wall broadloom. January 
1st. Only $145. Telephone 764-7221. Ill
THREE ROOM FURNISHED BASE- 
ment suite. Private entrance and bath; 





FOR RENT IN RUTLAND. THREE 
bedroom suite in fourplex. Unfurnished. 
Immediate occupancy. $140 per month.
The location, Westbrook Rd., 
Lakeview Heights. The 
home—3 bedrooms, living 
room, dining room, hallways 
all carpeted, kitchen will be 
a housewife’s dream, full 
bathroom, full basement 
with rough-ins. The size- 
over 1,200 square feet situ­
ated on acre, The price— 
a low $31,500.00. The time 
for action—NOW. MLS.
LUXURY LIVING AT ITS 
BEST — In this exceptional 
executive home located on 
a large lot in Lakeview 
Heights — with a panoramic 
view of city and lake. Fea­
tures too plentiful to men­
tion them all — as billiard 
room, built-in vacuum, dish­
washer, double oven, china 
cabinets and on and on. 
To view this lovely residence 
priced at $65,000. Please call 
Bud Dalley at 769-4875 eves. 
EXCLUSIVE.
SURROUNDED BY IDEAL 
NEIGHBORHOOD — These 
homes are riearing comple­
tion and must be sold. A 
very low down payment re­
quired if you qualify for the 
B.C. Gov't Grant — pay­
ments of $178.13 per mo. All 
are 3 bedroom — full base­
ment homes — all with car­
ports — 2 with covered sun­
deck. Call now to view be­
fore it’s too late. Phone 





LIONS CLUB — 
BIKE TAPING BLITZ 
VOUCHERS 
for 
FREE HOT DOGS 
at the
A&W and
DEL’S MALT BAR 
will be accepted 
until Dec. 31, 1972.
K. POLMEAR, Manager. 
110
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
House For Rent
bedroom home in Ok. 
Mission, Immediate posses­
sion. $125.00 per month. Call 
C, A, I’enson at Royal Trust, 
phone 762-5200.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
109
YOU CAN WALK TO DOWNTOWN Oli 
I'ni'il frniii Ihix near iw-w- two bcdruoin 
duplex, It u over l.iiuo »<|iiai« fi-ct, Inn 
ciirpet in both bcilrnoni* oml Him: 
room, plux polio doil.x to pal'o Hi­
ll I!-. I j'ui ,11. I li e u I I II -s|
Hi oil).
11
A GOOD BARGAIN AT 114*1 I’l.K 
nvmlh. Spmliiti'i, hceli. well insululed. 
two bedr.nini side duplex. Near aehiHila 
and iliHxntown abnpplng. Basement with 
new tiiinai-n. I'lenlv nt close! apnle, 
washi-r ilryer h.wkup hi main Hour 
Imim'iy rinim, Children urlrmne, Tele 
phnnn Vi.l ZiM. if
IHHPi: III UH<M)M*i Gt.I NMOItr,
i i , n, .
unit
u
NEW TRI-PLEX SUITE IN RUTLAND. 
I'-ii baths, two bedrooms, largo living 
room, all carpeted. Available immedia­
tely, Telephone 765-8788, T, Th,. S, tl
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE IN yVEST- 
bank available immediately. Stove and 
refrigerator supplied. $125 per month. 
Telephone 768-5081 or 768-5855, tf
AVAILABLE NOW, LARGE ATTRAC- 
llvo two bedroom duplex. Full basement. 
Shops Capri area. Rent $160 per month.
patios, carpeting, draperies, iy2 
baths, ranges, refrigerators, 
paved parking, full basements, 
washer-dryer hook-up. Coin 





ONE BEDROOM SUITE, CLOSE IN. 
Intercom, elevator and all modern con­
veniences. Bermuda House, 1779 Pan­
dosy Street. Telephone 762-3911. . tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FURNISH- 
ed housekeeping units, utilities paid. 
Apply at 3356 Watt Road or telephone
762-5272. tf
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT IN RUT- 
land. Refrigerator and stove included 
at $95 per month. No pets. Telephone
765-7233. tf
BROCKTON MANOR, CLOSE IN, DE- 
luxe one bedroom suite. Adults only. 
1831 Pandosy Street. Telephone 763-
3685. •f
Telephone 764-7526 evenings. tr
SPACIOUS, TWO BEDROOM FOUR, 
plex unit; carpets, utility room, sun­
deck and carport. Near schools. $135
per month. Telephone 765-6255. u
ONE BEDROOM, FULLY FURNISHED, 
self contained lakeshore cottage. Electric 
heat. $90 per month. Telephone! 763-2291. 
____ ____  tf 
IM M EDI ATE OCCUPANCY^ FIVE 
rooms, main floor, partly furnished. 
$135 monthly. Hilt Harvey Avenue. Tele-
PARKWOOD TERRACE 
GARDEN APARTMENTS 
2 bedroom units, includes 
range, refrigerator, wall to 
wall carpeting throughout, air 
conditioner, cable TV, laundry 
facilities. Telephone manager:
FULLY FURNISHED UNITS WITH 
kitchenettes. Close to nil facilities, trans­
portation and shopping. Cinnamon's 
Lakeshora Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very tow rates, weekly or monthly.
Give Me 
An Offer
... on this new home locat­
ed on Glenmore Road just 
minutes from downtown Kel­
owna. It contains 1,128 sq. 
ft. of gracious living with 
ample room to display your 
furniture. The 2 large bed­
rooms will suit you to a T, 
and the large cabinet kitchen 
with its excellent eating area 
will handle your family 
needs with ease. Built-in 
bookcases are but one of the 
features you will find in this 
smartly designed and built 
home. The vendor says sell—
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL PROPERTY — 9.33 acres 
bordering two major highways in Rutland area, and priced 
to sell. For details call Frank Hauk at 762-4562 evenings. 
MLS.
EVERY ONE’S DREAM — 5 acre lots in the country. 
Paved roads, irrigation water, close to schools, not too 
far from town. Call Fred Kyle at 765-8804 evenings. MLS.
DEVELOPMENT OF HOLDING ACREAGE — 21.88 acres 
of gently sloping view property all for $57,000 with $26,000 
down or make an offer. Call Ken Mitchell at 762-0663 eve­
nings. MLS.
phone 763-4950. tf
WINFIELD, TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
dose to school and shopping centre 
I ninieillato occupancy, References re-
qutred. Telephone 766-2305, tf
WINFIELD AREA. NEW TWO HED- 
room cnUuges; ciirpeti'd, i efrlgcrnlnr 
mill etnvi*. Henulllul view. $135 monthly. 
No pet.-i. ,'iiii-2l)7l. If
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
1.cathead Hund, l.urge yard mid giirngc. 
Ai’iillulile I m hi cd lot <*ly. $125 per innntli. 
Tcli'plmne 7l*2-i>h:ili. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
Meyer Itiuul, inrpeted tlirnughinit, OH
furnace. hill hasrinrnt. pur 
Telephone 7<»5 .r)7'l3.
MOBILE HOME EUUNISIIED




I'lniTiblihin Huy Motel. I’mchlnnil. Tclu- 
phinii' 71)7-2222. 114
LARGE MODEIIN TIIHEE HEIHtOOM 
lioini', fourteen hiIIi'h nut <m HIghwuy 33.
Oil (iiliim-e, 5IM per iiinntli. Teleplinne 
7l..'rl>i;i.l), 112
AVAILAIII.i: IMMEDIATELY LARGE 
lliri'c lit-iliiiniii duplex, icnliallv liu-nl- 
rd, II;-I iniiiilhlv. ’I'elrphonn 76l-47:>6
S.UAl.l., MODERN, TWO HEIHtOOM,
l.*ii rnii-ii. SKIP per nionlli plui poiirr. 
Ti-li-phiiiin a.j-.flII. Ill
I uhmshi;D uni in nimoM house
It alter. No objection Io one 
mhhII ihlldtrn. 1'rlrphnne 762
two
iOS. Iio 
< LEAN. I WO HEIHtOOM HOUSE WITH
|tfi lr;r-( al or ami »•
THrphunr <61 ‘.'.'ItV 











Telephone now 769-4511. tf
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE. 
All utilities paid. $125 per month. Down­
town Rutland. Telephone 765-7448 or 765-
give me an offer. Listed 
only $24,0Q0.00. MLS.
nt
MODERN HOME WITH 11 ACRES VIEW PROPERTY — 
11 acre orchard, one mile north of city. Nice view, good 
holding property for $4,000 an acre. Price $44,000 or with 
3 bdrm, modern home $65,900. Contact Andy Runzer. Ap­
pointment for showing home. 764-4027 evenings. MLS.
Bill Campbell 3-6302, Harry Maddocks 5-6218, 
Gordon Marwick 9-4662, Wilf Rutherford 3-5343, 
Blanche Wannop 2-4683
Residential Mortgages (9’/<% thru National Trust) 





Spacious 2 br. 
located just off 











Attractive quiet 1 and 2 BR 





If you value your life, you enn 
not afford to rent anywhere else 
except in this completely fire 
resistant concrete and steel Bi- 






»llll» eele. lion IK Mill Rood. * <i
111 At I I V 
hCHDf. Mb
unfm ni^hrtl, you uith, I






CONTINENTAL MANOR, 523 ROW- 
cllffe Avenue. Deluxe two bedroom suites 
available December 1. Adults only. No
pets. Telephone 763-2293. tf
ROYAL TRUST 
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
DELUXE ONE BEDROOM SUITE, 
very quiet, close to downtown and City 
Park. Adults only. Contact manager. 
Nnssnu House. 1777 Water Street. tf 
ONE-AND TWO~ROOM MO'oririaT- 
cheneltes to rent for winter months. 
Lnudromnl. Telephone 765-7772 after 
.5 p.m. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex for rent In Rutland, Available Im- 
mediately mid December 1st. Telephone 
765-ii7:i:i. w
TWO ’nEI)R()OM~'()uitl,LEX, WITH 
view of hike. Refrigerator and stove, 
shag i-mpi'tliig. No pets. 1st Avenue 
South, Westhank. Telephone 768-51175, II 
one 'Th'Idrwm’baskment-AKAil¥ 
ment In Rutland. Ilugn throughout. In­
cludes stove, 'cfrlgcrntor mid all utili­
ties, $120. Telephone 765 6374. 113
THREE BEDHOOM SUITE. PARTLY 
furnished. Apply at the Totem Inn 
Hotel. Telephone 767-2216, I’enehlmnl.
110
Windsor' manor, unfurnished
deluxe suite nvullnble. No children or
N. Russell ................ 9-4491
Joe Liniberger .........  3-2338
D. Affleck ..................  3-6085
C. A. Pcnson ............. 8-5830
J. J. Millar ................  3-5051
JABS DISPLAY
OF HOMES
pets. Telephono 763 72.34. tf
ONE BEDHOOM FVHNINHEI) MOTEL 
unit* utililirA pithl. nn children or prt«. 
Trlrphont' If
110(111 I.AGA ANO (BATEAU, l>E 
luxe ftitilr’t for u nt. Telephone 7hltH92 
for Blither Infonnntlon (f
S U I T E HUI BENT. BBOOKHIUE 
Manor, cloaa In Shops Capil. Telephone 
tf
TWO BOOM I UBNlMIEn SUITE, ALL 
iiUllUm Included, tioo per month. Aval! 
able Iminrdlnh lv, Telephone 762 2fll7. 110
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
IIOtl',1 KI:|TING ROOM WITH COOK 









AM> BOAIID RI 
k;|( hrtl. SiHilitKrtl e
LIGHT IKIItSl’KI THING 
dished mid hnrnd eupplied




Trlrphun* 7ft ’I 
tl
A -< trl,r- 
■,•3 4,111. Il
JUST LISTED — Beautiful 3 bdrm, home, fully land­
scaped. Colonial front. Shag carpets. l’/4 baths. Cov­
ered sundeck over carport. Double fireplaces. Large 
living room and dining room. Built-In range, Asking 
$31,500. OPEN TO OFFERS. Call Orlando Ungaro at 2- 
5030, or evgs. at 3-4320. MLS.
DUPLEXES ARE SELLING RIGHT NOW! — Don’t
miss this one! Tills Is a very saleable duplex, close in, 
with a $19,000 7f;«i mortgage. Payments of
dude taxes. Full bsmts. could be 
rent. For more Information, call 









Whore we have the largest 
selection of new homes In 
the Valley.
3 and 3 bedroom models with 
full basements and some 
with fireplaces.
Down Payments ns low ns 
$1,054 — 8’1% interest rate.
No second mortgage
required.






2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M, 
except Sundays. 




1975 ’lai icy Air.
Office: 7620928
Eves.: 762 3465 - 764 4737
tf
I'llll Al) *)<,W IXONKIS »U)
k ftrun F thel
(Uar titl*l lift
Owner moving to 
U.S.A, and must sell this excellent country home, con­
sisting of 4 Ixirms,, rec room, shag carpeted LR-DR, glass
sliding door opening to huge sundeck above cnrjMirt. 
Pretty kitchen with eating area and well Jan(lscn|>cd 
grounds! A lovely buy at $23,950 (MLS). Call Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
ACROSS FROM THE BEACH Open beam, ranch style
3 bdrm, luxurious home, situated across the road 
n lieach, covering 1,550 j>q. fl. of beautiful living!
fl'om 
Ma-
jestic floor to ceiling atone fireplace, separate DR.
family room off kitchen, ensuite plumbing, ulmke roof
and cedar siding all add up to gracious living! VENDOR 
MOVING TO VANCOUVER, $41,950 iMLS). Please phone 
Olivia Worsfold nt 2-5030, or evgs. al 2-3895,
Gnnlon Gaudier 2-2463, Luella Cun Ie 8-5628 
Shirley Aguirre 3-7354
Hoover REALTY426 Bciniiid Avenue 762-5030
OWNE'll WISHES TO THADE HP! 2 Illi*., full b.i*einnit 






Noun Yaeger 2 3574
Nine icdiiiixl Io IL'iOO enili. 
2-.'1:119.
Al 1 Tdei;.( n 4 4746
Phone 76?-?73f»
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KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 Bernard Ave. — Kelowna
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
ALMOST AN . ACRE — Approval given for 3-lot sub­
division. Older type 2 BR home, presently rented. Ask- 
i ing price $21,600. Owner will sell one lot and house 
for $14,000. Bill Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111 for details.
'JILS-
ROOMY—NEARLY NEW — Quiet area, yet close in. 
. 3 bedroom family home with a fine view. 1,180 sq. ft. 
• full bsmt., 14’x20’ living room, fireplace up and sec- 
;ond.in finished rec room. Double plumbing. Sundeck off 
1 dinette. For financing details call Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 
• or 5-5111. MLS.
• THE PREFERRED AREA — OKANAGAN MISSION — 
Large family type home, two bedrooms up and two down.
< Large rec room, covered sundeck and carport.- Good 
'quality shag carpeting throughout. Many pleasing fea- 
i tures in this nearly new home. Stella Gunderson at 5- ; 
, 9984 or 5-5111. MLS.
REVENUE HOME-CLOSE IN — Excellent location, 
_xlose to everything, nice revenue suite, large lot, po- 
M^itial apartment site with property next dbor also for 
■B. For more particulars please call Ralph Erdmann 
^7762-4919 or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. MLS.
‘ EXECUTIVE FAMILY HOME in quiet area of Okanagan' 
-Mission. Beautifully treed lot close to lake. This home 
is completely finished up and down with five bdrms. 
Large covered sundeck. This must be seen. Please 
call Ralph Erdmann at office or res. Winfield 766-2123
• collect. MLS.
ONLY LOT LEFT in -new subdivision in good Rutland 
area. Nice homes on all other lots. This is good value 
-at $3,800 with terms. Please call Ralph Erdmann at 
■ 762-4919 or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. MLS.
WINFIELD — COMMERCIAL LOT beside post office.
This could be ideal location for a small business with 
■ living quarters attached. Price only $5,000. Please call 
Ralph Erdmann at 762-4919 or res. Winfield 766-2123 col­
lect. MLS.
DRIVE BY 559 FRANCIS AVE. — Delightfully clean, 
well insulated home. Suitable for small family or retire­
ment — close to bus service, shopping centre. No steps 
to climb; well landscaped yard with garden area, garage, 
workshop, toolshed; garbage burner in kitchen; handy 
fruit room. Priced at $15,000. To view call Mrs. Crbssen 
762-2324 or Marvin Dick 765-6477 or 762-4919. EXCL.
RIO TERRACE — Lovely 3 bdrm, home with view. 
Unique fireplaces up arid down; family room, extra 
bdrm, or office and utility room in full bsmt. Top qual­
ity rugging and tile. A real family home. For details 
and to view call Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or Marvin Dick
’ 765-6477 or 762-4919. MLS.
ONE OF THE BEST constructed 4 plex apartments on 
the market; each unit has 2 bdrms., sundeck, full 
bsmt, with outside entrance, large kitchens with eating 
area. • Be sure to view. Call Marvin Dick 765-6477 or 
Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or 762-4919. MLS.
DESPERATION SALE : Illness of the vendor forces the 
sale of this new Tudor Style Spring Valley home. It 
contains 3 bedrooms, double fireplace, covered sundeck, 
carport, quality workmanship and many other features. 
This home is a tremendous buy at $25,900. MLS. Call 
Harold Hartfield eves 5-5080.
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 121. PROPERTY FOR SALE
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS
HURRY AND FICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and patio 
doors, luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom; double win­
dows; roughed tn plumbing in base-
ALWAYS 0PEN SATURDAYS!





. — $4,850 down payment.






101-591 Bernard Avenue .
Bill Gaddes
Phil Moubray eves 3-3028 
Tom Glendinning 3-5114 
Gary August eves 4-7136
762-3227
eves 2-4237
Len Neave FRI, RI (B.C.) 
Real Estate Appraisals
■' eves 5-5272
Harris MacLean eves 2-5417
||
THE HEAT IS ON!
It’s cozy and warm in this well-planned home. Price reduced 
to let you in before Christmas. Your choice of two houses. Ask 
about our low down payment with bank mortgage. Also beauti­
ful view lots for sale or will build to your requirements.
LONG BROS. CONSTRUCTION
762-2045 Days 765-5011 Eves
108
INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSE $80,000.00
This concrete block building, 4 years old, is near Calona 
Wines, Has 5000 sq. ft., offices, 2 washrooms, 3 loading 
doors, 20 foot high ceiling clearance, 6 foot wire fenced 
compound 150x150. Excl.
3 ACRES ZONED COMMERCIAL .
On paved access road facing Highway 97. All services at 
property line — the full price $22,500.00. Excl.
CHOICE CORNER CITY LOT
Almost % acre, level, good access, ideal for service station, 
etc. Owner may consider leasing and building to suit.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Commercial building on Bernard Avenue, With 5600 sq. ft. 







Darrol Tarves —. 763-2488
“LIST WITH US AND 
364 BERNARD AVE.
George Martin . 763-7766 
John Bilyk ....... 763-3666
FOURPLEX — RUTLAND
'Ideally located fourplex close to shopping centre. Each 
.unit has 3 bdrms and 1V2 baths. Nicely landscaped lot. 
■ Asking $49,900 — with low downpayment. Let the incorrie 
pay for the mortgage and live free. Call Ed Scholl at 
.762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-0719. MLS.
“REDUCED $1800 TO $20,700!”
OWNER has MOVED and MUST SELL! 3 bdrms., ensuite 
bath, full basement, carport, city sewer and water.
1st Mortgage $13,500 ”7%”. 
2nd Mortgage $2,000 9%%
Total payment “$140 P.I.T.!” Please call Cliff Wilson 
at 762-314G, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
“GLENMORE! 3 BEDROOMS!”
NEW LISTING. We has just listed this large (1365 sq. ft.) 
1 yr. old, 3 bdrm, full basement home on SMITHSON DR. 
There are 2 FIREPLACES and the master bdrm, has 
ENSUITE PLBG. There are SLIDING GLASS doors from 
the dining area to a COVERED SUNPORCH and an extra 
basement entrance from the carport. The whole lot has 
been sodded and a nice variety of trees and shrubs plant­
ed. The FULL ASKING PRICE is $28,600 and there is an 
existing mortgage of $22,600. Please call J. F. Klassen 
at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
, FXCI-iLLENT BUY! COLON1AL-STYLE DUPLEX 
Double plumbing, 3 bdrms, each side — NEVER a vac­
ancy. Over $300 income per month. Owner will also take lot 
as part of down payment. Get the full details on this 
excellent deal by calling Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 761-7221. MLS.
OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday
2 P.M. TO 5 P.M.
1976 RICHTER STREET
Luxurious 3 bedroom home. W/W carpet, IVz baths, car­
port, patio, fireplace and many other extras. N.H.A. 
financing.
ALSO AVAILABLE 3 bedroom houses in Lakeview 
Heights and 2 and 3 bedroom homes downtown Kelowna.
BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE - CUSTOM BUILDING 
FREE ESTIMATES
Lou Guidi Construction Ltd.
763-3240 768-5267
110







4-16 Bernard Avenue 763-1932
CITY LOT, LOCATED IN 'HIE
BANKHEAD AREA 1
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
WE CO-OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
Level building site with plenty of ;iri'i\ to grow vegetable 
grapes, what 
property. See
have you . . . irrigation hook-up on 
this one; not too many left!! Call Gerri
Krisa, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 3-4387, MLS.






■Ik-'I from Yacht 
in $■<•-.. aii-a, close to 
-., 3 lidim, apt. over- 
; Okanagan Lake, 
profit appiox. $10,704). 
nnlv $>‘.’..’>00 including 
<-<inipni>-nt, buildimts
mid land!!!
$2,500 MAY HANDLE Large





'.a ACRE VIEW LOT Ob’ 
LAKE Trnltic view of 
Okanagan Lake, easy 10 min.
ow na. 
ping
from downtown Kei- 
Close to small xhop- 
ccnlre, natural gas,
domrxtk; water, paved romls 
Elegant home:; on cilhei 
















Ideal location Sutherland Ave, Combined ll.sting.i give 
207 ft. frontage. 340 ft. deep. Present income. Combined
S3II5.00 |it-|- month. nparlincut or
business block. Ai.k to view now!! Pi n ed Io sell on let m-
finther information, emila 







POPLAR POINT: Let me show you this .57 acre view 
lot ’.itiiateil a few mlimies from downtown, ict in ,i
country nlmoaphcie, Don 
hnf aica. A-.king $10,900.






Fi.mk P.m ktand 5
Lakeland o>'
NEW & COMPLETED NOW!
— Outstanding % acre Lakeview lot
— Quiet cul-de-sac street
— 4 large bedrooms or 3 plus den—1,234 sq. ft.
— Large living room, brick fireplace and 
separate dining room
— Triple plumbing with 5-piece main
— Large family room, eating area in kitchen
— Down payment as low as $3,725. MLS
Call Don McConachie' 762-440011 evenings 768-5995.
SAVE $2,000
$5,500 down will buy this outstanding 1,925 sq. ft. home 
with fabulous view of the valley. 1 year old, 3 bedrooms, 
fireplace, double carport, double glass, wall-to-wall 
throughout, rec. room. Far below cosLat $32,000. Owner 
says “Sell”. Immediate possession. Call-Roger Cottle 
7624400, evenings, 769-4540. MLS.
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland Phonj/765-7704
22 ACRES FOR DEVELOPMENT OR HOLDING, on Mor­
rison Rd., in Rutland. Good view property $37,000.00 down. 
For more details call Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704.
- MLS.
HOLBROOK ROAD HOME — Only $1,700.00 down for this 
lovely large new three bedroom home in a nice neighbor­
hood. Gas furnace, full basement, sundeck and carport. Full 
price only $22,600.00. We are going to sell this home fast, 
so why don’t you call Midvalley Realty Ltd., now at 765- 
7704. MLS.
.95 ACRE COMMERCIAL LOT — FAIRFIELD PARK 
200x207. Not many left in this area. $36,000.00. Call Mid­
valley Realty Ltd., 765-7704, MLS,
Sam Pearson - 










CLOSE TO EVERYTHING - Over 1000 sq. ft. 2 bdrms., 
large lot, good garden, fruit trees, workshop and cooler. 
The garage is rented at $22.00.pm. A small open mortgage 
0 at 7%. South, only 2 blocks from Shops Capri and down 
town. Asking $16,900. Call Jack Sasseville 3-5257 eves, or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
COUNTRY HOME — Double lot, 3 bdrms., large LR, kit­
chen with dining area. 3-pc. bath. .Close to schools. Extra 
lot can be subdivided off the existing property. Asking 
price with terms $18,500. Excl. Call George Silvcster 2- 
3516 eves, or 2-5544 days.
A SUPERB OPPORTUNITY — to acquire strategic motel 
site and home on Hwy. 97. .Four miles north of Kelowna. 
8.68 acres of young orchard, and* a spotless 3 bdrm, 
home. Price $131,000. Call Mike Chepesuik 4-7264 eves, or 
2-5544 days. MLS.
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
■ WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Betty Elian 9-4397, Ruth Young 3-6758, John Walker 8-5632 
John Driedger 2-8939, Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089.
DUPLEX
1 year old with both sides rent. 2 bedrooms up, full base­
ment. Crestwood cabinets, carpets.
VIEW LOTS, FULLY SERVICED-TERMS
McKinnon realty ltd




PRICE ! $20,200: Try your 
down payment on tills one 
year old, 2 bedroom bunga­
low with full basement, plus 
finished bedroom, on 75x125 
ft. lot. Please call Joe Hies­
inger at the office or even­
ings at. 2-6874. Exclusive
LOOKING FOR A GOOD 
DUPLEX? Then have a look 
at this one! 2 bediooms Im 
each side, carpeted living 
rooms anil bedrooms', full 
bnsenmnl. Never a vacancy 
problem with this one! Ven­
dors are asking $31,400 with 
$6,000 down, but. nkk Alan 
Elliot, to show you and< then 
tiring your offers, ('all him nt 
the office or evenings at 3- 
7283. Exclusive.
3 BEDROOM FAMILY 
HOME: Immaculate condi­
tion, beautifully landscaped, 
large garage and sundeck, 
clo e to shopping. Call Einar 
Domcij at the office in' even­









Now Is the time to buy one 
of these two fine new homes 
in Rutland area, move in 
January and start 1973 right 
Each home has 3 bedrooms, 
fireplaces up and down, en­
suite plumbing, full base­
ments, carports, covered 
decks, and many other ex­
tras. And you also get the 
opportunity of picking your 
own floor coverings, colors, 
etc. For details please call 
Ray Ashton, 762-5038 or at 
home 769-4418. MLS.
Ray Ashton---------  769-4418
Eric Hughes —--- 768-5953
Ted Dale ..................763-7582
Larry Schlosser----  762-8818
No toll on above numbers
MONTREAL TRUST









and quality built throughout. Full 
is only $21,995 with just $785 
(With $1,000 B.C. Grant) to an 
NHA mortgage. For all the de­
please rail Don Wallinder at 763-
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737.
■ ____________ _____________ _tf
MAKE A NEW START FOR *73 IN A 
new quality built home by L. Kraft 
Construction, Has: three bedrooms, 
large living room, rustic scorn fire­
place on colonial - brick dias, wall to 
wall carpets, utility room, covered car­
port, sundeck: on large view lot. Ap­
proximately $1,500 down with Govern- . 
ment second. Telephone 767-2483, Peach-
land. 123
LOW DOWN PAYMENT ATTRACTIVE 
NHA, houses in construction also NHA 
buildinf lots available, priced from 
$4,000 on Camelia Road off Cactui 
Road In Hollywood DeU. Bracmar Con­
struction Ltd. Builders in Kelowna 
since 1962. Office 154 Stetson Motel. 
Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 762-0958 or 
763-2810. tf
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, N.H.A. 
83i% financing. Located in Rutland 
close to school and store. Carpet la 
living room and master bedroom. Car­
port and full basement. Asking price
$22,500.00. Telephone 764-4768. tf
TWO, V5 ACRE, REGISTERED LOTS 
in the country. Seven miles south of 
Kelowna. Power and good wells, bio 
trees on properly. Level land, on main 
road. $3,500 each. Telephone 762-6392, tf
PRIVATE SALE1 THREE BEDROOM 
I full basement, near schools and store.
Very reasonable, term- negotiable, will 
I consider rental with option to buy. Apply 
to Box C255, .The Kelowna Daily Courier. 
___________ tf 
THREE BEDROOM SIDE BY SIDE
Low down navment, no second- duriel£- ®ne )ear oi*i- Thu duplex is in 
. J.______________________• eootl location and Is an excellentary financing required on these source at revenue. Asking price $32.-
Homes. Still time to choose SOO.OO. Telephone 764-4768. u
your own floor colours. NHA new twc bedroom home, fully 
Mortgage from 8%% and up. carpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car- iviuiigdge uni o/4/o port, su-deck. $17,900. No Saturday
For further inquires or Viewing calls please. Telephone 765-6514 or 765- 
6018. ' ' tf
Phone 765-6090 owner, three bedroom
t- o tz* c-/—'rrr> i cfiDD' I home; fireplace, dining roopi,F & K oC.riKAc.lJtK. baths, carpeted throughout, semifinished
CONSTR CO LTD rec- room. Near «chool, stores. 765-8852.
110 I PRIVATE SALE. ACREAGE, PEACE- 
-------- :------------------:-------- ---------- : . ful secluded, year around creek, 30 min. 
■RV nWNFR _ RHTT.AND RD utes froin Kelowna,. $1,000 down. Tele- OI uwixtn KU1W1MJ IlU.!phont M Dick 765-6477; C. Peters 765-
, , 1 - 6450.4.515 acres, 2 bdrms, up, 1 ------
down, domestic water, imga-l Westbank. Good view, two year old, 
finn nlnq well Verv nicelv land- threa bfid>‘oom borne. Wall to wall; fin- lion, plus weu. veiy nicety wnu rec roon) TcIephoM 76g.5970> uo 
scaped, new fence, barn, sprink- LqTS FOr sale on mitchell 
ler pipes, garage. Asking I Hoad, Springvalley ..Subdivision, Rut- 
__ land. Quiet area yet conveniently locat-
$37,500. ed. $3,200.00. Telephone 764-4763. U
Th, 114
TW0 AND THREE BEDROOM HOUSES PHONE 765-6112 available downtown. Wall to wall car-
T Th S tf I Pcts> full basement, sundeck. NHA Iinan- 
 ’ 1 ting. Telephone 763-3240. tl
BEGER BY OWNER, THREE BEDROOM home. Close to downtown, double car-
' CONSTRUCTION LTD. 6P£%. “wiy‘221” sp^r'strJecrcsl h
Two bedroom house
Pearson Road, Rutland. Wall 
to wall carpets, full base­
ment, sundeck and carport. 
Full Price $21,900. For fur­
ther information telephone 
764-4001
128
On APPROXIMATELY H4 ACRES, BER-
nard at Burtcli! Ideal Investment op­
portunity. R-2 toned. Telephone 762-4118 
or 762-2716. T, Til, S, tf
CHOICE, LEVEL, LAKEFRONT LOT, 
domestic water and power. Trepanler 
area. $9,250. Telephons Peachland, 767-
2259. 10»
OFFICE FOR RENT. AVAILABLE 
January L Apply at 45$ Lawrence
Avenue. Ill
GILLARD DRIVE
PRIVATE SALE — THREE BEDROOM, 
lull basement bungalow. Quiet subdivi.
sion. To view call 765-9348. 110
New 3 bedroom NHA home. " ! ~ ।
Wall to wall carpets, baths, 22. PROPERTY WANTED 
two fireplaces,. full basement. ------ '■—-------- ----- —--------------
Covered sundeck, many extra.s ^TKemwTar™.
. after 6 p.m. IllMUELLER • ----- ------______—.




Orchard property, 3 miles 
from city limits. View, of 
lake and valley. Irrigation I 
and domestic water.
762-8762
T, Th, S, 114 '




All with w/w carpets, custom 
kitchens, colored bath fixtures, 
full basements and carports. 
F.P. $20,500 and up.
2 and 3 BDRM HOMES
Large level lots* quie.t area, 
near schools, full basements. 
On Lacombe Road in Rutland.
THE BEST VIEW PROPERTY 
in LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS 




T, Th, S, 126
CALMELS CRESCENT, ATTRACTIVE 




2 offices and reception area
— air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting
— all utilities except light and 
. telephone included
— downtown Pandosy Street





carport, fenced and landscaped, OFFICE SPACE FOK RENT, SEC- 
baths, double fireplace, broadloom In 01)(| floor, l.ernard Avenue location. Air 
living room, hall and master bedroom, conditioned, remodelled, approximately 
double windows. One block to school 270 aqunre feel conslsllni' oi two rooms, 
and country club, lerms can be ar- 1(11(| neat Included, $H0 per month, 
ranged to suit buyer. Please call (.rest- Tc|,.|,|lnn(! vm.-.n.? ma
view Homes, 763-3737; or Don Wallinder. ..... —l— ________
763-6066. ti
SIX BEDROOM. THREE BATHROOM 
house In Oknniigan Mission. Located in 
quiet residential area. Asking price $12,■
500. Telephone 764-17M. II
MORE CLASSIFIED 
ON PAGE 16
F.P. $19,900 and $20,400. For 












open every Tues., 
Sul. imil Sun.,
to (i p.m. Take Hwy. 33
Io Dougall Rd. So., and follow 
to Hollywood Heights, where we 
nave a great selection of homes 
ind lots, N1IA mortgages from 
I:!ino. For more details, ciill
76.1-37.17 or 76.1(>()66 
tf
Open 'Til Sold!
J-'oiirph-x ami small brnisc, 
mm- Keul’s ('.liner on Sex- 
siiiltli Road.
• Good Revenue.
* T <> Mortgage.
All i uiuiblc o((ei
765 8210
MIU. DI. 
5 t !' 3 3 8 1
n< a
107







Delivered Anvwliere In 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Business—515-1311 
Hesldencc 542-9664 or 766-2330














I' uai'o and Humidifier 
Installation
Phone







Amci ii-.in Van I Jia-;; Ltd.
Long Distance Moving 
Gumiiiilcn Satislarllon”
J.I.IS S3'. 7t<2-2tl?0




Your lla|i<'o fj SWL
; I(,I9 PAUDOSV







SAI I S A- SI RVICT.
J'P/: J 1.11 •. < y Ave.
'/« f u tf
PAGE 1® KELOWNA DAILY COURIES, THUR.. DEC. 7. 1972 32. WANTED TO BUY
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
TToW RENTING - NOBTHGAT1 
plaza, commercial, retail and olfic 
space. «» square f«x*_ to 1450 squar 
foot areas available. Rents from $20 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus lodos 
tries IAU Northgate Plaza or tekphon- 
743-2732. ”
2OT HARVEY AVENUE. SUITABLE 
for commercial use. Telephone 763-3023
3.0W SQUARE FEET, COM3UERCIM. 
floor space for lease. Highway 97 North. 
Telephone 765-7586. »
OFFICE SPACE AT WLNOKA TCR- 
race m Highway 97. Wlnfleld. Telephone 
766-2790. T, Th, tf
19. ARTICLES FOR SALE
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
BEEZER, 11 CUBIC FOOT. STAIN- 
»» rtsel Inside, plus woodgrain panel­
ing outside. 5150; master bedroom suite 
arith box spring and new chiropractic 
mattress, modern styling, $325; older 
bedroom suite, box spring and mat­
tress. $125. 25” color console television 
let. Phillips. $400. Drapes, tangerine bro­
cade, lined, sue 224" x 86”; matching 
dining room drapes. Size 100” x 51", 
$150 for the set. Drapes lined, grey with 
gold coi-or flowers, size 160" x 84’ ; 
matching drapes, size 90" x 65”, $100 
for set. Drapes, lions and tigers print, 
size 96” X 65", with matching bunk- 
bed spreads. $25 for set; Round match­
ing end steptables, colonial style. $25 
eacb. Coffee table, $15. Man’s Bauer 
skates, size 9A. $15. Man’s complete 
snowmobile outfit, size 40. boots size 
9 and mitts, $45. Man’s new winter cor­
duroy walking coat, size 36, $25. Wo­
man’s clothing, size 14 - 16. Mouton fur
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
itjms.
Phone us first at 762-5599 




SMALLER GOOD USED AUTOMATIC 
car with low mileage. Telephone 765-
7061 after 5 p.m. 109
32. WANTED TO BUY
WANTED — A PORTABLE BAR IN 
good condition, home made model pre­
ferred. Telephone 763-7735. 108
WANTED - CLEAN. WHITE RAGS. 
Deliver to Mervyn Motors. 1575 Water
Street 103
$150 CASH FOR TENT TRAILER, USED 
but in good running condition. Telephone 
763-5914. _______ _______ _______
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA’S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College (B.C.), 444 Robson St.. Vancou­
ver 688-4913. U
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
SIMPSONS-SEARS
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
MR. BUSINESSMAN, RELIABLE. EF- 
tecient productive executive secretary 
with 13 years experience desires full 
time position. Can furnish letters of 
rccommeudati 'n. Available to start im­
mediately. Telephone 763-7249. Ill
MARRIED M EN AGED 26. EXPERI- 
enced in estimating, drafting.^ sales, 
truck' driving and other wants perma­
nent challenging work. Telephone 765-
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
CARETAKING, HOUSEKEEPING OR 
motel employment required by middle- 
aged lady. Write Box 147. Oliver, B.C. 
110
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS 49. LEGALS & TENDERS
9197 ask for Brian. 110
INTERIOR CARPENTRY FINISHING. 
New houses, apartments, basement 
rooms. By contract. Estimates avail­
able. Telephone 765-6790 between 6 and
MARRIED MAN WANTS WORK. WILL 
co anything. I have half ton truck and 
janitor equipment Telephone 763-6903.
____________ _uo
STUDENT WOULD LIKE TO BABY- 
sit daily after 2 p.m., also weeeknds. 
Reliable and experienced. Telephone 765-
8541 ask for Deb.. 109
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road. Rutland.
7 p.m. 109 Telephone 765-8956. tf
1964 CHEV. HALF TON. FOUR
speed. $650 with cover; $550 without 
Sold u Is. Also three 15" six hole GM 
rims. 17 each. Telephone 766-3184. Win-
field. 110
1964 WILLYS JEEP WAGONEER. 
four wheel drive, good tires. Excellent 
mechanical condition. Price $350. Apply 
975 Fairway Crescent. Telephone 763-
7602. 110
QUALIFIED STENOGRAPHER. TWO 
years experience in insurance, with 
typing and dictaphone would like full 
time employment in the Kelowna area.
Contact Wendy at 768-5390. 109
TWO LICENSED 
RESTAURANTS FOR SALE 
One of Kelowna’s finest- 
Downtown location with ex­
cellent terms available. Busi­
ness can be purchased with 
or without land and building.’ 
MODERN INDEPENDENT
PIZZA BUSINESS 
Best possible location. Well 
priced, immediate possession.
CITY RESTAURANT 
Reduced to sell. This busi­
ness is doing over $30,000.00 
turnover annually and can be 
increased greatly. Price of 
$11,500.00, inludes all equip­
ment. So if you are tired of 
working in somebody’s kit­




“List with us and 




 » ooimuK aw:
coat, aize 12. good condiUon, offers? 
Two original oil paintings, size 40" x 
52” with picture lamp and the other 
alze 22" x 28". offers? Picture wall pla­
que with ceramic protruding figurines, 
velvet background, size 20" x 52", $33. 
Many miscellaneous items. Telephone 
762-3991. 113
FOR SALE FOR CHRISTMAS. ROYAL 
Albert dinner set. Red Tea Rose setting 
for eight. New $200. selling $125. Lovely 
three piece blond bedroom suite, $125; 





on a contract basis.
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf
HAVE YOUR CARPET LAID NOW 
for Christmas. Free estimates, reason­
able rates, fully guaranteed workman.
HAVE CHAINSAW. WILL CUT APPLE- 
wood, for firewood, or by the hour, or 
by the tree. Telephone 765-6007., 112
WILL BABYSIT PRESCHOOLERS. MY 
home, near Salem's gtc-ve. Telephone 
765-7657. 112
FINISH CARPENTER AVAILABLE FOR 
work by hour or contract Work guaran-
teed. Telephone 764-4740. 110
WILL BABYSIT PRE-SCHOOLERS IN 
my home, Glenmore area. Telephone
762-3548. no
PORTABLE TV. $50; CEDAR END 
table. -$20; Danish style chesterfield and 
chair. $50: 12" 3-way speaker and am­
plifier unit. $20; four blue wooden chairs. 
$20; also tables, lamps, drapes, other 
effects. Telephone 763-4825. 108
POOL TABLES AND ACCESSORIES 
from $300 to $700. Also see our line of 
shuffleboard and ping-pong tables. Sun 
Country Sports and Marine. 538 Leon. 
Telephone 763-2602. »
NEWLY REUPHOLSTERED. OLIVE 
green. 100% nylon matelasse, spring 
filled, curved, three piece sectional by 
Kroehler. $250, or nearest offer. Teie- 
phone 769-4207. , 112
MAN’S 1.55 CARAT DIAMOND RING. 
Sacrifice, ideal Christmas gift. Pre­
stige ring for the businessman. Private 
kale! Evaluated! Reply to Box C 247,
The Kelowna Daily Courier. 111
ship. Telephone 765-9696. Ill
763-7784. 110
WILL DO HOUSE CLEANING BY THE 
day or two half days. Telephone 763-4712.
108
WOULD LIKE TO BABY SIT IN MY 
own home daily. Telephone 763-4455. 110
WILL BABYSIT IN MY OWN HOME, 
Klngsway area. 60 cents per hour. Tele-
Phone 763-6042. 109
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER, FIN- 
ishlng, remodelling or alterations, by 
hour or contract. Telephone 765-8857. 108
1968 FORD HALF TON, 353 MOTOR, 
custom cab, automatic transmission, 
two tone color. Excellent all around. 
One owner. Telephone 764-4484. 113
1970 FORD LOUISVILLE TANDEM 
dump, like new condiUon. Will take 
acreage or? Telephone 763-6652; or Cal-
S*ry, 272-0625. UI
1963 CHEV HALF TON, REBUILT SIX 
standard, new shocks, tires, dutch. 
Paint and body excellent Asking $795 
or best offer. Telephone 763-3921. 108
1965 RALF TON FORD. LONG. WIDE 
box. two spares with wheels, all six 




ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE 
109
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
| LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR
Large corporation desires a 
permanent resident to distri­
bute general food products. May 
start full or part time. No sell­
ing. Cash required for inven­
tory, $2500. Reply to —
P.O. BOX 774, 
KELOWNA. 109
YARD AT A TIME CANADA LTD., IS 
presently accepting applications for 
dealerships in your area in a highly 
profitable non-competitivc business. Im­
mediate action Is the key to involve­
ment with a rapidly growing corporation. 
Write or call YAAT P.O. Box 3354, Van­
couver 1, B.C., Canada (604) 688-3581
for confidential information. 110
COUPLE WITHOUT PREVIOUS Busi­
ness experience but wUling to work and 
learn together. Pleasant, profitable 
work. Small initial investment. To ar­
range for private, interview write to 
Box C246, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 
108
ELECTROHOME STEREO, CONSOLE, 
modern styling; includes eight track, 
turntable, radio, headphones, two speak­
ers. Telephone 762-6340 after 6:00 p.m.
110
HEARING AID, NEW, NO USE, $100. 
Single bed with mattress, $12. Suit, new, 
size 40, $15. Coat like new, size 44, 
$5. Shoes, new, man’s size 8, $7., 1475 
Richter Street. Near Safeway Store. 109
15 CUBIC FOOT CHEST TYPE DEEP 
freeze; four drawer dresser; metal bed­
stead; Viking refrigerator; Studio 
knitting machine. Telephone 763-5913.
108
FLEETWOOD THREE WAY COMBI- 
natlon, radio, TV, record player, $125;
Hoover compact vacuum cleaner, $30, all 
in good condition. Telephone 762-6348.
108
PORTABLE TELEVISION, $63; LADY’S 
figure skates, $18; man’s hockey skates, 
$12. Above articles like new. Boat and 
motor, $500. 762-2333. tf
FIREWOOD AND SHAVINGS FOR 
sale. Fir, tamarack and jackpine. $25 
per cord and up, delivered. Telephone 
762-7039. . 120
BABY CARRIAGE, CONVERTS TO 
carbed,. has carrier, in A-l condition, 
deluxe model, silver beige color. Tele-
phone 765-9807. 113
LIKE NEW, PENTAX SL 35 MM CAM- 
era, $95. Bell and Howell Zoom Super 
8 movie camera, $50. Telephone 764-
4020. 112
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
LLOYD’S COMBINATION AM-FM RA- 
dio cassette tape, unit, two speakers; 
Craig tape recorder with 6" reels. Tele-
phone 762-0426. 110
apples — McIntosh, spartan. 
Golden Delicious, Red Delicious from 
cold storage, $2 to $3 apple box. Please 
bring your own containers. Okanagan 
Packers Co-op., .1351 Ellis
T, Th, S, tf
APPLES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 
Turn left at Shell I Station (Hwy 97S) 
onto Boucberie Road. Drive one mile. 
N. Toevs Orchards, 769-4108 noon-4 p.m.
SAVE ON MEATI 21'A LBS. FOR $15; 
32 lbs. for $25; ideal for refrigerator 
freezers. Telephone 765-7188. Prokay
Meats. tf
FANCY GOLDEN DELICIOUS, $3.00 
per box. Apply at The Kelowna Growers 
Exchange. (B.C.O. plant, 816 Clement
Avenue, Kelowna). ' 114
GOLDEN AND RED DELICIOUS 
apples, also Spartans. $2.50 per box,- 












1954 FARGO HALF TON. GOOD 
shape. Also 1949 International half ton. 
perfect shape. Telephone 765-6893. 113
% TON GMC TOW TRUCK. FULLY 
equipped, in A-I condition. $250 cash. 
Telephone 765-7368. 112
1967 DODGE 12' STEP VAN. SLANT 
six, itandard shift, new tires. In good
condition. $1695. Telephone 765-7879. 110
Chief Engineer, Canadian Na-", 
tional Railways, enclosed in that, 
self-addressed envelope sup­
plied, . will be received up to 
3:00 p.m. Mountain Standard 
Time, Thursday, 21 December, 
1972.
Plans, specifications, Instruc-J 
tions to bidders, form of con-*. 
tract and form of tender will- 
be loaned to contractors on the 
deposit of a certified cheque 
made payable to the Canadian 
National Railway Company, for 
an amount of fifty dollars. This
BUYER
REQUIRED FOR LARGE MANUFACTURING 
FIRM IN THE OKANAGAN VALLEY.
Duties include expediting outstanding purchase orders 
and buying materials and supplies related to the 
recreation vehicle industry. Experience in this area 
is desirable. Knowledge of operating a telex or type­
writer is essential. The successful candidate must be 
an aggressive self-starter. Submit all pertinent details 
of age, education, experience and salary expected to:
Box C-250
The Kelowna Daily Courier
GIVE A BUDGIE FOR CHRISTMAS
and Ease Your Budget!
BUDGIES—A1! colors available.
Guaranteed young.
All regular colors — $3.25. Rare Budgies $6.
Limit: 2 per customer.
Cash and carry at these prices.
ALSO CANARIES & LOVEBIRDS
PISCES PETS and SUPPLIES
Open 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. weekdays, 
except Thursday — Closed.
Sunday 1 - 5 p.m.
DECEMBER 24, 10:00 a.m, - 10:00 p.m




Let us buy your Christmas 
gifts. $200 gift certificate free 
with purchase of any unit in 
stock until December 24th.
NEW UNITS 12’ X 68’ — 3 bdrm 
with utility room; 12’ x'60’, 3
M, Th, F tf
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK 42. AUTOS FOR SALE
DACHSHUND AND FRENCH POODLE 
puppies. Make great stocking stuffers, 
they’re pure bred and six weeks old.
Dog coats and sweaters for chiUy days. 
$10 worth of free fish with purchase
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
CAREER OPPORTUNITY; A KELOW- 
na branch of a national manufacturing 
company requires a recent high school 
graduate or business student for a 
training position in shipping, receiving 
and production and inventory control. 
Applicant must be in good health and 
neat in appearance. Please send com­
plete resume stating, personal back­
ground, education and experience to: 
Box C249, The Kelowna Daily Courier.
. , . 112
EXPERIENCED PART TIME HELP 
required for service station. Younger 
man preferred. Apply at Rutland Shell 
Service, )95 Highway 33. 109
LICENSED MECHANIC REQUIRED 
for service station. Younger family man 
preferred. Apply at-Rutland Shell Ser-
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
MAKE EASY $$$ 
Easy to sell pantyhose. Also 
socks for the entire, family, 
briefs or bikini panties, etc. 
Free instructions and color ca­
talogue. Write today: Reslon 
Hosiery Ltd., 10383 llebert St. 
Montreal North 459, D-14, Que-
of aquarium set. ' 
1455 • Ellis Street.
 
The Purple' Sea Horse, 
t. Telephone 763-5224.
109
ADORABLE TERRIER CROSS -PUP- 
pies, ready to go, will hold till Christ­
mas, choose yours now! Don’t be dis­
appointed! Only $5 each, ideal gift for
child, Telephone 765-6512. 108
vice, 195 Highway 33. 109
MIDDLE AGED GENTLEMAN RE- 
quifed for evenings and some weekend 
work in a Billiard Parlour. Apply at
1443 Kips Street. 109
bee. Ill




The Kelowna Daily Courier.
110
HOOVER WASHER SPIN DRYER IN 
excellent condition, $75. Telephone 765- 
5011. evenings except Friday; or 762- 
2045 days. , 110
HALF PRICE: STEEL OFFICE DESK, 
14" wheel chains, Volkswagen oil pan 
heater, 1500 Volkswagen tow bar trailer
hitch. Telephone 762-0051. 110
TWO STUDDED GRIP TIRES, 8.85X 
14's fits 1963 - 1964 OldsmobUe, mount­
ed on wheels, like new. asking $25 each.
Telephone 764-4540, 110
TWO 600 X 15 STUDDED SNOW TIRES, 
near new. Craftsman ten inch radial 
arm saw, also , in new condition. Tele-
phone 763-5650. 109
MOVING. MUST SELL! BAYCREST 
console, combination stereo, am and fm 
radio, and record player. Like new!
Telephone 765-8184. 109






For the months of January to
March, 1973 inclusive. Please 
call 763-6011 extension 332 or 
apply at:
WE WOULD LIKE A RETIRED OR 
semi retired person to work in an office 
afternoons, 6 days a week, in the Rut­
land area. Please apply to Box C244,
The Kelowna Daily Courier.
28A. GARDENING
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, $3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone 
763-3415, _______________________ «
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED. 
Experienced. Free estimates. Telephone 
765-8842. 109
BASEMENT SALE! WARM-UP SKI- 
pants; toys; Christmas ideas; vacuum; 






Opening Date Dec. 6 
N. ABRAHAMSE’S 
CHRISTMAS TREE LOT 
1200 Block Sutherland Ave. 
Open Daily 10 a.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Open Sunday Afternoons
Fresh Top Quality — All 
to choose from.
Sizes
TWO SNOWSUITS SIZE 3 AND OTHER 
baby clothes, new condition. Harnesses 
and child’s toilet trainer. Telephone
RELIEF MEDICAL
763-2418. 109 STENOGRAPHER
DELUXE BAYCREST STROLLER, $15; 
Hoover washer-spin dryer, $75. New 
Westmills 7x7 rug; greeit, $40. Tcle-
phono 762-5321 evenings 108
ALMOST NEW, REGINA POLISHER, 
two brushes and buffers, Very good
condition. Telephone 762-3712. tf
SINGER TREADLE SEWING MACH- 
Ine, excellent' condition, 575. Telephone
763-5429. 112
DRY SLABWOOD. $20 PER ONE TON 
truck load, delivered in the Kelowna
area. Telephone 765-5760. Ill
SYLVANIA 26” COLOR TELEVISION. 
Used only for a year and in new con-
dition. Telephone 765-8007. no
ONE PAIR MAN’S LANG SKI BOOTS, 
size 9 wide. $75 or best offer. Telephone
765-9224.
768-5702
106, 108, 111, 113, 115
NEW CEDAR LUMBER: 1x6. 1x8, 1x10. 
1x12, 2x4. 2x6, 2x10, 2x12; also channel 
aiding. As low as $65 bfm. Telephone
765-6923. Th. F. S. H
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
3 Unusual Pieces
FRETWORK
GALLERY TOP TABLE 
Octagonal, carved and turned 
pedestal, solid mahogany. $245
SMALL SLANT FRONT 
WRITING DESK
Old, mnhognny . . $165
TILT TOP COFFEE TABLE
1971 CAMARO Z28, 360 HOHSE POWER, 
V-8, turbo • hydromatic. Posl-traction, 
15,000 miles. Excellent shape!! Canary 
yellow. Telephone 763-6915 after 9 p.m. 
________ tt 
1970 DATSUN 510, WEBER CARBURE- 
tor, sway bar, heavy duty and lowered 
suspension, tach, radials, mags, radio, 
tapedeck. Recent valve work. $1700. 
762-6393.____________________________ 108





24’ x 44’ Deluxe Double Wide, 
Asphalt shingles, house type 
siding. $12,000.
ALSO GOOD STOCK 
USED UNITS
8’ x 36’ Commodore, 8’ x 40’
deposit will be refunded when^ I 
plans and specifications are 
turned to the railway in j I 
condition. I
Plans, specifications. Instruc­
tions to bidders, form of con­
tract and form of- tender, may 
be obtained on or after 7 Dec­
ember, 1972, from, Manager, 
CN Telecommunications, 310 
Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, Bri­
tish Columbia, or Architectural 
Development Officer, 16th Floor,- 
CN Tower, Edmonton, Alberta.*» 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted.
For further information, please 
’phone 403-429-8373; Telex 
0372592.
Office of Chief Engineer K
Canadian National Railways .
Montreal, Quebec. ’
General, 8’ x 22’ Pathfinder, 
12’ x 56’ General, 10’ x
GOLDEN RETRIEVERS, REGISTERED, 
excellent breeding stock. For hunting cr 
pets, easily trained. Seven weeks old, 
ideal Christmas gift. Telephone 765-5756.
111
ADORABLE CHRISTMAS PUPS 
poodle Spaniel cross, seven weeks old, 
two males, one female. May take for 
price of this ad. Telephone 762-6778. 110
FRIENDLY RED, IRISH SETTER, 
male, six months old. Needs older 
children to nlay with, asking $65. Tele- 
phone 763-7851. 110
PURE BRED, MALE, TOY POMER- 
anian puppy for sale. Seven weeks old. 
$50. Telephone 763-4897. 108, 109, 111
GERMAN SHEPHERDS AND PUPS, 
good watchdogs. $10 and up. Telephone
1964 FOUR DOOR RAMBLER SEDAN; 
new winter tires, new seat covers, 
radio, heater and anti-freeze. Price 
$500. Telephone 762-2333. tf
MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY, 1966 
Simca four door sedan. Very good 
condition. Telephone 765-8509, or can be 
seen at 930 Cactus Road, Rutland, tf
1968 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER VAN, 
fully equipped. Rebuilt engine, MP ex­
tractor; two winter tires, $2,995. Tele-
phone .762-3712 after 6 p.m.
765-8800. 110
tf
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
VANCOUVER SUN CARRIERS, AGE 
11-14, for early morning delivery in 
Hollywood Dell. Register now for routes 
in other areas. Telephone 762-6294 after
6:00 p.m. Ill
37. SALESMEN, AGENTS
Grade 12 education or equiva­
lent. Previous experience as 
medical stenographer essential. 
Salary based on $475.00 per 
month (1972 rates). Please ap­






HIG1ICIIAIR, $12; BABY WALKER, $2.
Both In good condition. Telephone 7G-1- 
7i02. 110
TW~iGwr ;nmcK~tires, woxl4s, 
six ply. Summer trend, whitewalls, $40
pair. Telephone 765-8009. 110
COFFIELl) WHINGER WASHER. USED 
very little, asking only $35. Telephone
71)2-7450, 109
POWERFUL U.S. MARINE 9 CRYSTAL 
receiving and transmitting unit. $75. 
Telephnno 765-(i75:i. 1011
SIX BAR” STOOLsTTiED LEtVI’HEH- 
cite, wrought iron legn. One, ten gnllon
(itor.fi crack. Telephone, 7GI-:i721 HUI
SIX YEAH SIZE CHIB AND MAT- 
tress, excellent condition, $15. Tele­
phone 76:i-792ii. ion
WOOD FURNACE, COMPLETE WITH 
nil ducts etc., $40. Telephone 762-o:i(l.'i. tf
CO1.DSPOT UI’ltlGlIT FREEZER, LIKE 
new, $150. Telephone 762 0600 dnys. Ui)
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
TWO PIANOS FOR SAI.E. ST'AHK 
iiprhiht. 1.179. nl»o ('bickering upright. 





A division of the Bell & Howell 
Company has an opening for a 
sales representative for Calgary 
and area. Must have a good 
sales record and a late model 
car.
HONEST RELIABLE HOUSEKEEPER 
to help with house nnd garden, Cottage 
on the lake, Okanagan Mission, re­
frigerator nnd stove, fireplace. Couple 
enn apply. Housekeeper retiring alter 
14!b years. Apply to Box C210, The Kel­
owna Dally Courier, stating qunlltlcn- 






—Plus Exciting Additional 
Fringe Benefits.
For a personal interview call:
PRACTICAL NURSE REQUIRED FOR 
permanent employment. Salary $5011.5(1 
to $529,75 per monlh. For further In­
formation contact Mrs. A Ellis. Director 
of N|irslng, Nleoln Volley General Hos­
pital, Box 129, Merritt. D.C. (3711-22421.
1011
CARAVEL MOTOR INN HAS AN IM- 
mediate npenlng fur full lime evening 
desk clerk. t.'!crlcul training essential. 
Must be attractive and able to meet the 
public. Apply in peraon only. II n.m.-l 
p.m1. Monday through Friday. tl
MATUBE WOMAN TO BABY SIT AND 
do light lioiisekecplni:. 3-1 niteniiHins 
per week, my home, vicinity Eldorado 
Arms. Own tnidsporlullon, 7lil-ln.'i7. Kill
INCOME OPI’OHTIINlTYl WE NEED 
part tllno Indies for selling Wntklii:. 
exclusive cosmetic nnd homo core 










2791 Hwy. 97 N. 
765-7753
46’
NOTICE TO ALL CREDITORS 
having claims against the Es­
tate of Harry W. Vernon, late 
of 165 Prior Road, Rutland, 
B.C., are hereby required to 
send them to the undersigned 
Executor — Martin Fogara- 
scher, Box 18, Magna Bay, 
Chase, B.C., on or before the 




1969, 340 FORMULA "S” BARRACUDA 
convertible, automatic, power steering 
and brakes, bucket seats. Telephone 765-
8279 after 6 p.m. 112
MUST SELL 1963 PONTIAC, 283 AUTO- 
matic. Excellent condition, good tires, 





STEAM CLEANER, 750 STEAM JENNY, 
two years old; with or without truck, 
(one ton Chev. Van). Telephone 763- 
6652. , UI
FOR RENT, TWENTY - ONE FOOT 
fork lift. Excellent condition. By day, 
week or month. Telephone 765-8714 even-
1968 GALAXIE 500 TWO DOOR FAST 
back, 302, V-8, automatic, power steer­
ing, power brakes. Also 1970 Ford LTD 
four door sedan. Telephone 763-7836. 110
1956 OLDS 98; POWER STEERING, 
brakes, windows, seat; automatic, winter 
tires, 53,000 miles. ; New brakeshoes. 
Good condition. '63-2645, 5-7. 110
WANTED TO BUY, 1967 OR 1968 
Buick or Chrysler. Must be to good 
shape and right price. Telephone 762-
2729 after 6 p.m. 109
ings, 765-8148 days.






Rare 1970 Forck Chateau 
wagon, 123 in W.B. on one ton 
chassis. Ford top of line rec­
reational vehicle, Twelve pas­
senger, five seats, rear three 
removable for camper or van 
use. Deluxe carpeted interior, 
302, V-8, auto., radio, cassette 
stereo, full trailer package. 
This unit traded on new log­
ging truck, has been used as 
a company vehicle for the 
past 60 days. We have put it 
through our shop. Relined all 
brakes, put on new rear-grip 
tires, battery, tuned up and 
winterized. Also includes 
spare set dune buggy tires 
and wheels. (Replacement 
value $300). Telephone
11.0
TO SELL PHOTOCOPY 
EQUIPMENT and .SUPPLIES 
IN THE INTERIOR 
AND KAMLOOPS.
Income based on commissions 
and profit sharing for the right 
party.
Submit application to:
P.O. BOX 2186, 
RUTLAND
Chris Finch at 765-5,165 
■ view at











"Your Total Transportation 
Centre”





1965 OLDS DELTA 88. FOUR DOOR 
hardtop. New tires, winterized. In ex­
cellent condition. $750. Telephone 764-
4014 after 5 p.m. M, Th, S, 111
FOR SALE OR TRADE, IMMEDIATE- 
ly! For small car! 1955 Plymouth with 
speed accessories. Telephone 764-4206
after 4 p.m. 109
1954 DODGE TWO DOOR HARDTOP. 
Mechanically good. Winterized and good 
tires. $100 or best offer. Telephone 768-
4157. 108
1959 RAMBLER WITH CONTINENTAL 
kit. New winter tires, rear ones stud­
ded. In mint shape, $150. Telephone 763-
5981. ■ 108
1965 OLDS CUTLASS, TWO DOOR 
hardtop, bucket seats, V-8. automatic, 
winter tires, antifreeze, Closest offer
to $650. Telephone 762-2193. 108
NOTICE
Application has been made to 
the Public Utilities Commission 
to increase rates and charges in 
tariffs in which Millar and 
Brown Ltd, participate. Subject 
to approval these increased' 
charges will take affiect on 
January 2, 1973. Proposed rates 
may be examined at any com­
pany terminal.




217 Revillon Building, 
Edmonton, Alberta
Phone: area code 403-434-6475 
113
PRIVATE SALE — 1964 10’x55’ YORK 
mobile home. Very good condition, fully 
furnished including automatic washer 
and dryer. Also new gun oil furnace. 
Plus, 1965 10’x37’ Brentwood mobile 
home, furnished. Telephone 765-8636. tf
1969 PARKWOOD 12’ x 60’ TWO BED- 
room deluxe model in excellent condl- 
tlos, complete with carport and storage 
area, located in exclusive adult court.
1964 DODGE 318, V-8, AUTOMATIC, 76,- 
000 original miles, studded tires, anti­
freeze. In excellent condition. Open to 
offers. $355. 'Telephone 762-2193. 108
1970 CORTINA 1300. CANDY APPLE 
red. Llko new, whiter tires, radio, ex­
cellent shape, Telephone 762-6769. Ill
1963 OLDSMOBILE TWO DOOR IIOLI- 
day hardtop. Runs good, $175. Tele-
phone 764-4512 after 5:00 p.m. tf
1961 CHEV., STANDARD. FOUR 
door. Asking $150, motor good. Tele-
phono 768-5145. tf
1963 BUICK SPECIAL. EXCELLENT 
condition. Very low mileage. Telephone
763-61611. tf
Telephone 763-3535. 110
NASHUA 10’x55’ DOUBLE EXPANDO, 
wall to wall living room, porch. $4,500. 
See Green Bay Resort Lot B9 or tele­
phone 545-3935 collect after 8 p.m. tf
1971 TUXEDO MANOR, 12’x52’ TWO 
bedroom. $600 down. Telephone 765-
0517 after «-00 p.m. tf
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU 
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647 













Our Zerox 1860 
Copy Printer
Takes Originals up to 36” 
wide.
Produces Copy to size or 
reduced to various sizes 
on bond Vellum or Mylar.
Blueprinting.
Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 
laminating, direct mail, pub­
lic stenography.
1970 COUGAR XR7, AUTOMATIC, 428. 
Best offer! Telephone 765-0324 anytime.
___________ 113
19(11) DATSUN 1600 STATION WAGON; 
:i6,(l()0 miles. $1,500. Telephone 762-6341) 
nflor 6:00 )>.m, 110
STATION WAGON 1960 MERCURY












businessmen for 18 years 
535 Lawrence Ave. 762-2547
Telephone 765-51)31 niter 6:00 p.m. 110
42B. SNOWMOBILES For Genuine
ARC TIC CAT






11172 TX 310 1’OI.AHIS, 2110 MILES. NO 
renxonnbln offer refused. Telephone 762- 
22.T2 days or 7li5-9li7ll evenings, link 
fin- Gene. tl
TWO SKII1OII1.E <100 SNOWMOBILES,
W. C. BENNETT
For Electoral Area “B" of Regional District 
of Central Okanagan.hours, electric stmt, 




LARGEST IN ITS FIELDSuite 206 YAMAHAMASON AND HISCII UPIUGHT
Tr1< phone lifter p in. ion
HOGI N
I ( h phoni




hU tn your home, Trlrphonn 





Selling expcrif'iice, 3 ycnis minimum.
Canadian marketing expei ience, 
Management expeilcnec (advanced in-field







190!) Ponliac Pai i.sicnnc two 
(lour hniillop. V-H aiitoinalii'.
... $75
Ol'
i I l> W I % I P’llll .1 l> 1
TRUCKS44.




SHOP & SAVEI 
Ixits of Christmas Specials. 
CLEM’S SPORTING GOODS 
2929 South Pandosy St. 
Open 10 n.m. * 5 p in. days - 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. Nights.
7637017 117
ic, excellent for Mudent. Axk 





MANAGEMENT OPI’ORTDNII IES 
AI II !< 3 MON UIS
105
Vi-iy good condlllffli. Telephone 765-!>951, 
111
.SNOWMOBILE FOB SALE. GOOD CON- 
dltlun. hi'V mih-i.gc, telephona 7l>.l ll'UJ 
nlli-i 6 p in, 109
Pill. Illi FHEEAIH ARCTIC CAT, 
nl-.o IH70 lira. Hnlnry Ai<-tl<' Cat I’nnlln-r,





Area B comprises the Areas (if Poplar Point, Clifton 
Rd., Glenmore, McKinley Landing.
Polling Day, Dee. 9 from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Place: North Glenmore School.
ANYONE WISHING TRANSPORTATION 








Advertised Prices in effect til




Dr. Shulman said he made a







other across the chamber when
should never runself and
asain
nessed.
Dr. Shulman had identified
servative MPP for Ontario rid­
ing, 
Mr. Cesaroni said Mr. Bales
n 1960 where no U.S. state li
government.
colours, $10 more.






have children and pets at
home—but
I WILL PRESS FOR:






On Charges Against Bales
TORONTO (CP)
the Ontario Legislature became
heated early today as members 
continued their discussions on
Dr. Morton Shulman s charges
that linked Attorney-General
Dalton Bales with racketeering
in construction unions.
Although the NDP member 
for Toronto High Park made a
partial withdrawal of a state­
ment that accused Mr. Bales ol
attending a party at the home 
of a lathing contractor con- 
viced of price fixing. Dr. Shul­
Dr. Shulman,
body's ever paid me off. You
people can be bought and you 
have been bought.
The issue erupted Tuesday 
night when Dr. Shulman made 
a major speech about crime in
the construction industry. He 
said Mr. Bales had been seen
attending a fund-raising dinner
at the home of a contractor
linked with crime.
Dr. Shulman said his source
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TO BAN TRUCKS London throughout the working
LONDON (Reuter) — Heavy day from Mondays to Satur-
trucks and container vehicles days, a city council committee
are to be’-banned from central
false statement but maintained
the private investigator had told
him of seeing Mr. Bales and
said a police report on the mat­
ter did exist.
BALES RESPONDS
Then, still later, Mr. Bales 
asked for an interruption in the 
house business so he could re
spend to Dr. Shulman.
“I have never experienced
the feeling of disgust I had last
everting,” he said. Mr. Bales
said it was the worst attack on
man’s immediate status as a
member of the legislature was 
still hanging.
Earlier in the day, Dr. Shul 
man, offered to resign if a bye
lection was called within sev
oral weeks.
Mr. Bales demanded ia the
legislature that Dr. Shulman be 
censured by the house and
Speaker Allan Reuter said he
would rule later on the matter.
As .the debate continued into
the early hours of today the
Speaker threatened to suspend
the sitting because of what he
termed "Grave disorder." 
Mr. Reuter made his threat 
t each
(L—Toronto
was Max Chikofsky, a private
investigator. La‘er, Mr. 
Chikofsky denied having seen
the character and integrity of 
one member of the house by an­
other that he has ever wit­
attorney-general at the
party and denied telling Dr.
Shulman he had seen Mr. Bales the contractor who was allegedto haVe held the party only as a
One of the favorite attrac­
tions at the Vancouver Public 
Aquarium is feeding time for
the mammals such as the har
bor seals shown here getting
part of their daily rations 
from Mrs. Ann Northrup. She
is one of five volunteer do­
cents who help the aquarium’s




coroner’s jury attached 
blame-Wednesday in the death 
of a four-year-old girl whose
heart stopped beating following 
a, two-hour dental operation.
Dena Roberta Lowe was given
an anaesthetic Nov. 21 in a 
Vancouver dental clinic; Follow­
ing the surgery, she was placed 
in the recovery area, where she 
suffered a cardiac arrest. She
never regained consciousness
and died at Vancouver.General 
Hospital .six days later.
The jury ruled that the girl’s 
death was unnatural and acci­
dental. They recommended that 
anaesthetists have all a patient’s 
medical records .prior to admin­
istering anaesthetics.
Coroner Glen McDonald said
a transcript of the inquest will 
be sent to the College of Physi­
cians and Surgeons “so1 they 
may better examine the pro­
8
In the legislature Wednesday,
WED SECOND TIME
Mr. Cesaroni.
Tony Cesaroni, of Port Perry, 
said in a telephone interview 




Beluga whales as extra mem­
bers of their families!
Sound long-range plannin
vernon Singer ___ ....
Downsview) said Dr. Shulman
had used McCarthy-like tactics.
Mr. Singer referred to Dr
Shulman’s withdrawal of the
charges as “qualified, mealy- 
mouthed and meaningless.”
Bert Lawrence secretary for






Waterfnont development for the enjoyment of
Resolution of local traffic,problems
Co-opeiation in recreation on a regional basis
For transportation to the Polls
PHONE 762-6432
1303;
. I K'.M <1 .uAotding
BETTER EDUCATION
VOTE
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. (API 
— Aye Aye Thant, daughter of 
U Thant, former secretary gen­
eral of the United Nations has
been remarried here to her hus­
band, Dr. Tyn Myint U, in a
civil ceremony. Lawyer George 
representing the 
couple, declined to say why the
Halpern,
ceremony took place. The two,
who have three children, were
married in .a Burmese embassy
cence was required. It was 
earned, however, that because
Phant and his family no longer
Shulman had “dishonored him-
have diplomatic status here, a 
wedding registered under New
York law was advisable for 
technical legal reasons.
Charge ft on your
all-purpose account.
or muiiyy refunded
referring to was given for Dr. 
Matthew Dymond, former pro­
vincial health minister and Con­
did not attend the party
Dr. Dymond, in another tele­
phone interview,, said Mr. Bales 
was not . present and that the 
gathering was “not a fund-rais­
ing affair” but strictly a politi
cal coffee party.
George Kerr, secretary for 
justice, said the government 
wouldn’t agree to Dr. Shul 
man’s demand to call a royal
commission investigation into 
violence in the construction in
dustry. He said Dr. Shulman’s 





Get a head start
on a brighter wash with the 
extra pre-wash program 
of this automatic Kenmore
Stay ahead, budget-wise, 
with this special, low price! 
Ten days only.
7QQ98 1QQ98
jtn White (43020) “ ■ W(l,te(43020)
2-Speed, 4-program Kenmore washer: Normal,
delicate and perm-press programs plus pre-wash
program to loosen extra-tough soil. Special,
perm-press cool-down prevents spin-set wrinkles.
5 Wash/rinse temperature combinations. Variable
water level control. Super Hoto-swirl agitator.
Second 'low' speed for sheers. Self-cleaning lint
filter. Lid safety switch. Pump guard. Wipe-clean
porcelain top. With Suds Saver $20 more.
•Soft-heat' Fabric Master Kenmore dryer
Exclusive soft-heat diminishes as clothes dry to
prevent over-drying. Fabric Master lets you select
degree of dryness for every kind of fabric. No-
heat 'air' fluffs blankets. High air-speed for fast 
drylng.Top-mounted lint screen. Push-to-start
button. Door safety switch. Match-mate tor
Kenmore washer. Each available In decorator
v>.;> .i,d'.
Slmpsons-S ats: tt’ashris Dryers, Dishwashers (2fi) Phone Lnqiihle«i; Keluuna 5H!1.
Waiher price includes installation to Approved plumbing.
Pork Free While You Shop Simpioni-Scari, Orchard Pork,
( 'hnrnr* It rn v'nr nil ,
throughout B.C.
5:30 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 9th
Kelowno. Alio ovoiloble through Catalogue Solei Office#
We service wlwit we v 'l ovist f.i ro.i'.t
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IN P.Q., ATLANTIC PROVINCES
A Damn-The-Oil-Spills Theme
bors near Vancouver, such as 
Point Roberts, made environ­
ment officials pale and spokes­
men for other departments 
choke.





OTTAWA (CP) — Quebec and 
the Atlantic Provinces appear 
to be planning full speed 
ahead—and damn the oil 
spills—for supertanker ports big 
enough to handle ships carrying 
more than 100,000 tons of oil.
And, it appears that the two 
federal departments most con­
cerned, environment and some 
parts of the transport depart­
ment, haven't yet . been con­
sulted.
At least six rites, two each in 
New Brunswick and, Nova 
f. :oiia, one each in Quebec and
Newfoundland, are being devel­
oped or considered for deep­
water harbors.
The idea is to run pipelines 
from refineries near these ports 
down into the oil-hungry,, popu­
lous and rich northeastern 
United States. They see it as a 
boon to economically-depressed 
areas.
However, Robert F. Shaw, 
deputy, environment minister, 
says “ports for supertankers 
shouldn’t be built without major 
studies into possible environ- 
ncntal effects."
Goofy Gal Wasn't All That Wet
And Turn Out To Be Water-Saver
CHERRY HILL, N.J. AP) 
— Six months ago. Tilly Spet­
gong, a serious gal with a 
goofy idea, walked into city 
council carrying a. brick. 
Councilman Steve Morgan 
ducked under his desk.
“He must have thought I 
was going to throw it.” she 
said, “but all I wanted was to 
put one into every toilet tank 
in town.” •
The unusual proposal to 
save water stunned the coun­
cil, but it was approved. And 
it so convulsed this residential 
community of 65,000 across 
the Delaware River from
Price Abuse 
Well Watched
FREDERICTON (CP) — Paul 
Babey. chairman of the 
recently-organized National 
Ferm Products marketing coun­
cil. says there arc many checks 
and balances in the marketing 
svstem to prevent abuses in 
pricing.
Mr. Babey told a meeting of 
■ New. Brunswick farmers and 
businessmen here some con­
sumers and other groups are 
afraid producers may use a 
marketing board to restrict sup-, 
plies and raise prices..
The Alberta cattleman and 
grain grower said farmers are 
well aware that they can price 
themselves out of the market. It 
isn’t likely, he added, “that an. 
economic imposition by a mi­
nority ' or a majority would be 
tolerated by society.”
He said “any attempt by pro­
ducers to create artificially 
h’gh prices will hurt them more 
quickly than it would other 
- t. nips."
Mr. Babey said the main ob- 
j'-olive of the eight-month-old 
marketing agency is to promote 
a’ "strong efficient and com­
petitive agricultural, industry 
with due regard to the interest 
of producers and consumers.”
Philadelphia that it swiftly 
accepted the scheme—to be­
come probably the first with 
a brick in nearly every toilet.
The idea is that the brick 
will take up space in the toilet 
tank, displacing a small 
amount of water that is not 
necessarily needed for flush­
ing.
"It was a wacky idea that 
got people laughing, and also 
made them aware that people 
pollute and people can con­
serve,’’ said Mrs. Spetgong, a 
44-year-old mother of two who 
used to raise chickens and 
now, admittedly, “raises the 
dickens” as a member of the 
conservation advisory board.
The council anted up $2,000 
to buy 34,000 hardened bricks, 
the kind that won’t .break up 
in any kind of water and 
enough for every toilet in the 
town’s 17,000 homes.
Last weekend, about 175 
persons distributed 27,000 
bricks, two to a house. They 
will finish this Saturday.
Mrs: Spetgong said: “If the 
average family of four flushes 
a total of 20 times a day we 
would save 34 million gallons 
of water every year in Cherry 
Hill.”
He was the only official who 
would allow his name to be 
used in checks on how f?r plan­
ning has gone.
An engineer now in charge of 
environmental protection, Mr. 
Shaw made it clear he consid­
ers supertankers inevitable off 
the coasts and probable in the 
St. Lawrence.
“If the Americans need oil, 
maybe we should help them get 
it,” he said in an interview. 
"But we don’t need supertanker 
ports if we can’t protect the en­
vironment, too.”
A number of oil companies 
and major developers are look­
ing into the potential of Cana­
dian ports, with or without offi­
cial sanction.
COMMENT TOUGH
"It’s difficult to comment,” 
said one official with energy, 
mines and resources. “The pro­
posed sites are provincial juri­
sdiction.”
The only way the federal gov­
ernment could counter in-
j mines and resources.
areas where harbors now can MORE QUESTIONS
take large oil tankers, including 
the Canso Strait of Neva Scotia.
Sites either being developed 
or marked for possible use in-
elude Port Hawkesbury and 
Point Tupper, N.S., Saint John 
and Lomeville, N.B., Come By 
Chance, Nfld., and the St. Law­
rence south shore in Quebec 
where De Verte, Cacouna, 
Grande He or even Quebec City 
all have been suggested.
NEED FLUSH
Mr. Shaw said that from an 
environmental viewpoint an on-
eastern 
energy,
volves whether the Atlantic 
Provinces should be developing 
supertanker ports to bring oil 
from overseas markets when 
there is a good possibility of do­
mestic off-shore oil develop­
ment in the area.
“When we look at develop­
ment of facilities for imported 
oil, we have also to consider de­
At the same time, if super­
tankers used Juan de Fuca
velopment of our own off-shore
Straits to go to Cherry Point, 
Wash., would Canada be any 
better off in prohibiting them 
from entering Canadian ports?
“This has to be considered in 
terms of industrial strategy,” 
said another official, who didn’t 
even want his department 
named. “It’s very much bound 
up in the whole energy policy.”
Another policy question: in-
ers. Any country Interested to a pollution claims fund to help 
secure oil supply will have to pay for pollution damage. Con- 
consider having jurisdiction tributions to the f.md are levied 
over its own ports Oar that sup- at a rate of 15 cents a ton of oil
ply, he added.
FINES ARE READY
resources,” said the energy, 
mines and resources spokes­
man.
“It is likely that a lot-of the 
oil brought into these ports 
would be for export to the U.S.”
That’s the potential Canadian 
market, too.
Mr. Shaw said it is likely the 
U.S. wlil be looking into the 
possibility of floating off-shore 
port facilities for the big tank-
y ay -
shore site where there was y
“good flushing action” is best.
“Actually, Chedabucto Bay W 
near the Canso Strait, where 
there was a major oil spill of y
16,000 tons from the Arrow in W 
February, 1970 is a pretty good y 
flushing harbor.” J
Canada was pretty lucky that
the first major spill was there.
y
y 
y. “The Straits of Juan de Fuca 
off Vancouver Island are much y
fringement on environmental 
regulations, currently not strin­
gent on potential spills, would 
be through control of navigation 
in international or inter­
provincial waters, or by ex­
erting pressure through' re­
gional economic development 
money.
So far there have been no of­
ficial requests for funds, said 
one sourse.
Some money has gone into 
navigational improvements in
landed at or shipped from a Ca­
nadian port.
Off-shore ports arts considered As well, it has provision for 
more feasible novi' and Mr. heavy fines and indemnities for 
Shaw said that the least dam- offenders and is participating in 
aging place for a|t oil spill— international conferences on 
“and not even that :1s good, just compensation for oil pollution, 
less damaging”—is the middle Mr. Shaw however, contr ued 
of the ocean. to stress that environment stud-
The federal government has a ies should be done first.
SEE MORE
WHY PAY MORE?
Save as much as $20 • ■ 530 — $40 on many pieces of
equipment. Our entire stock is always priced at Low 
Vancouver Prices. Make Christmas even happier. 






VANCOUVER (CP) - The 
Pacific National Exhibition was 
authorized by city council Tues­
day to spend $300,000 of PNE 
money toward replacement and 
renovation of barns at the PNE 
race track. The funds arc part 
of a $1 million program to 
develop stables equipped with 
sprinklers and a fire detection 
system to meet city regul itions 





SEE IT BETTER on your 
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y BOOKS nrmnnr'pnnnnnnnn I 
| 1449 SU Paul St. 763-4418
Open Fridays until 9:00
§ p.m. Now until Christmas.
A BOOK




Ask for lull dalaita from 
6<mprtni«5eat* TV dapt
for the people of Belgo, Black Mountain, Ellison, 













Your Regional Director 
for Electoral Area I
VOTE KOETZ
Sat., Dec. 9, Rutland Secondary School
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
PRIMUS WATCHES
?RICED TO PLEASE
Primus walches make great 
gifts for the whole family
a. Girls wafd» i‘> ‘.lylcil will) ( htoiin- ( .)■,(- iuu| Ulm k •.tiop,- | 7 jewel 
tniweiiienl with sho, k pioterthu) Ih-g 9 99. ca. 8.97
co. 9.97
b. Boy»' watch with (hi 
Reo ca. 8.97
ca. 9.97
c. Nunes' watch >■ ai>i| White 
ca. 11.97
Man's watch v- >fh Ye'l ca. 16.97
Icm <■!>«■ r»
A<l»<'ftiw.l pfirct in effect
17 jewel movements and
III ’I II 'Hr Trlc-hop: Krlonti* 7C1 ’Ml.
'til 5 JO pm Saturday, Diccmbcr 9th
Pink Ftee While You Shop SimptatM S--tn, Orchard Park, Kelowna,
SimpsonS'Sears 







£^1 SIMPSONS ----------- ------------ /--------—----------------
keara Family-size 19" color TV
What can you add to magnificent color TV? A custom 
rollabout stand and the dependability of solid 
state signal circuits. And you enjoy a picture 
that you can share with the whole family. A bright 
sharp picture made possible by our latest 
electronic circuitry. Automatic Chroma 
Control keeps color values constant. Memory ' 
Fine Tuning lots you tune each VI-IF channel once 
— then forget it. Dual UHF/VHF tuners. 5" speaker. 
Custom stand matches the above set, feature 






Save $20.00 on 10” 
icrsonal color portable
Savo! 16” Super Brito 
instant start color TV
Save! 13” portable TV 




slmpMiri’i Srnr->: 1 <• Ir \ hIons,
wmt
?I Hour Teleshop;
< onl rcilf,. UHI/VIII 
Weigh-, 38 ll>-,.
KiJoun.'i I,
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Short Takes
A bomb in Belfast and a bomb in 
Dublin are apparently quite different 
things—in Dublin.
Baby, it’s been cold outside!
The IRA. are using rockets in
sonable people everywhere that nor­
mal rules cannot be applied.. 0
$5.8 million seems like a lot of 
money. $1.5 million seems a lot less. 
The first figure is roughly the amount 
of the school referendum to be voted 
on Saturday and the second is the 
amount the local taxpayers will pay.. 
The difference between the two—75 
per cent of the whole—is picked up 
by the provincial government. It looks 
like picking up improved school fac­
ilities at a bargain price. Not the full 
price of $5.8 million, but the bargain 
price of $1.5 million.
Northern Ireland. Men who use anti­
tank weapons in city, town and vil­
lage are not open to reason. They 
should be put out of circulation by 
whatever means necessary. It is also 
a reminder to the people whom they 
claim to defend that essentially the 
IRA is an attacking force and if the 
civilian population gets in the way, 
that’s just too bad. Inevitably, the 
army will have to step up its- efforts 
to trace the new weapons and their 
users, and inevitably, many innocent 
people will have to suffer more. It is 
the IRA which has chosen to escalate 
the conflict at this stage, and this 
should not be forgotten. The IRA’s 
decision to use rockets could be dic­
tated by political or military consider­
ations. There may be a desire to 
prove the provincials are very much in 
business, despite recent army suc­
cesses, or it could be a desperate last course, Prince George, Kamloops and
ditch attempt to convince people that all other areas in B.C. What the fig-
they are stronger than they really are ‘ ___ '
... The source of rocket supply to year is the fastest growing area in the
the IRA must be of great concern not province, outside the two Metropoli-
only to everyone in Britain and Ire- tan areas, and that means more chil-
land but to forces of law and order
everywhere. If the Soviet Union Or 
one of their satellites is prepared to 
arm subversive organizations, few 
governments would be immune.
Mr. Lynch, the prime minister of 
the Irish Republic, has at long last 
opted for confrontation with the,IRA 
terrorists and he must be on solid 
ground. The public must be behind 
him because they know what is at 
stake. The choice is between a con-, 
stitutionally elected government, ans­
werable to the Irish people, or self­
appointed merchants-of-death. Eire 
is under attack by men who are pre­
pared to intimidate—or even murder 
—witnesses. It is as if the mafia had 
become a political movement. To deal 
with an organization such as the IRA 
requires legislation which would nor­
mally be utterly repugnant to a freely 
elected government. But the mad 
killers of Ireland have persuaded rea-’
Unions In A
American labor support for a pro- 
ji a dilemma, says the Canadian Press. 
United States corporations investing 
in foreign countries has placed Cana­
dian branches of international unions 
in a dilemma, says the Canadian Press.
The AFL-CIO, the large American 
labor congress, has been plugging the 
Burke-Hartle bill through statements 
by the leaders of unions through pam­
phlets on multi-national corporations.
The bill, sponsored by representa­
tive James Burke of Massachusetts 
and Senator Vance Hartle of Indiana, 
has been considered by Congress com­
mittees but has not reached the deci­
sive stage. Both sponsors are Demo­
crats.
The response of Canadian unionists 
to the American labor support for the 
bill has been to push for exemption 
for Canada from punitive clauses that 
could cause branch plants to close, 
putting Canadians out of work.
The AFL-CIO stand also has creat­
ed problems for some international 
unions, such as the United Steel­
workers which is trying to fight off 
raids on membership from rival na­
tionalist unions.
The bill would tax multi-national 
profits, end favorable tax treatment to 
U.S. firms that set up plants in other 
countries and oversee outflows of 
U.S. capital used to set up foreign 
subsidiaries.
The Multi-National Corporation, 
an AFL-CIO pamphlet describing the.
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LETTER. TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor must 
be signed by and bear tho 
address of the* writer. A pen 
name may be used. The 
Courier may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than' 500 words. Reject­
ed letters will not be returned.
ATTACK ANSWERED
glonal District has achieved in 
the last five years, some of 
them pretty minor such as 
fireworks Control. I just don’t 
think that , an average of two 
accomplishments per year is a 
very good batting average for 
such an expensive body as the 
Regional District. I thought it
a happy coincidence that Mrs,' 
Serwa’s letter in the “Courier’* 
appeared next to an editorial 
entitled Those Arizona Land 
Deals.
Let’s keep tre Okanagan a 
beautiful place to live.
Syd Gowland. 
Kelowna.
Why does this area need more 
school facilities? The answer can be 
found in good measure in the latest; 
housing unit construction report is-
sued by Central Mortgage and Hous­
ing Corporation. To the end of Octo­
ber, in other than Vancouver and Vic­
toria areas, the Central Okanagan had 
more housing starts (1,310), more 
housing completions (1,077) and 
more housing units under construc­




By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
The United States Navy, the 
world’s largest, and one of the
•with communications equipment 
built in while sporting the high 
and wide Afro-American hair
most powerful military estab- are few, probably no black 
lishments on earth is in the Americans with that hair style 
throes of racial troubles— who fly America’s multi-million 
groups of black “lower deck" donar jefs on Vietnam air 
. 4. ■ v men and junior officers and rat- sweeps. In fact, this kind of
ures say is that the Kelowna area this fogs rioting at sea against var- trend, is basic to the whole
the province. And that includes, of
dren which in turn means more school 
facilities.
Central Okanagan Community
Chest Campaign fell short of its goal •• •
of $77,000 by only $3,600 and this 
seems a shame. There is one consola­
tion, it was still a four per cent gain 
over last year. This is only the third 
time in the last 10 years that this dis­
trict has failed to reach its target. It 
has been put down as a shortage of
Sir;
I would appreciate the op­
portunity to reply to Mrs. Mary 
Serwa’s somewhat sweeping 
attack on my electoral plat­
form. How much easier it is to 
make such statements as “This 
is not Russia” rather than to 
examine logically the implica­
tions of my suggestions. For 
your information, Mrs. Serwa, 
I served in the Second World 
War against totalitarianism, 
and the only political party I 
have ever belonged to is the
Liberal party.
Far from being anti-farmer 
and anti-orchardist, I believe 
that this group, along with re­
tired citizens, is the most neg­
lected in society. Their income 
has tended to remain fairly 
stationary while other incomes 
have increased considerably. 
Farmers have traditionally 
been “land rich but money 
r nor,” and the only way they 
juld realize their investment 
was to sell their land for sub-
divisions and leave a way of 
life they often loved. Surely the 
great advantage of “green belt” 
or “agricultural-belt” legisla­
tion to the farmer is that he 
would still be able to stay on his
Success Seen In Greenville, N.H. 
For School Bilingualism Test
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) down this way,” he explains. 
Children of the bilingual public “One-third come from families 
schools of Greenville, N.H., are • where both parents speak 
taking to the use of French and ~ ' ...... ...................
English “like a bee to honey,”
says the project director.
Greenville is site of a special 
bilingual test program, the only
one in the state. It gives the 
children a working knowledge 
of French, while improving 
their English.
But it aims even higher.
“The objective here is accept­
ance on the part of Franco- 
Americans of themselves,” says 
Normand Robitaille, project di-rector ’-'and acceptance'on thd GSe 
part of Anglos of Francos.
“It is to take these youngsters 
and make them feel positive
French. With another third, one 1 
of the parents is French, the I 
other Anglo. With the final 
third, both parents are Anglo, 
“With the second third, espe­
cially if the mother is French, 
the youngster most likely will 
not speak French, or very little, 
but will be deficient in Eng­
lish,” he said. “This is an Eng­
lish-speaking milieu, so English 
is learned. However, it is not 
learned correctly.” ■
about coming from a Franco- 
American background.’’
The program is being funded, 
on an experimental basis, by 
the U.S. office of education.
progressed one grade with the 
children in the original class, 
while continuing to provide in­
struction in the grades already 
covered. Last year, it also ex-
panded .into kindergarten, and 
now covers kindergarten 
Similar French-English pro- ^ra^e A _ <
grams are under way in Maine, Jbe program boasts seven
land if he wished but could Vermont, Louisiana and New bilingual teachers and Your bi- 
-•••■ • York lingual aides, along with three
youngsters take to wh°
this like a bee to honey," says ‘... ,
Robitaille. “They love it.” Robitaille says instruction to
The project started in 1969, h*,™. * ‘integrated program." 
-- — - - “We do not isolate the chil­
dren from the ethnic group
realize some of his capital in-
vestment in the form of com- 
style. pensation for the loss of dev-
The reason is simple. There elopment rights. I would agree 
that the compensation must be 
fair and, would hope that the 
government would consult with says Robert Fournier, foreign-
farmers* groups before final­
izing the legislation.
ious commanding officers. problem. Black American sail- that subdivisions should have
ca?ri^C?KhqaVKiHv ors like their racial counter- to donate 10 per cent of the
Hawk edPurts SArieS- ?.n area for parks, open spaces and
Skn» 1 flAAt tnnS tn siw>re’ don 1 ®et the better lobs school sites, I doubt if sub­
Subic Bav b thefl U S* Navv’s afloat „ division would lose financially
sorawline ybase in the Philin BLACKS HELD BACK as inevitably they would raise
ET indude whtie saitoro and • 7116 U'S' Navy’s first black their price, by 10 per cent. The
pmes, include wiine sailors and rear adtijiral; in a fleet which result would still be that we
language education con- . .. , . , , ..
sultation for the state education fr°m the total population, M
department. — ‘<«r-
Greenville has a population of
about 1,500, Robitaille says,
says. “We teach subject mats
blacks.
Incidental to these outbreaks, 
which have resulted in actual 
riots in these monster ships, has 
■been a growing wave of vandal­
ism in the fleet. The super-catr- 
rier USS Forrestal was crippled 
recently by a multi-million dol-
has literally hundreds of admi­
rals and almost 10,000 captains,
was only promoted admiral last 
year. For too long, the black 
sailor afloat had to be a mess- 
man, run the ship’s laundry, be 
an officer’s steward, expect pro­
motion to lower non-commis-
lar fire alleged to have been set 
by a disgruntled white seaman. 
The skipper of the USS Con­
stellation, who refused to bar-
ters in French to the Francos, 
whenever it’s best to do so, and 
■at the same time teach Frenclj 
to the Anglos.”
For example, a Franco-Amer­
ican youngster who is deficient 
in English will cover all his 
regular school courses in 
French. Then, to reinforce Eng- 
lish, he will get the same in­
struction in that language. . I
about 85 per cent Franco-Amer­
ican, and most of these of Cana­
dian background. The problem, 
he says, is that many young­
sters start school deficient in 
both French and English, and 
this has been reflected in high 
drop-out rates for the Francos.
i “The school population breaks
would have a much more beau­
tiful and functional community.
Time is running out for the 
Central Okanagan. A recent 
population forecast for the area 
was an increase of 83 per cent 
. in 10 years. This could easily 
be an underestimate. Something 
has to be done now to" control 
land use. In 20 years it will be 
too late. Already we can see 
definite signs that if present po-
TODAY in HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Dec. 7, 1972 . . .
Canada formally declared 
war on Japan 31 years ago 
today—in 1941—only hours 
licies are continued this area n^erJ^a pa ne s e aircraft 
land, the hard view about keep- will become another Burnaby, bombed the U.S. air and
ing the races in their place,. New Westminster; Coquitlam, nawl base at Pearl Harbor
whites on top, blacks under- Whalley, Surrey congtomera- J1 mSu
.. .. ..----- ■"--------------- a- t>on made Canada the first
stoned rank.
The land-based problems of 
race iii the United States have 
now found their way to the 
seagoing navy. And as with ini­
tial reaction to this problem on
canvassers in some residential areas, 
but the biggest let down apparently 
was from the professional support, gain at sea with black and 
This group, who benefit mostly from wbite als0 admitted on his 
the area, could have easily come up halTen
with fho ADD nr nnH Peq?.1PmeDea“ wnnes on top, oiaciss . uaier-. halley, Surrey cong. 'imera-withThe $3,600 or even more and mterfered with and Vital parts neath, the House of Represents- tion> serwa’s criticisms 
give the campaign three straight years of ship’s equipment thrown ■ ■ • - —
overboard.of reaching or exceeding its target. It 
seems Vernon will likely win the 
trophy put up annually between the
HCdvll, vllC JlvUOV Vi 
fives armed services committee
Curiously, the present chief of
naval operations, Admiral Elmo 
Zumwalt, is no reactionary, buttr 11 f j •. jUHlWcllVa ,1b UU IvduLxVLiaijf> ,u ithree Valley cities. Vernon lowered its ,a far.out progressiVe (as admi- 
target this year, maybe Kelowna ...
should have done: the same.
rals in any navy go) who has 
become famous for his z-
is ready to look at race at sea 
as a problem in navy discipline.
If this is the only way it is to 
be investigated,, even greater 
troubles await the strife-torn
of the Western Allies offi­
cially to enter a state of 
zo-T - ----- , j war with Japan. The UnitedPoplar Point has never asked ■ States and Britain de>lared
concerning the Poplar Point 
area I find hard to understand.
for something for nothing. We
Di emna
operations of American corporations 
abroad, includes Canada in a list of 
33 foreign countries and world re­
gions where branch plants have Deen 
set up.
The pamphlet describes multi­
national corporations as “modern-day 
dinosaurs which eat the jobs of 
American workers.”,
“Giant multi-national subsidiaries 
of U.S. corporations roam the world 
in search of profits by using cheap 
labor abroad . . . while our own work­
ers starve for jobs,” the pamphlet 
adds. ■
Products made by the big corpora­
tions compete unfairly with those 
made by American workers, according 
to the publication.
For Canadian union members, 65 
per cent of whom belong to Ameri­
can-based internationals, the rub 
comes as they arc included among the 
countries listed as taking jobs from 
U.S. workers.
The pamphlet notes that of 1,568 
foreign facilities of 50 major Ameri­
can corporations, Canada has 17,5. 
This is the highest number for any of 
the countries or regions. Canada also 
is the only country which has at least 
one branch-plant qf all the companies 
involved.
The companies named include such 
large corporations as 111’, General 
Foods, Beatrice Food, Swift, PPG 
Industries, Singer, Kraft, Dow Chem­
ical, Ford, General Motors, Chrysler, 




Winter brought tin' 
snow today, bringing
(From Courier Files)




first offering of 
to inii'il minor
nceidenls to be avoided. The AU Cana la 
Insurance Fede I a I ion estimates $1,1)01),- 




In hojnt'S the country.
kiiin :-lili’\\ ulki- und <lv i yew ay to 
f;i!B, dean off li'lch1;: from Ihe
rinri. t'lipw -.liovelliiii; should lie dune 
only by the fit l<\po I'd steam and hot
4ft YEARS AGO 
December 19112
It Is understood that the Kelownn- 
Westhnnk ferry is available for hire for 
spcciiil trips any hour of the night, p< r- 
missiiin having been granted by Ihe 
Depailmcnt of UutlrA.e, to make tlie:O 
fipcelnl trips at scheduled rales.
20 VI AKS AGO 
December J9a3
T.'iu HUI, Mwietaty of the Kelowna 
Board < f Trade, ln-lidlcd the officers of 
Ilie DC. Chamber of Commerce in Van-
5ft YEARS 
December




n lesnlt of the 
H. Behon ion
Mr. ll.ll is nt the
the |H>!>ttlon of president, in a t.horl 
speech fotlouinp' the aniiouticenieiit l'(mi­
It) VI AKS AGO 
December 1912
<•)..<11.<> ..11 Mi-,-,mu Noles The aniniiil 
> f ! Ii< B C I GA !>>( d I * •
Ihe coiifidenee plm <•<! In him.
CO YEARS AGO 
December 11)12
An ontlileak of fire mound thchiin- 
n< v nf the old A. B Kuos m.m mn on
i - ' Mild
44
M 1 . A'.l’.'l'
A
U.S. navy. ■
More so than any navy in his- 
grams.” tory, except perhaps the Royal
Pronounced “zee grams” in Navy at the be^nnmg of this 
American English, they inform century when Admiral _Jackto 
the hundreds of thousands of of- Uf?,,vS«n'
fleers and men at sea and on 
shore in the navy’s sprawling 
institutions about changes in 
dress, drinking regulations, 
even news of openings of bars 
and discotheques for the sailors 
at sea and on shore.
There even is talk of altering 
the U.S. naval uniform to per­
mit use of Afr-style hair-cuts. 
No one is saying how a jet car­
rier pilot could possibly wear 
the essential tight-fitting helmet
tial changes, the U.S. navy can­
not cope with internal unrest on 
the basis of disciplinary action
only.
The deep social problems of 
America now are spreading 
through these floating technol­
ogical wonders. In fact, the 
alienation which modem tech­
nology on shore has created is 
another major reason besides 
racial crisis, why the world’s 





Dec. 7, 1911, was described by 
Franklin Roosevelt as “a date 
that will, live in Infamy” be­
cause it was, on that day that 
Japan made a surprise attack 
on Pearl Harbor and joined the 
war as an ally of Germany.
Many Canadians learned the 
incredible news as they were 
listening io the Sunday afternoon 
concert of the New York Phil­
harmonic Orchestra which was 
a regular feature of the CBC. 
The symphony music was inter­
rupted by a brief news flash 
that seemed to be unbelievable. 
Then t)ie concert continued. A 
few minutes later the news of 
the attack was confirmed and 
p e r h a p s nobody remembers 
what happened to the concert 
after that.
Canadians suddenly realized 
that the West Coast was in dan­
ger. It had been far removed 
from the war until then. They 
also realized that the United
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revrvert.
also
are quite prepared to pay for 
local improvements, but, des­
pite requests over a four year
period to the Regional District,
have been able to obtain absolu­
tely no decisive action from the 
Regional District.
She lists ten things the Re-
became the prime minister 
of Britain.
1842—The New York Phil­
harmonic Society held its 
first concert.
1542—Mary Queen of 
Scots was bom.
PROTEST OVERTIME 
VANCOUVER (CP) — Pulp 
and paper mill workers In Brit- j 
ish Columbia want an end to the 
industry’s exemption from the 
Hours of "Work Act, which 
means there are no restrictions
War Dec. 8. 
1954—Shigera Yoshida re- ___  _____________________
signed as the prime minis- on the amount of overtime
ter of Japan.
1949—Bulgaria b e c a m e 
the fourth Communist state 
to quit the World Health Or­
ganization.
1916—David Lloyd George
worked. Pat O'Neal, vice-presl- i 
dent of the United Paperwork* 
ers International Union, says in 
a letter to B.C.’s labor depart­
ment there have been several 
cases of “excessive overtime.”
folk and llaldimand, 
1770 Samuel Hearne 
thud 1i Ip from Hudson 
Coppei mine River.
1837 Upper Canada his stylerebel.
began
Bay to Wold style
States had been forced into the 
war that Canadians had been 
fighting for more than two 
years.
T h e Canadian government 
acted quickly and declared war 
on Japan that very day, al­
though it was a Sunday. The 
U.S. and Britain did not declare 
war until the next day, Dec. 8. 
Residents of the cities, towns 
and villages along the coast of 
British Columbia were ordered 
to install blackout curtains as 
quickly as possible.
Britain had anticipated that 
Japan would enter the war and 
decided to send troops to Hong 
Kong. Canada was asked to help 
and agreed to dispatch the 
Winnipeg Grenadiers and the 
Royal Rifles of Canada although 
they still were In training and 
inadequately equipped. So the 
two Canadian battalions wore 
part of the British force of 
10,000 men when the Japanese 
attacked Hong Kong soon after 
the raid on Pearl Harbor.
The battle was over on Christi 
• mas Day. Twenty-five per cent 
of the Canadians who fought nt 
Hong Kong were killed in action 
or died later as the result of 
their mistreatment ns prisoners 
of war.
OTHER DEC. 7 EVENTS:
1019I r o q uni » massacred 
Huron mission at St. Jenn.
1729 Mississaugnas c <■ d r d 
three million ni res of jnrsenl- 
<lny counties of Wentworth, Nor-
vi re defeated nt Toronto and 
W.L. Miickenzio fled to U.S.
IHfifl Elr.'.t issue 
Free Press.
1K99 Hugh John 




led Conservatives to victoiy in 
Manitoba.
NO < O M.H ION
VANC OUVER K I') British
Wai r< n lie lint
atviw-kw.f’rf m hnpr of « j«>-.
aa
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Tradition! The tree’s trimmed, the stockings stuffed, 
the presents wrapped. Now to relax. With Old Stylo 
Beer, slow-brewed and naturally aged for great old 
time flavour. Some traditions are too good to change.
Like Old Style Beer. Cheers!
Old Slqle SLOW-BREWED AND NATURALLY AGEO.
1
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Ellis St. Phone 762-2016
PREFERS WATER
The otter is a weasel that has 
gone in for an aquatic life. .
Complete line of...
Wood and Aluminum Windows
PATTERN GLASS, STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS
Your most complete glass and window department 
Experienced staff to handle all installation needs.
It’s at the Bay
MW
4L
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U.S. Senators Open Hearings 
Into Non-Prescription Drugs
Hunter Foundation for Health 
Care in Lexington, Ky.
They also agreed that plain 
aspirin, inhaled nasal deconges­
tants and nose drops and lo- 
Izenges, intelligently used, are
WASHINGTON (CP) — A 
United States Senate subcom­
mittee has opened six days of 
bearings on non-prescription 
drugs with a reminder that 
many cought and cold remedies 
sold across the counter are “ir­
rational” combinations of medi­
cine.
Senator Gaylord Nelson 
(Dem. Wise.) told the com­
mittee Tuesday that most pro­
motion and advertising of 
cought and cold products is 
“simply a generous mixture of 
false claims and outright non­
sense." He said the National 
Academy of Sciences and the 
American Medical Association 
b-ve condemned such items as
Contac. Dristan, Allerest and 
Coricidin as irrational and even 
dangerous.
Three scientists then urged 
the government to prohibit 
over-the-counter sales of drug 
combinations for which Ameri­
cans are estimated to spend 
about $1 billion a year, treating 
symptoms of the common cold.
One scientist suggested as a 
substitute hot chicken soup of 
‘‘hot drinks of any kind” as ef­
fective and cheaper substitutes.
The chicken-soup advocate, 
Dr. Sol Katz, professor of medi­
cine at Georgetown University 
here, was supported by Dr. 
Richard Hornick, professor of 
medicine at the University of
preferable to the remedies that 
involve numerous ingredients.
None of the combination cold 
products, they said, has ever 
been demonstrated with well- 
controlled clinical studies to be 
more effective than their in­
gredients used separately.
NO MEN
Two million years ago there I 
were po true men on earth.
TWO DECORATED 
^VANCOUVER (CP) — Con­
stable D. B. Blanchard of the 
Vancouver city police and a fjri- 
vate citizen, Vince Meichel, 
have been awarded certificates 
of bravery by the Vancouver 
Police Commission for their 
part in the rescue of a man 
from an upstairs suite during a 
fire in a home.
heavy loot
VANCOUVER (CP) — A thie' 
in British Columbia should t 
having trouble spending his ill 
gotten gains. A man took three 
canvas bags containing Sl.OOt 
from a city tax departmen 
truck. The money was all i: 
coins, from city parking meters.
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components
NORDEN IMPORT 
282 Bernara Ave. 763-3810





You and Your Down-Filled Ski Jacket
Together you're a team ihafr, hard lo boat. With your 8. F. Woods jacket sporting Dial fabulous box 
quill look you re a smash on the slopes, in the fields or on the town. Of course, the luam point is the 
toast warm down filling. But, it also has a hidden hood, polyester fibre filled sleeves, 2 way zipper and 
knitted collar and culls. Just the thing lor under your Christmas tree. Why not (imp a lew hints while 
the price is so incredibly low? Gold, navy. Sizes S.M.L.XL.
Men's Casual Wear.
REMEMBER (HR BRI AKI ASI Willi SAMA DA I I S: 
Saturday, December *>lh, 8:15 a.m. mid Saturday, December 16th, 8:15 n.m,
(Lompimy,
Styles for every sweater girl, on your list. Colours to comple­
ment every wardrobe. Fine gaugo knits, fully fashioned, beauti­
fully finished. Quality you’ll Lie proud Io give at savings to make 
Christmas shopping a joyl Sizes 3G-42 in 100% merino wool.
A. Long sloovo pullover with mock turtle button plaquet neck, 
saddle shoulder, back zip. Blue, rose, natural, yellow, grey, 
B. Notch collnr cardigan with raglan sleeves. Blue, lose, grey, 
yellow, oil white.
:>l n>p.
REMEMBER OUR BREAKEAST WI1TI SANTA DAHLS: 
Snliirilav, December 9th, 8:15 n.m. mid Saturduv, December 16th, 8:15 n.m. 
Ic now at The Hay in the (icnci.il Offkr.
J^ubson’s^Bay, Company,
The New Bay Ordiard I’aik Store Hours: 
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tai Council has sent a telegram
Prime Minister Trudeau, B.C.
Olympics would cause environ­
mental damage
But once Samson entered the
of the spine. . .
Some sufferers unfortunately
ica
IF YOU POM T TURN IT ON
PINNER
FEWER FARMS
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Dear Dr. Thosteson: what
Area I











EDMONTON (CP) — There
has been a decrease in the num­
ber of farms and a sharp in-
VANCOUVER (CP) 
British Columbia Environmen
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THURS., DEC. 7, 1972 PAGE 21
ycrease in the capital investment 
per farm in Alberta. C. E. Ster? 
statistician with the pro-I ng, .. ____
vlncial marketing division of the
riculture department, says
s-there were 62,702 census farms 
J in Alberta in 1971 compared 
5‘with 84,315 In 1951. In the same
period capital investment rose
■<-to 880,000 from 821,000. Between 
11961 and 1971 the average size 
of a farm in Alberta rose to 790
opposing the Vancouver-Gari
baldi Olympic Committee bid
for the 1976 Winter Games to
Premier Dave Barrett and lord
Killanin, president of the Inter­
national Olympic Committee
The telegram said construction
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i DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it
< One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
UAO SEL IAD MPWOT JF APSTOMG
ELZ GDY APSTOMG. PT EBU UD JO
VDYYRBUOZ
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: WHEN YOU FIND YOU ARE ON 
THE SIDE OF THE MAJORITY, IT IS TIME TO REFORM. 
MARK TWAIN
J4WSV ARRIVES AT 7MG RANGER.
STATION T/NSA iS WAITING m SEE HIM
Don't Treat Pain
In Wrong Places
By Georre C. Thoiteson. M.D.
causes sciatica and what can be
done to correct it? I have a 
severe pain from the right side 
of the pelvis down to the right
produce enough to create a tear
My doctor doesn't seem very 
concerned since some liquid
does form. I can't help but feel
CONTRACT BRIDGE
I The only trouble was that all
these triumphs occurred only
while Samson was, asleep




not count to 13; he revoked as
often as he followed suit, in fact 
he once went down 4,600 points
at three notrump redoubled
when he could have made the
contract with three overtricks
knee. It started about seven 
months ago, and I have applied 
heat and hot baths but it still
it is abnormal.—Mrs. S. D.
It’s not abnormal at that age
pains me.—E.W.
Sciatica gets its name from a
nerve that runs down the back 
of each leg—the sciatic nerve. 
Chances are that applying heat 
to the place where you suffer 
the pain won’t do a bit of good 
Or will do very little. It may 
relax tense muscles, but it
won’t get at the root of the trou
ble.
Why? Because the pain that 
you feel along that nerve 
usually emanates not from the 
place where you hurt, but at a 
point higher up along the nerve.
Most generally it is at the 
p o i n t at which the nerve 
emerges from the spinal col 
umn, in the lower back. Ar­
thritic changes in the bones of 
Hie spine, or some injury, or 
sometimes inflammation from
another cause affects the nerve.
To get rid of the pain, that
—you do notice some moisture, 
and it doesn't take very much
to do its job of bathing the eye
Incidentally, moisture or 
tears will form in a'child’s eyes 
If he is hurt, or if the eyes are
irritated, but if the crying is
just an attention-getter, tears
quite likely will not be present.
Female Bandit
Was Polite
charged with bank robbery 
here shortly after a Manu 
facturers and Traders Trust Co. 
bank was robbed.
Earlier in the day a woman
also robbed a branch off>ce of
SOUTH
*A J 8 3
PENTHIEVRE 
(.1725-1793)




THE AGE OF 9
Wien 
IN KbrzEBUE ALASKA 
ON THE ARCTIC OCEAN >







days of contract bridge, there
Land of Nod there was a com 
plcte and startling change of
lived a man by the name of
Samson Shmearcase. He was
regarded by some (particularly
personality. He became a giant
killer, the sluggish mind van 
ished, and his thinking suddenly
by himself) as the greatest
bridge player who ever lived.
His exploits at the card table
simply phenomenal.
became clear and precise. His
results were stupendous.
Here Is a simple example of
Samson’s prowess. He held the
East hand. Declarer won the
spade lead with the ace, drew
two rounds of trumps, then led
the queen of diamonds 'and
finessed
Our hero took the king and
calmly played the only card In
his hand that could beat the
contract. He led the jack of
clubs!
Declarer was now a deceased
duck. Whether he covered or
not, the defenders were bound
But note that if Samson had
made the more normal return of
Smother plays, double squeezes
pressure on the nerve has to be 
relieved, and applying heat or 
liniment or massage or such 
things on the leg doesn’t do any 
thing to help what has gone 
wrong in your back.
After seven months of that
pain, I think your only wise 
course is to have your doctor
(or perhaps an orthopedist) see
what is bothering that nerve. 
Doubtless, he will want an x-ray
go on for years trying different 
home remedies that don’t, 
really, have the faintest chance 
of succeeding. Liniment on the 
leg, where the hurt is, is putting
the medicine in the wrong
place.
Quite often patients with sci 
atica will have the pain when in
one position, and not in another
—the pain may come when they 
are lying down but not when 
standing up, or vice versa, ,
This can be- a valuable clue.
the Marine Midland-Western
bank in downtown Buffalo.
Some shift.in the bones of the 
spine exerts the pressure. If the
Ash, special
agent-in-charge of the Buffalo 
FBI office, said Estelle Harris, 
24, no address given __
charged with bank robbery in
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
Those around you seem unwill 
ing to go beyond what they al­
ready know.
work on what is feasible. Older 
people attract special complica­
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A 
vexing failure of communication
the Manufacturers and Traders
tered the bank and gave a teller 
a note demanding $2,000. The 
note also indicated that the
woman was armed, Ash said. 
The woman collected the money 
and departed on foot.
He said a woman answering 
the description of the robber
was arrested at a downtown
apartment-hotel and that $1,980 
was recovered.
In the Marine Midland rob­
bery, FBI agents said a lone fe­
male entered and gave a teller
a note demanding $1,000. That 
note also indicated that the rob 
ber was armed, agents said.
The note read Dear Miss: I
and triple grand coups were all
child’s play to him. As declarer,
no hand that could be made
ever got by him; as defender,
no hand that could be defeated
patient can be kept out of that
position, the pressure is pre 
vened. Hence back braces, or
girdles of one type of another 
can be very useful in preventing
sciatica.
The i m p b r t a n t point, of 
course, is to discover which is
the proper positidn, and that is 
why x-rays are usually required
for a successful attack on sciat
Dear Dr.Thosteson: My baby 
is eight months old and, until a
few months ago, she had no 
tears. Even now when she cries
her eyes will well up but rarely
THEY THINK IT'S





Taurus (April 20-May 20): Ab­ and co-operation is likely if you
hn
IN F.XACTLY ONI' HOUR
■ f S OU WON T 
TN HAVE ANY
the three instead of the jack, 
South would have followed low
and thus lost only two club
tricks. Or had Samson first led 
the ace, declarer would also 
have lost only two club tricks
and made the contract.
Samson had triumphed again!
rupt moves provoke their own 
limitation, endless rounds of 
where joint re-discussions
Gemini (May 21-June 20); It
is better to settle for what you 
can get now than to fritter op­
tions away in bickering, looking
toward visionery future gains
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Im
aginative ideas find few, if any 
takers today. Strong feelings
build into symptoms which re­
quire checking.
become impatient or aggres­
sive. Bear with it all.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20);
Too many cooks do not neces­
sarily have to spoil the broth
Be cautious about your contri 
bution to family welfare today.
Ship Spews Out 
>/2 Mile Of Oil
NEW YORK (Reuter) — A






don t mean any harm but two 
men i are holding my little girl 
so I' must demand $1,000 from 
you, please. After this I will do
everything to help you recover 
the money. Please forgive me,
but I must do this.
"They also gave me a gun. I 
would hate to use it, but I will 
to save my daughter.”
The woman, who fled with the 
money, matched the description 
of the woman who robbed the
Manufacturers an'd Traders
Police said the apologetic 
note about the two" men holding 
a little girl was without sub­
stance.
j . 6ET YOUR 5HOT& YOU 
J AKE TO USAVE HERE,,., 
| THE PRESIDENT
[ SIKTELN MINUTES” W1
> — FIFTEEN... .,-Z
FOURTEEN! 1 - WAITING FOR .
THE COUNTDOWN!.' )
■0$
you care about are in various 
d 1 f f i cu 11 moods, or express 
wishes that are beyond your 
ability to fill. Patience!
in the East Fiver off Manhattan 
late Tuesday night, creating a 
mile-and-a-half-long oil slick, 
U.S. Coast Guard said to
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Charity begins at home—consi­
der your needs first; work hard
to compensate them instead of 
squabbling with neighbors.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Cour­
tesy and prudence do much to 
alleviate stress. Making deci­
sions on other people's affairs is 
particularly sensitive—don't. .
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Ndv. 21): Ex 
pect higher costs, larger quanti 
ties of anything than planned 
Financial opportunities are all 
tied to long waiting periods. ■
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21 >:
If it is worth while doing, it will 
have hindrances for you to cope 
with. Once you have gone for 
ward, others will join in. „ ~ 
' Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
Have the judgment to leave the
day.
The tanker,, the 659-foot Vitta, 
owned by Shell Bermuda Over­
seas Ltd. and registered in Lon­
don, went aground bow-first at
high-tide, ripping open her No.
1 tank, the Coast Guard said.
Heavy fuel oil caused a slick 
at least 40 city blocks long mov­
ing toward New York harbor, 
the coast guard said.
There were injuries when the 
20,889-ton ship struck, and Coast 
Guard officials said , tugs would 
attempt to refloat her at high 
tide, at about 10:30 a.m. EST.
The coast Guard said they 
had no details on the grounding 
other than it occurred in heavy
fog.
Oil was being transferred 
from the No. 1 tank to minimize
the damage, the. Coast Guard 
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Experienced in Public Service
Trustee Black Mountain Irrigation District
Local Executive Member of British Columbia Fruit
Growers Association
Actively Involved In Community Affairs
DAY, Colin B. X
Ellison, Rutland Bench, Black Mountain 
Belgo and Joe Rich.
VOTE SATURDAY, DEC. 9th 
8:00 p.m. at 
RUTLAND SECONDARY SCHOOL
8:00 a.m.
HE'S INSISTING ON MEETING'
MY BOSS... WHAT PPI 
DO ABOUT'IT?-” SAV 
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Insta-Matic color tuning • The 
bright tube • Solid state components 
—Replace all but four chassis tubes
• Plug-in mini circuits for easy service 
(like ‘‘Works in a drawer" sets). • Automatic 
fine tuning • Insta-Matic tuning indicator.
SPECIAL
LIMITED OFFER
PRICE INCLUDES: REMOTE CONTROL, 




A viewer chair, for your 
Santa Claus.
FREE
A RollaboutTV Cart with Bookshelf.
Tune this Quasar from your arm­
chair—Insta-Matic color tuning 
takes care of the color, remote con­
trol changes channels, volume and 
on/off.
Delivery Guaranteed In Time For Christmas!
THE QUASAR
PORTABLE TV GUARANTEE:
ATWO-YEAR GUARANTEE ON THE PICTURE 
TUBE AND A ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE ON 
ALL OTHER PARTS.
THE QUASAR TABLE AND CONSOLE 
TV GUARANTEE:
A TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE ON THE PICTURE 
TUBE AND ON ALL OTHER PARTS.
Shops Capri - Kelowna 
Open 9 to 9 'til Christmas
"WORKS IN A DRAWER" 
COLOR TV CHASSIS
Only Quasar by Motorola offers you a 
television with all chassis parts neatly tucked 
into a drawer, If servicing should become 
necessary, the service technician simply 
opens the drawer, unplugs the faulty circuit’ 
and snaps in a new one. Most repairs can be 
made within minutes in the home. There’s no 
need to disassemble or move your TV set. 
Bach replacement mini circuit of the > 
"Works in a Drawer" will include any new 
advances made by Quasar since your original 
purchase. So you may have a new, improved 
set after each repair.
And because Quasar chassis consist of 
solid-state circuits, rather than tubes, you 
have a set which is compact, will require few 
repairs and provide economical performance
The Quasar 25" Console Color TV 1
Here is a Quasar "Works in a Drawer" color TV 
featuring solid-state circuit modules, instant picture 
and sound and Insta-Matic color tuning.
The one Insta-Matic tuning button activates five 
controls that automatically balance color hue, color 
intensity, contrast, brightness and fine tuning.
This model comes in the strong, simple lines of a 





The Quasar 26" Console Color TV
This is the Grand-sized Quasar console color TV, 
complete with all the advantages of the Quasar "Works 
in a Drawer", and push-button Insta-Matic color tuning. 
The contemporary styling of this credenza cabinet 
grants it the simplicity to trie,id with any decor Hie 
cabinet is finished 
in Royal Walnut.
Model WU 9106 JW...........
Model WU 8000 JW.........
25" Console Color TV - Mediterranean
This Quasar Color TV offers all the features of the 
contemporary 2b model, but with a very striking 
design difleieiice.
The IV is housed m a handsome Mediterranean 
Credenza r .ibinet finished m (.lassie Pecan with 
elegant sculptured 
accents. Iliri.li-mt t 
has concealed (..i-.lers 
lor easy m< >vmg 
Model WU 8003 JP.......
